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Building & Upgrading PCs 
In part'3, Mark Brighton takes up the 
screwdriver and assembles his 
multimedia PC, 
In The Workshop - Basic 
Power Supply Designs 
Steve Waddington describes a low-cost 
PSU capable of supplying fixed 5V and 
12V dc outputs plus a variable 0-12V 
dc output. 
IBUS Output Module 
In this final part Neil Johnson 
describes how to equip your computer 
with an 8-bit resolution voltage source, 
for use in a wide range of instruments, 
experiments and projects. 
On Screen Video Level Meter - 
Part 2 
Ian Berry explains the construction and 
set-up in the finsl.part of his project. 

Features 
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Research News 
Philips have developed a :30 medical 
imaging system using lasers in the 
fight against breast cancer. 
Electronics in Agriculture 
Part 5 
George Pickworth concludes his series 
by Idoking at the latest, sophisticated 
tractors. 
Programmable Logic 
Controllers 
Alex Hunt from Matsushita describes 
how to use a PLC as a burglar alarm 
controller 

The Technology and 
Applications or Thermal Imaging 
Dr. C. R. Lavers investigates the 
applications and latest advances in 
this fascinating science. 
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Radioactivity: A Century Of 
Controversy 
Greg Grant tooks at the history of 
this emotive subject in the first part 
of his series. 
Sound Card Technology 
In this two part series, Mike Bedford 
guides you through the sound card 
jungle and helps you understand the 
various facts and figures you'll find in 
the specification sheets. 
Weighing Technology: Past 
and Present 
In this first part. Douglas Ciarkson looks 
at the history of weighing- 

Get More From Visual Basic - 
Part 3 
Kernels, DLLs and ProfileStrings are 
Mike Holmes, topics in his continuing 
series. 
Security Electronics Systems 
Part 9 
Ray Marston looks at a miscellaneous 
collection of security circuits in this 
penultimate.epiSode of the.series. 
Radio Communication Review 
Harry Watkins looks at digital frequency 
counters, CB and a low-cost digital air 
band receiver. 
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Sales of the April Issue of 'Electronics and 
Beyond' with the free Maplin Catalogue CD-ROM 
have exceeded our expectation with virtually all 

Maplin and W. H. Smith stores selling out. For those. 
readers who missed this issue, there are still copies 
available by mail order - but hurry they are selling 
fast. In order to avoid disappointment of any future 
offers why not take out a years subscription. Over the 
next three months we will be giving away two exciting 
prizes each month In a subscription draw. Full detaiis 
can be found on page 80. 

This year sees the centenary of Marie Curie coining 
the term 'Radiation' and to commemorate the 
occasion, we begin a short series on radiation. In a 
similar vein, we take a look at the history of weighing 
starting with Egyptian methods and finishing next 
month with the latest technology. 

Since computers feature just about everywhere in 
our lives, this month sees the start of a two part 
series on sound cards, and Mark Brighton continues 
his series by showing you hbw to assemble all the 
computer parts and make a working PC. We hope to 
bring more articles and projects on computers and 
software in future issues. 

In the August Issue we will announce the winner of 
the Quickroute 4.0 competition from issue 125, so 
hurry the closing date for entries will be Friday 29th 
May 1998. 

Paul Freeman-Sear, Publishing Manager 
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Sun Microsystems' JavaRing made its debut at die Java Developer 
Conference on March 23 in San Francisco. The first 'computer in a 
ring' holds the user's identification and preferences, and was used 
by the 14,000 conference attendees to register, tog in coffee orders, 
enter contests, and check messages. By connecting their personal 
computer rings to the network, the attendees created a virtual 
supercomputer from the combined computing power of their rings. 

For further details, check: www.sun.com. 
Contact: Sun, Tel; (01276) 20444. 

FoneBook Overcomes 

Challenge of Programming 

Numbers into Mobile 
FoneBook PLUS, is a PC-based address book 
that shares address information with mobile 
phoiies frDiti N'cwbury based start-up 
Paragon Software. 

FoneBook PLUS integrates the PC and 
mobile phone seamlessly using a simple 
cable connection, allowing users to exchange 
name and phone numlier information 
between a PC and a mobile phone. 

"How many mobile phone users know how to store names and 
numbers on a mobile phone? Research shows that its less than L in 
10 and even less regularly update 
or amend their mimfaers. We believe FoneBook will change the way 
people make use of die failures on their phone, helping them to stay 
connected and stay in touch." said Colin Calder founder and 
managing director of Paragon Software, 

For further details, check; vMW. paragonsoftware. com. 
Contact: Paragon Software, Tel: 01635 521909. 
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Easy-PC for Windows 95 is the 
forth generation [jrimed circuit 
board (PCB) and sdiematic 
design .system from Number 
One Systems. The computer 
aided design system Ls shipped 

with a fiill set of component 
libraries. New cbmpohehts can 
quickly and easily be added to 
existing libraries- 

The use of technology files, 
similar to scvJe sheets in a word 

processor, makes it easy to 
configure new designs. The 
technology file also contains all die 
manufaciuring information rdaring 
to die design minimising tlie 
chances of costly errois occurring 
when the board is made. 

Easy-PC can be linked to a lull 
range of optional circuit 
simulators including Analyser and 
Puisar Ifnni Nuinber One Systems. 

Easy-PC can' manage complex 
design projects including multi- 
sheet schematics, and copying 
and renaming all the associated 
files automatically if a layout or 
schematic is saved under a 
diffeient name. Tills makes it 
very easy to re-use older projects 
as templates for new designs. 

tor further information, 
check: www.nionberone.coni. 

Contact: Number One 
Systems, Td: (01460) 461778. 
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A cost effective, modem 
concentrator from Dane-Elec 1 

allows multiple computer users 
to connect to the Internet using 
a single modem and singe 
Internet service "provider (ISP) 
account. Using the (SBiOO, PC 
or Apple Mac users connected 
to a local area network (LAN) 
are able to dial-up to an 
Internet Sendee Provicief (ISP) 
for e-mail and access. 

The ISBIOO enables users to 

utilise the full bandwidth of a 
singe modem. The maximum 
data connection-speed is over 
230S<bps using a digitat ISDN 
connection to an Internet 
Service Provider (ISP), or 
56kbps using a high-speed 
analogue modem, over a 
conventional telephone line; 

For rorther details, check: 
www.ddnG-elec.co.uk. 

Contact: Dane-Elec, 
Tel: (0181) 391 6900. 
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niBipii bstablish&b' imi Msif ^oivmer Unit 

. Philips Hectronics is set to 
establish s new business unit for 
the development, manufeclure 
arid sale of light-emitting 
polymers (LEPs), used in small 
and medium-sized displays, 

LEFfe, made by sandwiching s 
thin nlm of semi-conducting 
plastic between two electrodes 
are set to replace Liquid Ctystal 
Displayst(lCDs) and other 
technologies for use in 
handheld phones, calculators 
and car dashboardsl 

The technology was originally 
discovered by Cambridge 
Display Technology (CDT) in 
1992, who licensed the 
technology to Philips in 1996. 

For further details, check: 
wvm: phi lips.com. 

Contact +31 40 272 20 91. 
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Diet Pentium 
from Intel 

Inters riew Celeron processor Is 
ImewJed for use in to-,'/-end PCs. 
The device fe Ksentiaih'5 l^ntium 
II dwica without the Ix-.cl 2 cache, 
which is utBmatfijy the feature, 
which ma'<53 it run so puiddy. A full 
specification and fitst products 
based on the device are expected 
la be. announced in April. 

For further infomiaiion, check: 
www.Intel.com. 

Contact Intel. 
Tel; (01734) 403000. 
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US start-up, RF-Unh Technology 
has developed a Wireless 
PCfffiTV product that allows an 
Internet link via a PC in one 
room to be displayed on a 

■television in another. 
A scan converter translates the 

PC's video display signals Into 
/signals that a TV can process, 
and sends the audio and video 
signals using a radio-frequency 
transmitter and reoerver. 

The signals can travel up to 
100 feet, and a wireless 
keyboard allows the user to 
manipulate the PC while 
watching the action an the TV In 
another room. 

For further details, check: 
www.rf1i nktech.com. 

Contact: RF-link Tochnology, 
Tel: +1 310 787 2328. 

Lucent Techt 
Speeds Data 
Over Light 

New optical technology tram lucent 
Technologiss will give fibre optic 
networks s boost, nxwYig the 
equivstem of 90.000 sets of 
encyclopaedias per sscond 

The technoios' called dense 
wavelength dwision mulliplexcts 
(DWDMs) acts like a prism .to 
incre^e tte number of ligfil 
streams, by an order or magnitude, 
capaMe of carrying data. 

For lurtfter details, check: 
www.lucent.com. 

Contact Lucent, 
+ 1888 584 6366. 

Be Unveils Ihtel 
Operating System 

Ba has announced a new 
version of its BeOS operating 
system software, designed to 
work with Intel-based machines. 
Release 3.0 for Intel Is still 
primarily for programmers and 
eolhustasts, biit a Release 4.0 
version for genera! ctmsomers Is 
scheduled for a September. 

The BeOS is built from the 
ground up to be a multimedia 
system, with streaming audio 
and video support designed into 
the kernel. Be's goal Is to 
capture 25 per cent of the 
multimedia publishing market 
with its Release 4.0. 

For further details, check; 
www. beeurope.com. 

Contact: Be, Tel: 
+33 1 49 06 73 77. 
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More Small 
Businesses<Use 
Computers 

An IOC poti fndicaies the number of 
small businesses tnst use PCs rose 
to 78 per cent In 1997, up from 
73 per cent fn 1996; Tne increase 
ends several sears of fist or 
minimal gro.vth. IDC tied the rise to 
Itwrar PC prices, oasier-to-use 
softv.-are and a ne^v crop of 
ccmpulc-r-iterate business ovtmets. 

For •further detsttsj cftecte 
www.idc.com. 

ComacL- (0181) 987 7100. 

Apple Demos 
400Mllz Mac 
Apple Cbiiiputer 

CEO Steve Jobs last month 
demonstrated a Macintosh 
running on a 400MHz copper- 
based chip based on technology 
developed by IBM. The new 
microprocessor, which will be 
produced under joint 
arrangement by IBM and 
Motorola, will be available for 
Macs In early 1999. 

For further details, check: 
www. apple.com. 

Contact: (0181) 569 1199. 

TDK Introduces 
Reference Grade 
Audio Recordable CD 

TDK v,■III intfoditce its new CD-RXG, 
a reference level recordsb'e CD 
(CO-R) for digital audio recwciing 
v.ith consumer CD-R recordsrs. 

The new medium dsirvers an 
impfEssrve sound penormanceand 
ensures optimum recofdi'plajtecT. 
cartpafibility with any of toda/s CO 
R recorders and CD players through 
an extremely tow error rate over a 
wide range of write laser power. 

for further details, Chc-ctc 
www.tdk-Burope.com. 

Contact: +49 2119077 0, 

3Com Delivers 
Third Generation 
Palih Pilot 

The third generation of the Palm 
Pilot, Palm ill combines Infrared 
capabilities, increased memory, 
and enhanced user interface, 
and Industrial design with the 
original Palm Pilot concept. 

With the Palm HI organiser's IR 
capability users can share 
records and applications 
wirelessly by simply 'beaming1 

Information into another user's 
Palm III organiser at the touch 
of a button. This provides new 
data communications 
opportunities both for individual 
users and organisations. 

Wrth 2MB of RAM, users have 
ample room to add a wide array 
of applications, allowing greater 
expandability and customisation. 
The Palm III organiser is flash 
upgradable, making it easy for 
users to upgrade the. Palm OS 
software without replacing the 
memory card. 

For further details, check: 
www.Scorn.com. 

Contact: 3Com,. 
Tel: (01189) 220200. 

Chip-Tracking 

Foils Thieves 
The Electronic Industries 
Associnrion hits adopted 
technology from Data Matrix thai 
enahles chipmakets to mark 
each semiconductor with a 
microscopic code tltai identifies 
the vendor and indudes 
individual serial numbers. Chip 
thieves will not be able to 
remove the code without ripping 
off the casings, wliidi will liave 
the effect of destroying the chips. 

For further details, check; 
wHw.e1a.org. 

Contacr: Electronic Indus tries 
Association, -5-1 703 907 7500. 
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BBC Signs Up Discovery 

for Science Coverage 

The. BBC has signed an 
agreement with US media 
company Discovery to create the 
largest global force in factual 
science broadcasting. The 
agreement will see the creation 
of a woridwide nehvork of quality 
channels as well as the BBC's 
own network in the US. 

Tne global alliance between 
BBC Worldwicie, the commercial 
arm of the BBC, and Discovery 
Communications Inc (DCI) will 
lay the fouridatiori for; a joint 
venture to co-produce and 
commission factual 
programmes; and a famifyof 
quality factual television 

channels around the world, 
drawing on the productton, 
archive and commercial 
strengths of BBC and DC). 

For further details, check: 
www.bbc.co.uk. 

Contact; BBC, 
Tel: (0181) 743 8000. 
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Gnumdll Researchers Rvitafo 

Sinsue WJolr culp 

As electronic devices grow ever smaller, single molecules could one 
day become components of electronic circuits of even moving jsirts 
of tiny machines. Cornell Universit)- rescarohers have now 
demonstrated one way this could be done, by isolating a single 
oxygen molecule and causing it to rotate on command. 

Brief voltage pukes applied to the molecule cause ft to rotate 
between three orientations spaced 120 degrees apart, something like 
a radio knob tliai dicks into one of three stops. If the voltage pulse 
is not stopped, the molecule continues to rotate between the three 
orientations, turning like a tiny motor. 

In addition to dcnionstiating a concept that could be used in 
ultra-smafl electronic devices, the experiment provided basic 
research information about the 
nature of the chemical bond 
formed when an-oxygen molecule 
Is adsorijed to a platinum surface 
and how electrons can cause the 
motion of die molecule. Platinum 
is widely used as a catalyst to 
speed oxidation reactions, for 
examplc.in automobile caialytic 
converters: 

For fiinher details, check: 
vmw.Cornell.edu. 

Contact: Cornell Universiiv, 
+ 1607255 3651. 
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National Semiconductor has 
introduced a new microchip, so 
small that the packaged device 
is about tiie size of a (lake of 
coarse-ground pepper. The liny 
package houses an ihlegrated 
circuit called an operational 
amplifier, which is used as 0 
basic building block in a wide 
variety of electronic systems 
ranging from celiuiar phones to 
full-size computers. 

The chip, identified as the 
LMV321. is the. industry's 
smallest ever-operational 
amplifier and is the first 
integrated circuit to be 
packaged in the miniature 
SC70-5 package. This package 
is only 2.0 x S-lmm and has 
previously been used only to 
house 'discrete* devices such 
as singe transistors. 

For further details, check: 
www.national.com. 

Contact: National 
Semiconductor, 
Tel: (01475) 633733. 
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With only twenty 
months to the aid of 
the century a 

satisfactory outcome to the 
computer'date-change problem 
is now impossible, Kobin 
Guenier head of lisskforce 2000 
warned the gpvemniem this 
month. "Damage is inevitable," 
he believes, potentially affecting ' 
millions of pcople. 

Taskforce 2000 believes that ' 
successful damage limitatibn will 
dejiend on two factors; 
openness and [jersonal 
accountabilitt; Also, the 
widespread involvement of 
ordinary people is critical, as Is 
using common sease to cut 
comers and take calculated risks. 

laskforce 2000's recent contact 
with business has demonsirated 
that fixing the date-change 
prdblem is proring to be an 
cxttaordinary challenge .and that 
businesses that are getting on 
with it tire, almost without 
exception, finding it to be more 
difficult than they espectecL 

Futhemrore, budgets are 
escalating rapidly and many 
large companies are a long way 
behind where they should be 
by now, ami are struggling, for 
example, with unexpected 
supply chain and embedded 
software problerns, and with 
the massive difficulties of 
testing their systems. 

laskforce 2000 claims that the. 
public sector is way behind the 
private sector leaders, Big 
computer-jobs are usually late. 
This one - the biggest ever—is 
made worse by two fttctore: 
rapidly reducing time and too 
few skilled people. 

"It is now fandful to pretend 
that the problem will be 
solved," said Guenier, executive 
director of Taskforce 2000. "It Is, 
put quite simply too late. 
How ever, if we start now, a 
great deal can still be done to 
rninimise the inevitable 
disruption to people's lives," 

"Taskforce 2000 has dear 
proposals to deal with this. This 
is a classic example of a 
problem where the best is the 
enemy of the good — there is no 
time for bureaucratic detail and 
delay Indeed, a patchwork job 
that mitigates the worst of it is 
all diat is practicable," he 
continugd. 

Key features of the Taskforce 
plan are: 
^ The Government should 

unambiguously confirm that 
we are now dealing"with ah 
enicrgcncy-advising 
people of the possible 
consequences and 
encouraging wide co- 
operation to avoid an 
unacceptable outcome. 
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- It Is Now Too Late? 

^ Ministers should publish 
lists of die critical systems in 
their departments affected 
by the problem — stating 
levels of confidence of 
achieving compliance, 
budget details, the names of 
the jjeople responsible for 
compliance and details of 
die comingehcy plans being 
put in place where: there are 
any fears of failure. 

+ The chief executives of ail 
major utilities shuukl lie 
requested by Government 
to provide a public 
assurance dial there will be 
no service interruption as a 
result of the date-change — 
the executives having 
responsibility for ensuring 
this should be named. 

+ The Stock Kxchange should 
require all listed companies 
to provide full details of 
compliance budgets and 

plans Including those 
relating to clependencies. 
An outline of any 
contingency planning 
should be included together 
with the names of the 
executives responsible, 

^ The Bank of England and the 
Financial Services Authority 
should extend their currem 
activities in this area to 
ensure that any potemial 
failures in the.financia) sector 
are contained. 
Derails of national 
contingency plans should 
be made publicly available 
by August this year. This is 
so that business people and 
others can relate diem to 
their own planning 

^ The Prime Minister should 
call an urgent meeting of 
the CEOs of the largest IT 
businesses in the UK. The 
objective would be to 

determine what special 
measures can be taken to 
hiake more resource 
available to help minimise 
the problem 

^ The British Government 
should, with die US 
Government, call an urgent 
international, conference to 
encourage action 
throughout die global 
economy and recommend 
the emergency measures 
litat are necessary to 
minimise international 
disruption. 

Taskforce 2000 has been saving 
for months chat the single most 
effective comrihuiion to a 
reduction in potential damage 
would be for the. European 
Union to postpone the 
inmxluction of the single 
currency. That recommendation 
Jias been ignored and, in any 
case, Europe's rush towards 
EMU seems almost 
unstoppabie. But, to get die 
debate into the open, the 
Government should call lor the 
European Commission to 
publish a repon now on how, 
given the extreme shortage of 
skills and resources ro do either 
job, it believes both can be 
accomplished in ume 

'Tksidbrce ^OOO B ready and 
waiting to co-operatc with 
Government and others in 
considering these proposals in 
more detail and in putting them 
into effect The nature of this 
emergency is such tliat all 
interested and knowledgeable 
parties must work together to 
tackle this unprecedented 
challenge," concluded Guenier. 

For furrher details, check; 
Kww.taskforce2000.com and 

www.year2000.cora. WdFv-ri 
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Beotfonlcs Tuollaox 3.0 jafovldes 
the engineer; student or hobbyist 

vyith q runge of qornmoniv used 

electronics torrruilG and 
frequently used routines Each Of 

which Is eosilv selected from a 
main menu, thereby enabling 

destiny or finding component 

values tor a given situation 
Example values are provided as 

a start 'point Whereby changes t© 

any individual input will 

recalculate the result. 
Bis software is ideally suited to 

the userwho wants a fast route to 

an electronics solution without 

having t© repeatedly input the 

comptete formula values to a 
caleutatGr 

;®-' ia.-j 

Numerical Accuracy, 
Hie detault setting fpr gdeyrqGy is-foQr deelmqi plddes Hdwever wp 
tg ftffeen pigees mpv be selected when itie Pulput 'esults ipfbduce 
very small vplfagesdnd cunrehls 
Inputting of values 
Selecting, d pgrtctilar inp#-.e voltage, cuirenl, frequency etc is via 
o dialogue t5ox whereby additidnQ) numbei fan naftirug is-perfpfmed, 
Vblues odn be input using electioulcs symbols i.e. Ohrris, KOtims, 
WOfiins ,or uA mA and Amps, 

Output Resutts, 
Resuitont values are output ogain using electioi iii;s syrnbols he. H?, 
kffe M(Hz or uy mV, v etc: Foimarted numbers are edsylo redd and 
readily Gtentify otianges. The use of sGientific notation is ovoided 
wherever po^iple to rhate 'he GalcyiatfOhs medningfui 

One proress'ondl reoontlv aespiibed the Electronios Toolbox qsimofe 
usefu! than his solertlifle caiculdtoi whief. oost three times as much 
Tnis prdgram ,s hat Intended to be an eduGationo package os (srthe 
case of the EleetrdnlGs Rrfnciples 5.0 title Its oppeat 5 for arquiGk and 
easy calculating solution, wittiout^the-user haying io try to remember 
or «K)k up q pdrtieuiar foitnula and' wfiere IndlviduQl compone-'t 
values can oe-ehahged to K?e the effect an the result 
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EPT tducafionai Software Pump Mouse, Lcckram Lane, Wttham. Essex OK GM8 2BJ 

Tel/Fax: Oi) 376 514008. sales^eptsoftdemon po.uk b1tp://www.eptsoft.demon,e0.,uk 
*UK and EC countries add 62 per ordei far past & packing. VAT should be added to-the total. 

Qufside Europe £3 50 for air mqi! postage by return, 
Switch. Delta, Visa ahd Mastercard orders accepted ■ please give card number and expiry 

date Cheques & Pcstal Orders should be made payableio EPT Eduedtional software 



for Windows 95 and NT 
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• 4th Generation Schematic Design and 

Printed Circuit Layout. 

• By Engineers for Engineers. 

e Full links to our Analogue, Digital and 

Electromagnetic Simulators. 

® NO pin, net or layer limits! 

® Track and Component Editing - a dream! 

• Superb user interface. 

• Powerful, high speed Shape based 

Autorouters available. 

• Competitive Pricing. 

Nusrafesr Cas® Csrst^mas 

UK/EEC: Ref: MAP. Harding Way, Stives, Cambs, PE17 4WR, United Kingdom 
Tei: 01480 461778 Fax: 01480 494042 International; +44 1480 461778/494042 

USA; Ref: MAP 126 Smith Creek Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030 
Tel/Fax: (408) 395-0249 Web: http:\\www.numberone.com 

CHELMT* VALVE COMPANY 

for High Quality Audio Tubes 
The CVC Prsmium range olfere cominuity of supply of high grade audio vefves. 

Based on die best from worfd-v/ide sources, processed by iis to suit audio appiicaiioos. 
Praramp types testedteelected for LOW NOISE/HUM and MICROPHOHY. 

Power valves are given comroOed BURN-IN to improve siability and to select-out those; 
with weaknesses. MAJOR BBANOS also supplied as svaifeiile. 
A selection, of CVC.RREMtUM Audib tubes :| 

PR&AMPTUBES POWER 7USE5 POWER TUBES SOCKETS ETC 
srx«i SCO ?*& r    E?A cwtr.ra- 150 • BXsz ECO 805 Q£A *££0 SA C tK* i*-»w 3CC 1 cCC33 5 03 £1S4 iaj* BtO F+K'A 1100 C^ruJ txwra 150 [ECCSS &f» £lS4t3Qa *70 fc^A'iaVi-a ISSl Olt^f ».> 4ia 
KXS2 STO eZCrit-75 *3 CO 11X»3 4P<nA»lczaaj 

1 £CFc7 sto tSKJjJSiA. B50 BD7 &OD 4 Rn ft? Sc in DJ c?* ■x SCO 
LCLS2 SCO 950 All A 1 SCO 4 ni tc* It CO 
ECLS5 5 00 >^77 12X0 Bt2A 3* CO ^35 550 1 1240 BiE MM >« rvw 1550 ism K7SS.r**/L*c* 21X0 Wpi ribtcD Ti iiisc" 3CO >T33 50 00 HC-lirJtri J Ufueb | 450 eco Pl5aiST5 900 \B&0 4xa S ux a* >CJ i 5t» 

750 ZA3 rJmtlfr* l«50 EZSS 450 SossncQ Car, L£CC&«#fc SCO IW 22. CO GZZl ll.CO ZfO 
EcU? fiCO ixa M-OO G232 9S3 eSLTGT 4 =.2 tC33CS 27.CO 0131 &5J 150 
e^<fGT &£GC 65.7 G237 fiso Ar«ij Ccn-^Cs 
KZL 3^J *W €UtG SCO 175 7025 650 6V8GT 5CO r.'«sr 450 2X0 cOCO 11XC 5Yyi7 4X0 

) 6TK3 1050' Q^ar 450 . 
1. ^and a few ^OthertBrands^ Tihc, Scarce types) 
£ARl.vaZy e^LLtvc TOSCt ©4G*«ra«aT Z7XO 550 i2£litc 11050 7X0 Si» 12^17.74 uutAV 500 sro J000 QX7 GTcatj'iUi 550 1?AY7c-rrtr*ia 7.75 £S42A'^. 15XO 1ZO0 (£Z7.^£ii3 vtxtMA 750 12*27« 750 GXth'i tJ*SZX 1250 ETJi'.'GT rcvA«ta S.OT ecteawiri? 5W 123^ 7A ia.oo ZLDO liCO 6CY.'4«C4 tixo 13rt7As- 900 31^2 s 17X0 i50 fiSUGTjTr S40 12£1 E=- 1250 

rxrt. oni^io - VAT < E£C M CI-POp" tUtM). 
P^y-Tvwrt b/ CPrMT CXTO lACCESi. *AASTBIO'Ja^Qr SANxXW CHAFT. crCHf^Vffi PaS OWrV 

TAXarPCCT joufOHDER-VV* sbal ODict L'fVOeCEif n 

Valiv MnpUficrS'SouiidhQller still jiueii witb CVC PXHMHhM Valves! 
Ctrvrmer yalvo CorrrporiY, 130 Now UoTKhjn FjcK), 

'fdictrnsrivij, CM2.ORG Er^laiKt 
a- 44- (0)1245 •355296/265865 Pax 44 (0)1245 490054 
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DISTANCE 

LEARNING COURSES in: 

Analogue and Digital Electronic 
Circuits, Fibres & Opto-Electronics 
Programmable Logic Controllers 
Mechanics and Mechanisms 
Mathematics 

Courses to suit beginners 
and those wishing to update 
their knowledge and practical skills 
Courses are delivered 
as self-contained kits 
No travelling or college attendance 
Learning is at your own pace 
Courses may have 
BTEC Certification and Tutoring 

For information contact: 
NCT Enterprises 
Bamfield Technology Centre 
Enterprise Way, Luton LU3 4BU 
Telephone 01582 569757 ♦ Fax 01582 492928 
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Why Is a scientist 
called a scientist? 
The word scientist comes from the Latia 
verij 'scire' which means to know; So a 
scientist is one who knows or learns. 
Before tiie word scientisi was used a 
couple of hundred rears ago, scientists 
were called natural pliilosophers. 
Philosophy comes from the Greek words 
meaning 'lover of true knowledge'. 

Do people grow In 

In space, the body 
does not 
experience the 

same downward 
pull of gravitY 

dial it does 
on live 
Earth. .As a 
result, die 

gaps between 
the vertebra in 
the spine expand 
and tistronauts 
do actually get 

slightly taller. 
When they return 
to Eartir, die 

gravity quickly 
squashes diem 

back to their 
normal height. 

Why do moths fly 

towards light? 
"Because they think it's die Moon! Moths 
are used to navigating by die light of the 
Moon - thcyfly keeping die Moon on 
one side. When a bright, artificial fight is 
present they try to do the same dnng. 
but to keep it in a fixed position they 
end up Dying roimd in cirdes. The 
brightness of die light disorientates 
them and their orbits get smaller and 
smaller^til eventually they hit the light. 

How long do spiders 

live for? 
Ordinary spiders live for about a. year, 
although up to five to six 
months of this may 
lie spent in die egt 
stage. However, 
some south 
American carantub 
can Live Sir as long 
as twenty years, 
while some 
tropical jumping 
spiders only live for 
three mamhs. 

h8ccuP8? 

^n/^\ HUnderneath 
WASy/i f /fjjmA your lungs is it 

' mLJ/o^N l:!r8c muscle 
T / called the 
f diaphragm. Wlien it 
i contracts, it pulls down 

' on the lungs making 
you breathe in. Hiccups are 

caused by your diaphragm suddenly 
Gohtracting making you breathe in 
suddenlv to make a fuonv .sound 

err •• •••'.. 
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Why do we itch? 
itching is an early warning system to 
protect our bodies from harmful 
substances. When our bodies are 
irritated ijy a bite for ..-■ -i 'K 
example, we . 
prcKiuce a substance 
called histaminc —; , ,v 

which affects our 
nerves and makes us I,, >*$£0 
want to itch. 
AntiliLStamine cream _J, - . 
counteracts diLs y'W ■ - 
effect and stons 
us itciiing.. 

Why does It get colder 
as you go up a mountain 

even If you're getting 

doser to the Sun? 
There are several reasons hut one of the 
mast important is the fact that as you go 
higher, the air becomes thhiner. Air only 
holds onto heat because of liie. panicles 
within it. The fewer die panicles, the less! 
heat can iie stored in tiie.air. 

ECECTRONICS AND BEYOND June '^98 



How does a water 

softener work? 
\%ier softeners work using a principle 
called ion exchange. Magnesium and 
natrium in the water aie taken ouLand 
replaced \riili swiiuni from the salt in 
the water softener. The removal of 
magnesium ahel chtoiT&s 
stops limescale 
fonning on taps and 
the insides of 
ketdes, hut the water 
from a water softener has 
more sodium in it than 
normal and this could 
lead to high blood 
pressure. ;s 

Who Invented 

dinosaur names? 
The word dinosaur means 'terrible 
lizard'. Individual dinosaur species were 
named by the scientists who first found 
thcrn, often in Greek or Ifltin. They 
named them after some unusual 
feature about the animal, where it came 
from, or even who discovered it- For 
example. Baryonyx \Valkeri means 
■Khlker's heavy claw because of the 
discoverer Bill Walker. 
Velodraptor means 
'speedy hunter" and 
'lyrannosaurus Rex 
means 'king of the 
reptiles'. 

Why do cats eyes 
glow In the dark? 
The back of the eye, the retina, has a 
coating behind it called tapetum. This 
reflects a small amotnu of ' 
the light that shines on it ^ 
back through the retina. . 
This light bounces back ■ ' 
out of the cat's eve so 

• that it seems to 
glow in the dark. 

Why do men 
go bald? 
Men go bald because of 
a sex hormone called 
testosterone which 
occurs naturally in all our 
bodies.JSIen all have about 

• the same amount of 
testosterone (aijout ten 
times as much as women) 
hut some are more vulnerable 
to its efietis dian oihers. Testosterone 
works by stopping some of the liair 

: roots producing liair. 

(Ofm f' 

How much 

rubbish 

floating 

In space? 
The hits of old 

satellites and rockets 
that orifit the iiafth are a serious 
problem. There are alxiut 7000 major 
objects orbiting the liarth and only 
about 100 of diem are still working. 
There are also 40,000 smaller bits and 
pieces, mainly debris from exploded 
rockets. Then there are over diree 
million panicles, such as flakes of paint, 
specks of insulation and exhaust fumes. 
The Mir space station and the Space 
Shuttle have been 
hit by flakes of 
paint which liave 
- at a speed of 
ISjOOOmph plus - 
pitted the windows. 

Why do 
ice cubes 

go white? 
When ice is made 
in a household 
freezer, the freezing 
starts from lots of 
dilTerem points 
within tiie ice cube 
rather than from one 
central point. This means 
light tliat enters die culie gets scaueretl 
so much that the cube isn't tmnsnarent. 
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What's the poison In 

Apple pips acnuilly contain cjnmide and 
you can be poisoned by them if you eat 
too many {about a cupful). 
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ABOUT SCIiNCEUNE 
| Science line was started in March 

1994 during the tast sdence week. 
I and is an educadcinal dnriw funded 
bl'the A'atlonalLotExi; Vielronie 
Trust, the Royal Society. OST (OgtruofSience 
and Ttchnofogy), some of die reseath councils 
and Qianndi; 

Telephones are staffed by sdence graduates 
from i^rious disciplines, and If we are stuck for 
an answer, we hire a dataktse of KXK) experts 
vffio have VDltlnlcered to help us out VSs can be | 
contaacd on the number shown below (calk 
charged at local ixaes), and our lines are open 
from 1pm to 7pm Monday to Friday, 

just orer 60% of all calls sire answered on 
die day; with the rest normally within a week - 
after sdixjuatc-research. 

Tlie average age of all callers Is 28, with 
frffKof callers bemg male. 35% of questions 
are physics or astronomy related, 55% biology, 
ormedicinc related, 1051 dicmLsuy, and the 
rest on environment, engineering, technology, 
geology and allied subjects. 

Tel: 0345 600 444 
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Now you \ave an assortment of PC parts, 
Mark Brightoii*gu1des you through the sequence of 

assembling your computer. 

sure that, all pieces are removed as a single 
;Ibose. screw after power is applied can do an 
awful lot of damage. 

Tiira the case upside down on your work 
surface- Place the four large plasiic feet into 
the mounLing holes in die bottom of die, 
case (from the outside;) and push a plastic 
rivet firmly into the centre of each foot to fix 
it into jXisition. These should push in with 
firm finger pressure, hut if they prove 
reluctant, use the poinrofyDur crass head 
screwdriver on die dimple in the centre of 
each rivet and pusli it firmly into place. 

All orientation insTructiofis (top lefr; etc) 
assume you liave put die case down on its 
right side (as viewed from die front) and are 
looking into it through the left side, with 
die front panel nearest you. 

Motherboard 
mounting points 
Nov.- we come to the motherboard. 
Although, only modenudy stat ic sensitive, 
you should take die precautions desciilied 
above when handling this board, "turn the 
case onto its side SO that you may look into 
die Ojiened case. Unpack the Motherboard 
and offer it into place on the base plate 
inside the case, "ton will notice thai there 
are a number of direaded holes inside die 

Last month, we rook a took at each 
individual part needed to build a well 
specified multimedia PC and put 

together a shopping list of parts needed to 
make die PC. By now. you sliould fie ready 
to start putting together your own PC using 
just your bare hands, a cross head 
screwdriver anil a pair of pliers. Before you 
open any of die packages and liandle die 
printed circuit boards, just a word or two 
about ami static-precautions. Yes, 1 know, 
I've said it all Iictbre, but I really cannot 
emphasise it too often, because it does 
make a big. difference. 

Static precautions 
Modem carpets and other furnishings, or 
even die ciodies you are wearing, can cause 
immense static charges to build up on your 
body as you move about your home, 
especially at this time of year when the 
central heating is drying up the air. Wear an 
ami static wrist strap and attach the lead to 
an earthed object such as a water pipe or 
radiator (find a bare metal part). Make sure 
you are using a strap and lead widi a built-in 
resistor though, or ytiu could he putting 
yourself in danger of severe electrocution 
should you touch anything live! The Maplin 
Fn29G at .£9.99 is a comtbrablc wrist strap 
with a built in curiy cord, incoqxirating a 
IMfJ resistor and has a convenient 
crocodile dip to fix to an earthed object, if 
theri? is mi earthed objecr handy but there 
is a mains socket neariiy, the .-VS33R at £5-33 
Is a special mains plug with a 10mm 
earthing stud on the back of die plug, 
espedaliy suited to professional wrist strap 
and cord fittings borrowed from work! 

Failing all else, if no wrist strap is 
available, momentarily touch .an earthed 
object, then the metal case of the PC from 
time to time whilst working and try not to 
wriggle about too much in-between, or 
those hvion unifies will .cost vou dead 
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Photo 1. Wrist strap ann earthing plag. Maplin Order Codes FE29G and AS3aR. 

Starting construction 
The obvious first item to put onto your 
worktop is the case. Case styles vary 
enormously, but the case we have suggested 
is a mini tower case that has removable 
sides for access. Note that most cases have 
some sharp edges inside, although die case 
we have suggested is.a good quality one 
dial has far fewer sharp edges than most- 
Mind your palms and fingers whilst working! 
Unwrap die case packngiiig and unscrew die 
two'screws holding the left" hand side of the 
case on. Siide the removable panel slightly 
back and out from die top and put it aside. 
Inside the case, you will find a bag 
containing four feel and plastic rivet inserts, 
a bag full of assorted screws and brass 
mounting pillars, tinci a bundle consisting of 
die mains lead and.a plate that we will fit,to 
the rear of the case later. Tire bags have 
been known to come open in transit. If this 
happens and your case is full of small screws 
anil brass bits, spent! some time to make 

case and these will accept die brass 
threaded mounting pillars in ihc hardware 
!wg in order to mount the motherboard and 
stand it away from the base plats. 

'Ihc motherboard should be aligned with 
die long sockets at die rear of die case, at 
die left (see photo 2). Move the 
inotlierboard around slightly and you will 
see thai a nuniher ofthe mounting holes in 
the board align with corresponding holes in 
die case, If you are using die case and 
morhefboard recommended iti lost months 
article, five of the mounting holes on the 
motherboard will match with holes in die 
else, lake four of the hexagonal brass pillars 
and screw them into four of t lie five holes 
you have just Identified, tightening them 
moderately hard with pliers. \bu will see 
that,the top left mounting point on the case 
Is in fact a slot and will use a spedal 
mounting gizmo (its in the hardware'bag). 
Slide the gizmo into place, widi its direaded 
hole uppermost. 
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Photo 2. AUgnmoni of mothotboard In cnse. 

Fitting the CPU 
i\lthough it is quite possible to fit iJ\e CPU si 
a later stage; after the rnotlierboard is in the 
case, it is easier to fit it beforehand. Before 
you scan, consider the fact that the CPU is a 
vert'static sensitive animal and tritiy be easily 
damaged by the wrong sorrof handling. Do 
not touch the CPU pins when handling the 
CPU. Put the.motiietboard.and CPU, still in 
its packaging on the work surface in front of 
you. The CPU socket ori die mothefboard Is 
a Zero Insertion Pbrce (ZIP) ope, which 
means you am just place the chip into its 
socket with the lever up, then push the 
lever down and towards the chip to lock it 
into die socket. Ensure that the lever is 
opened before you begin. 

Wearing ypurwrist strap, or couching an 
earthed object before you starr, sit down, 
open the CPU packaging and carefully 
remove the CPU. holding just the sides "of 
the device. The comer w ith the bit clipped 
off of it is the comer which fits near the 
edge of the moiherixtard, furthest from the 
lever hinge side of the socket, lb clarify' that, 
you will,see diat just one comer of the 
socket does not have holes reaching all the 
way to the comer. If you rum the CPU over 
Ijefoie fitting it, you will See a corresponding 
pin pattern, so. diat the CPU will in fact only 
drop into place one way around. 

Once the CPU is in place and is sitting 
quite flush with the Zip socket, close the 
lever down and hook it under die ciich on 
the socket body (see photo 3). 

Fitting the CPU 
heatsink/cooling fan 
1 laving been very gentle witli the CPU so tar, 
we have to lean on it a litde here! The 
heals ink and fan assembly .is a vital 
component of a fast PC, removing the huge 
amount of heat generated by die processor , 
as it runs. "Die suggested unit comes as a 
one piece assembly with a slightly unusual 
mounting clip, iti that one side of the clip is 
a separate pivoting part. This makes it far 
easier to remove in the frmire. should you 
ever feel die need to upgrade again! 

Ahhough not on last months shopping 
fist, you may find it a wise precaution to 
smear,a little diecmal transfer compound, 
such as that dispensed from a syringe pack 
(PL79L), on the mating surfaces of the 
heatsink and CPU- 

Unpack the fan assembly and lower it 
onto the CPU. Note that the assembly will 
only fit one way around, with the pivoting 
clip on the ZIP lever Itlnge side of die CPU 
socket. Lower the Em at an angle to allow 
the fixed dip to engage onto the hooked 
parr of the socket, then push the assembly 
flat ensuring that die heatsink is located 
cemratly over the CPU, Push the pivoting 
clip out and clown, then under the other 
plastic hook on die socket, and the unit fa 
fixed (see photo 4). 

Alternative motherboard/ 
case mountings 
Now, if you are not usiiig the suggested 
case, but are fitting the motherboard inside 
a desktop case, you may find that tfie area 
of the modieniuard with the SIMM and 
DIMM slots in is obscured by die power 
supply case. This is fairly easily removed if 
you want to go ahead and fit die 
motheifooard now. but you may wish to 
refer to die section on fitting the SIMM's 

77^" 

Photo 3. Processor 'lockod' into its socket. 
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now giid fit diem before the mothcrbonrd 
goes into the case. 

Those of you iioi using the case 
suggested may also find that you hare a 
collection of mushroom shaped nylon 
stand-ofis with broad disks built into them. 
Alt of the mounting points on the case will 
be slotted in this instance, except for one or 
two holes near the back of die case, and the 
motherboard is mounted as follows. After 
aligning the mothetboard with die 
case to identify the mounting 
holes to lie used, snap a 
mounting pillar into 
each of the matching 
mounting holes, from the 
underneath of the board. 

At feast one of the threaded holes1 

at die back of die case should align 
with a hole on die motherboard and this 
will need to have a threaded mounting pillar 
screwed into the hole in the base plate. If 
nvd ijtreaded holesmatdi the 
motherboard, so much the better for a 
stable fixing. Fit two pillars if possible, bur 
clieidt cixefuliv before you fit the 
motherboard and fix it that you haven't 
Inadvertently fitted a mounting pillar 
somewhere under die moiheriioard where no 
hole exists, as diis will shun circuit 
matherixxird cusnpancnts and tracks later on. 

Once the Ixiard has it's stanti-ofF's fitted, 
lower it into the case slighdy to die left of 
the slotted base plate holes and feed the 
Ixmom of the stand-off's into die slotted 
holes so that the wide disks sit just on top 
of the plate. This is a bit fiddly but comes 
with practise. Try gently lifting each corner 
of the motherboard when you thirikyou 
hare got it into place. If one or more of the 
comers still lifts, slide the board back out, 
take a deep calming breath, and start again. 
When you have finished, secure the 
motherboard using one or two fine 
direaded screws into the remaining ho!e<.s) 
at die back of the mddietboaxd. 

Fixing the motherhoarjd 
Lower the motherixwrd into place once 
again and make sure that you have definitely 
fixed the pillars: into the correct holes. Then 
take five of the fine threaded screws (note 
that there are two thread pitches in the 
liarchvaie tog, fine and coarse) and screw the 
motherboard into place (it may lie easier to 
do the gizmo screw first before it drifts out of 
place). A magnetised tip on your screwdriver 
will be a red boon here. You can use a strong 
magnet to magnetise a screwdriver if you 
haven't already got one wirtvsuch a tip. Just 
run the magnet down die length of the blade 
a few times, lifdng it dear at the end of each 
stroke and stanin'g again at the handle end 
each time. Take special care not to over 
tighten the.screws and ensure that.ihe 
mothcrboaiti is square to the hack panel, 
widi'isnv.ifl gap between the rwo. 

Fitting the floppy drive 
The suggested floppy drive is a standard 
3'Ainch type and is supplied without fixing 
screws. The. threads.are the same as diose 
fitted to the niodierboard pillars, so use 
four of the fine threaded screws to fix the 
floppy drive in die top 3Vi inch bay Note 
that you will need to take the other 
removable panel off of die case in order to 
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Photo 4. Cooling fan 
attached to processor. 

get to die mountings on-the right side of 
the drives as you fit the screws that hold 
diem. You will find that the floppy drive, 
which you should carefully insert into the 
front of die case after popping out the 
blanking plate by applying firm pressure to 
the centre of the plate from the inside of 
die case, will be a very tight fit and may 
catch on die mouiiiing lugs and guides 
inside the drive cage. Persevere and find just 
the right angle and pressure to dear the 
metalwork and the drive will sit flush with 
the front panel Insert and tighten the 
mourning screws. 

Fitting the hard drive 
The iiard drive should be fined Ifom the 
inside of the case, with die sockets fadng 
into the case, arid secured with die screws 
provided in the hard drive packaging 
(coarse threaded). Lfse either of die two 
spare 3V; indi bays for this. We have chosen 
to use the bbttom bay (see photo 5)- Hie 
drivewill protrude some way into the else, 
but this Is normal. 

Fitting the CDROM drive 
The CDROM drive is supplied in the larger 
5Vi inch format and we will fit this to die 
very top bay in the case. As lieforc, pop. out 
the blinking plate from the inside. Slide the 
drive, into the drivetoy from the front arid fit 
the short screws supplied with die CDROM 
drive, flexing die CDROM drive from the 
inside of the case until the holes In the drive 
align with the slots in die case. Ensure that 
die from of the drivers flush with the front 
panel before tightening die four screws. 

Fitting the SIMMs 
The SLMMs also need to be handled with 
care as they are fairly static sensitive. Please 
take the same precautions as when fitting 
the CPU to the motherfjoard. Unpack die 

SIMMs (must be fitted in pairs, rememtor) 
and fit diem into die corresponding shallow 
white SIMM sockets as follows. 

Looking at the 5LMM circuit board, you 
will see dm there is u cut-out or notch at 
one end of die edge conneaor (die double 
sided row of metal finger contacts that are 
used to plug the SIMM into its socket). Hie 
SIMM should Ix; turned so that the notch Is 
towards the fforu of die case before offering 
up to die socket. SIMMs don't plug straight 
into their sockets, but need to go in at an 
angle (see photo 6). They are dropped into 
the slot in the socket until they are sluing 
right into die slot, dien firmly straightened 
to an upright position past the metal dips at 
each end. As the SIMM reaches the upright 
position, the clips at eadi end snap into the 
holes in die ends of it and hold the SIMM in 
place. The photo's show the operation quite 
dearly. Note that SLMMs (in pairs) must be. 
fined to fill a complete bank of memory. 

if you choose to lit DIMMs Instead, they 
just plug straight in before closing die end 
dips to hold diem. 

Fitting the sound card 
The sound card recommended has an ISA 
bus interface. In practical terms, this simply 
means diat it plugs into one of the long 
black sockets at the rear left of the 
motherboard. Choose a socket to use and 
remove the metal plate on the lack panel 
(Beware! razor siiarp edges on these stamped 
plates!) just liehind and to the right of die 
chosen socket (if fitted), lake the sound 
card out of it's and static bag and position it 
above the chosen socket on the motherixxiid. 

Before applying pressure, ensure diat.die 
metal tab at the bottom of the rear panel 
socket plate has gone down between the 
motherboard and the rear panel and that 
the two pan edge connector is aligned with 
the socket. Note that firm pressure and a 
rocking action may be required to get the 
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card started into its socket. Push the card 
fully and evenly home, until none of the 
edge connector protrudes from the socket 
(see photo 7)'. Use a coarse threaded screw 
to secure the fop of the socket plate to the 
rear panel. Note that die top folded tali of 
some cards socket plates may end up a few 
millimetres above the chassis mounts on the 
rear panel. After ensuring again that the 
card is definitely fully home anil square in 
its socket, tighten the mounting screw hard 
enough to secure the board safely, hut not 
jo liard as to stress the motherboard. 

Fitting the graphics card 
The graphics crux! suggested has a PCI bus 
interface and plugs into one of the white 
sockets in die middle of the rear of the 
motherboard. You ma;- wish to use one of 
die sockets nearesr the black ISA sockets, as 
we will be using the chassis plates at the 
outer edge of the board ftir mounting some 
I-'O socket plates later tin. Remove the rear 
panel plate.behind and to the left of the 
chosen socket. Unpack and offer the 
graphics hoard into place,-then push it 
firmly into die socket. Secure it to the rear 
panel with a coarse threaded screw. 

Sysiem wiring 
Now fqj- the fun pan. wiring together ail 
those bits and pieces we have screwed into 
the case. Note that, with this particular case, 
everything is reasonably accessible when 
screwed into'it's final position. Some case 
designs are not so open and you may need 
to slide drives about while wiring them up. 

There is quite a lot of wring to dp here, 
but most of it is fairly obvious once you get 
started and we will take you through it ail 
step-hy-siep. We will start by connecting 
the various power caliles to the peripherals 
and moihetboard. 

Power cables 
We .will start with the mothetfaoait! power 
cables. The.; motherboard suggested has two 
sets of power sockets, the row of flat 
exposed pins tire the older standard AX type 
we will use with the suggested case. 

(f you look at the handful of coloured 
power leads that protrude from die power 
supply box in the rear right comer of the 
case, you will see that there are two plugs 
with six wires each. These are die 
motherboard power leads and should be 
fitted into the hiodietfaoard 06) such that 
the black leads on each plug sit nest to each 
other in the centre of the whole row of 12 
wires after-fiuihg. Note that these plugs 
need to hook on to their locating holes on 
die modieiboard from a slight angle, before 
being pushed home. It is only possible to fit 

these connectors one way around, so if they 
go"oh and die black wires end up in the 
middle, you base fitted them correctly. 

Drive power connectors 
There are two types of power connector 
used for the various disk drives on your PC 
The larger type fits most hard drives, 
GDROM drives arid 5V; inch floppy drives 
(should you ever need to fir such an andeht 
device), with the smaller type being used for 
3',': inch floppy drives, 

Connect a large power connector to the 
CDROM drive, the linrd drive, and the CPU 
cooling fan. Connect a small connector to 
the y/i inch floppy drive. Note that all of 
these connecrars are jxilarised and will only 
fit one way around. Tuck the cables out of 
the way of the rriothechoard. 

Drive data cables 
Now for the big one. This is the area where 
people have most problems. First, the 
floppy drive dam cable, fes die one with five 
connectors and a twisted bit of cable in the 
middle. The connector on it's own at one 
end plugs into the I/O conrroller (built into 
the motherboard on this example). The red 
stripe indicates pin I, shown on the 
motherboard by a white arrow; Plug this plug 
into die connector nearest die motherboard 
powersockets (17). Vou wiil notice that this 
sockeris keyed and will only lit die correct 
way around. Older systems, or plug in f O 
cards, often used non keyed sockets diat 
would fit either way around, as welt ss having 
no outer shell on the PCB, so you iiad to be 
careful not to plug the whole thing in one 
pin out in either direction (very easy to do). 

Now, diis leaves four connectors at the 
other end of the cable, if you look at these, 
you will see diat they arc of two different 
types. The edge connector (slotted) type is 
only used for 5'!- inch disk drives, so you 
can forget about those two. Of the 
remaining pair, die one on die motherboard 
side of the twist in the cable is for a 'if drive 
and die farthest from die motherboard 
(lieyonti the twist) is for your "A' (bootable) 
drive. Connect this A' drive connector to 
your Matsushita 37- inch drive, with the red 
stripe on the cable furthest From the power 
connector (diis is unusual, many drives will 
have pin I nearest the power connector). 

Photo 6.inserting SIMMs 
In their sockets; 
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The liartl drive cables supplied with your 
motherboard and hard drive arc both'twin 
drive cables, each allowing up to two IDE 
drives to be connected. The connector on 
its own at one end of the cable should now 
be plugged into one of the IDE connectors 
on tile motheriKwrd (IDE #1 is on JI2). As 
liefore, note the red stri[)eAvhtte arrow/pin 
1 alignment. 

Connect the other end of the cable to 
the hard drive, with the stripe on the able 
nearest the power connector. 

Use the second IDE cable to plug into 
IDE #2 Oil) on yaur moiherboaid, noting 
orientation as before, and plug the other 
end of the cable into the CDRO.M drive 
data connector, stripe nearest to power 
connector (good ligluirig'helps here). 
There is no reason why the two drives 
should not both go on the same cable, other 
dran the fan that the layout chosen here 
doesn't allow the cable to physically reach 
both drives. If you were to fit die CDROM 
drive on the same IDE channel as the hard 
drive, you would have to alter jumper '.' 
settings on both drives. 

IDE devices will work in pairs, where one 
device is designated a 'Master' and the 
other a 'Slav's', 'ihe default juinjier settings 
for the drives as supplied will tend to be 
"Master, no Slave present". One drive would 
need to beset as 'Master, Slave present', 
the other drive as "Slave", should vou wish 
to put both drives on die same channel, or 
add another hard drive to the set up. 

Input and output cables 
The morherboard suggested, like most 
modem motherboards, has a built ial/O 
controller system. The various ports are 
connected to sockets on the motherboard 
and these will need to be connected to a 
[air Of adaptor plates that bring the sockets 
out to the back panel of the case. 

Locate the adaptor plates and fit them to 
die back .panel plate (xisitions nearest to 
die sockets on the motheritoard (they 
could go anywhere that the cable will reach 
to ) in place of the blanking plates already 
fined there. Hie cables on the plate fined 
with die small round socket (PS2 mouse 
connector) arid the long male 25 way D 
connector (COM port 2) should plug into 
J4 and J9 respectively- Note the red 
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stripe/pin I alignment fof J9. 
The cables on the other plate are 

connected as follows. The male 9 way D 
connector should be plugged intojlb 
(COM 1) and the female 25 way D 
connector (IPTbPrinter) to j8, noting red 
stripe/pin 1 alignment. 

All thaLtemaias to be connected now to 
finish the wiring inside your PC are the 
front panel switch, the lilD wires to die 
motherboard and the CDROM drive audio 
cable to link the CD audio output to the 
sound card- 

FrOllt panel wiring 
Hie booklet that comes with the 
recommended motherboard Is a very good 
one and details all of the connection and 
set up in great detail Refer to page 16 
onwards for the exact, details for connecting 
the various front panel and LED connectors 
to die block of pins marked 'jI5'-1 won't go 
through each of these here, except to say 
that you shouldn't worry too much at this 
stage about the fiolarity of the front.panel 
plugs. If you get the LED's wrong, they 
simply won't light and will have to be. reversed. 

CD audio wiring 
The CDROM drive has a low level audio 
output that may be fed to a sound card for 
ampiiiication and playback via external 
speakers. Tile round cable supplied with 
the CDROM drive should be connected in 
the socket next to the data able at the 
CDROM drive and to the small white socket 
OH) on the sound card. 

Next month 
Next months sftrde will conclude this short 
series Ijy looking at .finishing the PC. off, 
fitting all petipheml devices and setting up 
die BIOS and a typical operating system. 
Full operating systems can lie surprisingly 
hard to get hold dfi The fiili version of - 
Windows 95 is only oiTidally available when 
puccliasihg a new PC from an approved 
vendor, leaving only the upgrade version of 
■Windows 95 ori the shelf at retail stockists.. 
Those of you who already have access to 
DOS 6.2 or similar, Windows 3.0,3-1 or 3.11 
and have or can get a Windows 95 upgrade 
package to install an operating system, may 
take this rather long route to installing the 
software- Those of you who are lucky 
enough to have access to a full version of 
Windows 95 (preferably release 2) that is 
not in use on another machine may use 
this infinitely simpler method to install 
Windows 95 in one hit. 

For those of you who would like to install 
the fiiil up-to-date version of Windows 95 in 
one (fiiirty) simple operation, we.are ahle 
to offer you this package at die very 
competitive price of £79.99 including VAT! 
Window? 95 must lie otdercd at die same 
time as computer hardware (order as LS9!Y). 

Yoii will need a start up (loppy disk to 
load up the.first ojicrating software from 
though, as you can't start your PC (hoot 
up) from die CDROM drive. Some versions 
of Windows 95 (full version) are not 
supplied with a floppy disk, so this could 
be a problem. \<;>u will also need to install 
some sjiecufi device driver software before 
your new PC will be able to use the 
CDROM drive. Get hold of a copy of next 
months "Eleciromcs and Beyond' magazine 
to find out how! 
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Tibe power supply is a key element of any electronic 
circuit. Here Stephen Waddington revieivs basic power 

supply design and shows how to make a low-cost device 

capable of providing DC outputs of 5V, 12V and 0 to 12V. 

Aphilosophici! question: 
which came first, the 
dtlcken or the egg? 

Here's an alternative question 
for electronics engineers: which 
came first, the system or the 
power supply? The difference 
between these two questions is 
that the later is the easiest to 
answer, it was without a doubt 
the electronic system that came 
before the power supply. 

After Thought 
Power supplies are metre often 
than not bolted onto an 
electronic circuit as an after 
thought. However, matching 
the correct power supply to 
any electronic system is crudal 
to its continued operation. An 
unregulated batten- charger 
would quickly destroy the very 
batteries it was intended to 

recharge. A badly designed 
audio power supply will result 
in bass distdrtion as the 
volume is increased and the 
supply voltage falls. 

Similarly, there is very little 
point in wasting money 
spending a fortune fitting a 
doorbell with a highly 
regulated power supply 

Tire key dements of a basic 
(tower supply circuit are shown 

Mains 
AC Trcnsformer Law Voile.52 

AC Rectifier Low Voltage 
DC 

Voltage 
Regulcicr 

Regulctea 
DC 

Figure i. Basic power supply design, showing the transfonner, rectifier and voltage regulator. 

ft 

in Figure 1. A transformer is 
used to step mains ac voltage 
down to within the range of 
the intended application. A 
reciifier drctiit Is then used to 
convert die ac voltage into dc, 
and finally a voltage regulator 
damps die output voltage aiJts 
appropriate level. 

There are odier parameters 
which could also be considered 
for more sophisticated power 
supply daniils. Protection 
against excessive load 
variations, and in the extreme, 
overioad. can be incorporated 
into the design. A back-up 
battery supply could also lie 
added to safeguard an 
application sudi as a burglar or 
Bre alarm in the case of a mains 
failure. Electronic filtcrj can be 
added to the rectifier stage to 
remove mains harmonics. 

Design Brief 
Were we are going to review 
the design of a basic power 
supply system for use in the 
workshop. We want to generate 
tic output voltages of oY 12V; 
and 0 to 12Y variable. Current 
handling capability should Ire 
of die order of 1A_ it is 
important dial die supply is 
rectified and thai the output 
voltage contains minimal 
ripple. Cost is also an issue - if 
possible, the design should 
come in at under £-151 

Let's return to figure 1. Hie 
Gist consideration is the most 
expensive component in any 
power supply drcuit, namely 
die mains transfonmer. The 
majority of tninsibrmers iiave a 

2Vo.lo 

Vo 

Mains 
AC 

Vo 

Vo 

Mams 
AC 

Vo 

Vo.to 

Figure 2. Two ways of 
connecting a mains 
transformer with two 
seconiJary windings. 
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Code Secondary 
voltage rating 

t AC Volts ] 

Secondary 
current rating 

I Amp] 

Cost 

YJ50E 2 x6V i £S.S9 
YJ51F 2*6V 2 £9.*!9 
DH29G 2 x6V A £11.49 
Df427E 2 x 12V 0.5 £7.46 
V."5250 2* 12V 1 £9.43 
V326D 2 X12V •2 £11.99 

Table 1. Range of transformers capable of providing 
12V AC at 1 A. 

n 12 
^2 i-rjw 

VoflaeG 
AC 

D4 C D3 Resarvoir 
CapGCitGr 

ow 
Vcltaqe 
DC 

Figure 3. Baste bridge rectifier circuit with reservoir capacitor. 

single prunaiy winding svliich 
carries the mains input voltage 
and two secondary windings, 
which cam' to the sropped- 
down voltage. Tiic secontinrv- 
windings can Ik connected in 
series or parallel as shown in 
Figure 2, to provide a higher 
voltage or current output. 

If it assumed thai die 
secondary windings of a 
transformer arc rated at lo A 
and Vs Y then connecting the 
windings in series provides a 
current output of lo and a 
voltage output of 'Vs. 
Meanwhile, the parallel 
connection gives a current 
output of 21o and a voltage 
output of Vs. Rarallel 
cohncciion should only be 
considered when tile 
manufacturer's specificaiion 
states that this mode may be 
employed. If you try it with a 
standard transformer you will 
create a current imbalance, 
which will more than likely 
cause it to (ail. 

Transformer 

Selection 
Let's go back to our design 
specification. We want a power 
supply capable of providing 12V 
at up to LA The possible 
transformer options are shown 
in lable I, alongside the 
configuration that would be 
required for each device, ( 
opted to use the 2 x 12V LA 
secondary coil tninsfomier 
(WI125V) for no other reason 
ticin the fact that I already had 
one to hand. Otherwise! would 

T0220 Pockogs 

o 
I Output 
JCND 
' Input 

Figure 4. Pin out details 
for the LM78XX family. 

Code Device Voltage 
* [ Volts ] Cost 

QL31I 17.17805 5 £0.99 
AW69A LM7S06 o £1.30 
AV/70M LM7E0S 8 £L30 
AV17T 17.57812 12 £0A6 
AVIS I! Lf-,T7S15 15 

Table 2. The LM78XX family of 1A fixed voltage regulators. 

of selected the lowest cost 
option - in this case YT5QE 
which has two 6V primary 
windings rated at LA 

Returning to Figure 1, the 
nest issue is die rectiRer.The 
bridge rectifier shown in Figure. 
3 forms the bases of the majority 
of power supplies. The diode 
cierrient of this circuit can be 
consmictcd using individual 
components, but more 
frequently a single encapsulated 
jiackage is used. 

A quick scan at the Maplin 
catalogue shows that integrated 
bridge rectifiers are available in 
almost every conceivable type 
of voltage and cntrcnt rating 
from 35 to 280V and from 1 to 
35A In this instance we are 
opting for VfOL a device with a 
maximum no-load voltage of 
70V and a typical current 
handling capability of 1.5.A 
nridge rccrifiers should Ik rated 
at the output load current and 
as a rule of thumb; the no-load 
voltage rating is 1.4 fimes the 
rated secondary output voltage. 

The value of the reservoir 
capacitor siiown in Figure 3 is 
dependent on the land current 
and the amount of voltage 
output tipple dial can lie 
tolerated. The larger the size of 

the capacitor, the fewer ripples 
will occur in the output stage. A 
6,800/iF device should be 
adequate for the rnajority of 
applications, although these can 
be increased to further reduce 
die ripple component of die 
output voltage. Cosr is; die 
primary issue here. Like the 
bridge rectifier, the voltage 
rating of die reservoir capacitor 
should be specified in terms of 
the raced no-load secondary 
output voltage. 

Fixed Voltage 

Regulation 
Nest we come to the issue of 
voltage regulation. \Te need to 
produce a voltage output of 5Y 
12V and 0 to 12V if we consider 
each requirement in turn, this 
range of voltage outputs can 
easily be achieved. Zener diodes 
are often used to shunt fixed 
voltages but only in low current 
situations of up to 50mA. 

The alternative to a zencr 
diode is a fixed integrated circuit 
voltage regulator. The LM78XX 
series of 1A three terminal 
regulators is available with 
several fixed output voltages of 
up to 24Y as shown in Table 2. 
The devices are manufactured 

Figure 5. 
The UV17805 
and LM7812 
connected 
in circuit to 
produce 
voltages of 
5V and 12V. 

Rectifisd 
Low Voltace 

DC 
o— 

11.(7812 

Ct C2: Regulated 
!2V 

1 
0.(7305 

C3 04" Rsgulated 
5V 

in aluminium TO 220 packages, 
which need to be correctiy 
heii-sinked to maximise the 
current handling capability. 
Current rating above IA can he 
achieved using higher 
specification devices - check 
the Maplin catalogue for 
further details. 

ITgured shows the pin-out 
details for die LM78XX famiiy. 
while Figure 5 shows the 
LM7805 and LM7dl2 in circuil 
to pnxluce voltages of gv and 
i2V voltage"respeaively In 
eticli casemiinput (CInnd C2) 
and output (C5and C4) 
capadtor are used to trap any 
spurious ripjile voltage 
generated in-circuit between 
the reservoir capadtor and the 
voltage regulator. 

Variable Voltage 

Regulation 
Creating a variable 0 to J2V at a 
current rating of 1A Ls no more 
difficuk titan generating die 
fixed oV and I2V outputs. Again 
an integrated circuit is used. This 
time it is the LV1317. adjustable 
3-teriTiinal device capalile of 
supplying up to 1.5 A over a UV 
to 37\' output range. The device 
is supplied in a standard TO-220 
package as shown in Figure 6, 
while Figure 7 shows a basic 
circuit configuration. 

In operation, the LM3I7 
develops a nominal 1.25V 
reference voltage, Vref, between 
the output and adjustment 
terminal. The reference voltage 
is converted to a programniing 
current bv the resistor Ri and 

T0220 Package 

o 
a Adius! 
'Vol. 
3VW 

!J.(3i 7 Pinout 

Figure 6. Package and pin 
out dotalis for the LM317. 
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Vfft UV.3-,7 
ADJ 

VOOT 

C5 
lOOnP 

R2 
4k7ri 

R1 
2400 

C5. 
luF' 

Verio b'e 
DC Output 

1.2V to 12V 

Figure 7. Circuit diagram for LM317, used to create variable 
0 to 12V. 

this constant currem flows 
through R2 to ground. The 
regulated output current is 
given by the equation: 

Von! =Vrvf(!+li2llil) 4 
kidj.ta 

The output voltage is 
adjusted by vaning R2, in this 
instance a 4 " kST 
patentiometer. Plugging these 
figures into the equation above 
gives a varjabfe output voltage 
ofbetv/cen i.2and 12V 

Since the current from die 
adjustment termin-i] represents 
an error term, the LM31~ was 
designed to mininiise ladj and 
make It very constant with line 
and toad dranges, fir do this, all 
quiescent operating current is 
returned to the output 
estdillsliuig a uuninsum load 
current requirement. If there is 
insuBident load on the output, 
the output will rise. 

An input bypass ctipadtor. C5 
is used in case the regulator is 
mure titan sis indies awnv from 

the reservoir capacitor. A O.lgF 
disc or luF solid tantalum on 
die input is suitable input 
bvpassing for almost ail 
applications. The device is more 
.sensitive to die absence of input 
bypassing when adjusunent or 
output capacitors are useti, but 
die above values will eliminate 
the possibility of problems. 

Although the LM317 is .stable 
with no output capadtors. like 

any feedback circuit, ceriaul 
values of external capadtance 
can cause excessive ringing.^ 
This occurs with values 
between 500pF and 5,000pF. A 
luF solid umtalucn or25gF 
aluminium etecrrohiic on the 
output (C6) svvaihps this effect 
am! ensures staliility. 

Construction 
The key persona! consideration 
when consiructing a power 
supply is protection against 
mains voltages. The power 
supply should lie fused both on 
the primary winding side and 
the secondary winding side of 
the transformer as shown in 
Figure 8. While a single fuse on 
the mains side will provide 
protection in the event of a 
component failure in the 
secondary drcuif, it may not 
protect against all eventualities 
including overload of the 

DPDT 
avvitoh ruse 

Wains 
AC 

F use: 

o- 

Low Vo It GG 
AC 

I ransformer 

Figure 8. The power supply must be fused on both the primary 
and secondary side of the mains transformer and a double 
pole double throw switch should be used to switch the mains 
supply on and off. 

Ki 

fA 
W} 

: 

voltage regulators. 
On the mains or primaty side, 

the fuse, should be rated at 
TOOK of the maximum current 
handling ouipui - in this case 
2A. On the secondary side a 
similar approach should lie 
taken and a 2A fuse should be 
adequate, in power supply 
circuits where a large reservoir 
capadtoris used, problems can 
occur when mains current is 
initially applied due to a latge 
in-rush of current. To counter 
this, slow-blow fuses can be uscd. 

TTie mains supply to the 
transformer shotiid be switched 
by a suitable rated doiible-jxile 
double-throw tiir.ice (DPDT) as 
shovvTi in Figure 8. in this 
instance a neon rocker switch is 
used to indicate when the 
power supply Is on and off. 

Each of the circuits was 
constructed initially on 
breadlxard and after testing, 
transferred to Veroboard. Each 
circuit is relatively 
straightforv.ard and the 
consimction is further 
simplifictl by this modular 
approach. 1 used two separate 
pieces of veroboard one to 
mount the bridge rectifier, 
reservoir capacitor and die 
LM317 variable voltage circuit 
and a second for the two fixed 
voltage regulator and their 
associated capadtors. 

Each of the voltage outputs 
can be used either 
independently or together 
providing tilat the overall 
current rating of IA is not 
exceeded- Ultimately the fuse 
on the primaty side of the 
transformer prevents tiiis. 

Housing 
As this |lower supply is 
intended to he used as a bench 
top device, i mounted the 
transformer, neon rocker 
switch, fiiseholder and two 
Verobcaiti circuits in a diecast 
box with 4mm banana sockets 
used to terminate-each of the 
dc output voltages. All heat sink 
integrated circuit devices were 
secured to the case using a not 
and bolt and heal sink 
mounting compound. 

Again another point relating 
to die mains. As the case is metal 
each part needed to be earthed. 
Additionally, all bare live and 
neutral mains connectors 
needed to be shrouded. This 
meant using spade terminals 
and push on covers on the 
rocker switch atid heat shrink 
covers on the primary side 
of the transformer, 1iiai-~--i 
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Medical detector 

which can image 

breast cancer 
Researchers at Philips Research 
laboratories in Eimihoven, The 
Netherlands, have developed a 
new medical imaging method 
using red laser light souires. A 
prototype of an optical 
mammography device for ' 
taking images of women's 
Breasts has been made to test 
ihenew meihtKl. An array of 
light sources and detectors, 
situated in a "cup' in which one 
Breast is placed. comBihed with 
fast image reconstruction 
tedtatques Ls used to obtain full 
J-dirnensionai (3D) intages. By 
taking measurements at three 
different wavelengths, images 
can be optimised to show 
specific charsctetiscics of die 
breast tissue. Using laser light at 
670,780, and 920nm 
wnvelengdi it is possible to 
image blood, water and fat. In 
principle, it should be possible 
to discriminate between 
malignant turnouts and cysts • 
filled with water without taking 
biopsies. If die tests prove the 
method to be useful, it has a 
numbe r of attraciive 
chamcterisdcs, namely it is 
harmless, simple, relattvdy fhrt 
and inexpensive. The clinical 
viability of the method is now 
being tested in a Dutch hospitaJ 
in Maastricht- If successful, it 
holds the promise of being a 
harmless method that may be 
used for regular breast- 
screening programmes. It is 
also a more comfortable 
method for women since 

breasts do not have to lie 
compressed. 

The use of light to Image 
breasts has a long history dating 
back to 1929. The interest in 
bresist imaging is strong 
because in most of the western 
world, women over 40 years of 
age are regulady screened for 
breast cancer using X-ray 
radiation. In order to get good 
contrast, relatively low-energy X- 
rays arc used which cannot 
penetrate thick tissue. The 
breast to lie imaged Is squeezed 
between two plates in order to 
reduce its thickness to about 
5cmi This squeezing is 
sometimes painful, and possibly 
harmful. 'Ihe use of X-rays for 
diagnosdc puiposes may caase 
unwelcome side effects. 
Furthermore die breast tissue 
of younger women is lypicdiy 
much more dease than that of 
older women and therefore too 
dense for mammography to 
image accurately- Light 

attenuation in breast tissue in 
vitro is well known but there 
have been few measurements 
in vivo, where the effects of 
blood or diseased tissue 
conipiicatcs tnattera. Optical 
techniques for detecting breast 
cancer arc attractive because 
they are poieniially much safer 
than conventional X-ray 
imaging. The difliculty of 
getting high-resolution images 
lies in the strong scattering 
properties of the tissue. Philips 
tackle this problem using an 
array of255 optical fibres 
togcdicr with 255 separate 
diode detectors positioned in a 
conical cup 13cni in diameter 
(figure 1). The cup contains a 
liquid at 31'C to support the 
breast. Ihe detectors are 
sensitive to [.rawer levels as low 
as 25gVi; with a wide dynamic 
range. Laser light is directed to 
one of die 2'55 optical-fibre 
ends, [lasses through the tissue 
and is detected simultaneousiv 

Figure 1. The breast 
'cup' has 255 pairs of 
low-power laser 
sources and 
detectors. During 
measurement the cup 
contains a warm body 
milk to ensure good 
optical contact. 

by the 255 detectors. A 
measurement is taken from 
every combination of opiicil- 
fibre end ami detectors. These 
measuremems are used for a 
reconstruction of the 3D image, 
more or less in the same way as 
Computer Topography (CAT). 
30 scans are .reconstructed 
from slices. The scattering of 
the tissue is modelled, and 
corrections to die image are 
applied. 3D images can be 
constructed by stacking 2D 
slices as the low scattering 
confines the effect of die tissue 
mainly within one slice. In 
figure 2 cross-sections through 
a breast with a tumourabout 
2cm across is shown. This 
diagnosis has been confirmed 
by X-ray 

Professor David Delphy at the 
Depurtment of Medical Physics 
mid Biocngineeringat UGL 
London, has also been working 
on an optical imager for breast 
imaging which started clinical 
testing in 1997. "Ihe cos of 
current financial support 
exceeds 5-500.000, of which 
over half is for equipment. The 
technique depends on near 
infra-red rays which are 
absorbed by haemoglobin. 
Because haemoglobin 
irmsixins oxygen, scientist 
know that the more infra-red 
that is absorbed, die more 
oxygen present in the tissue. 
Professor Delphy said that his 
team itad decided to apply the 
method to die breast, head and 
neonatal research. They 
reasoned that as a tumour 
grows its blood supply also 
grows- which means that there 
is more oxygen circulating 
around it. The machine could 
detect tumours earlier than 
conventional X-rays which 
depend on detecting tiny 
calcium deposits that take time 
to develop. However, X-ray 
mammograms now taken by 
George Town University 
Medical Centre in Wisbington 
DC can now detect 160 to 200 
micron micro-cilcificaiioiis 
routinely, limited only by the 
X-ray film, in conjunction with 
Herioc-VCatt University Image 
Analysis Centre in Edinburgh 
work is being done to extract 
information and enhance it 
froni images having up to 9000 
x 9000 pixels. 

The UCL system illuminates 
the patient at 32 points 
sequentially while detecting 
transmitted light at 32 other 
locations snnulianeously, 
resulting in 102-1 .separate 
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Figure 2 Three orthogonal 
cross-sections through a 

breast wtth a tumour. 
Optical Images were taken 
at 780nm with the cancer 

(carcinoma) showing red in 
the woman's breast. 
Pictures courtesy of 

Philips Research. 

one breast that do not appear in 
another indicates a physiological 
abnormality: Thermogtaphy is a 
test of physiology, it does not. 
look -at anatomy or strucrure, 
and it only reads the infra-red 
heat radiating from the surface 
of the body. Mammpgraphy on 
the other hand is a test of 
anatomy, it looks at struaurc. 
Whcn a tumour has grown to a 
size that is large enough, and 
dense enough to block an X-ray 
beam, it produces an image on 
the ex[X)5«i plate. A fine needle 
biopsy is then performed. 
Thermography, and indeed any 
of the visible and near infra-red 
systems mentioned, should be 
considered as complimentary 
techniques and did Ijest results 
taken from each. 

Comparisons of X-ray and 
magnetic-resonance images 
with the images obtained 
from the optical prorotype'in 
women with breast turnouts are 
now being eonduaed, and will 
give more insight into die 
optical properties of breasts 
and turnouts, the required 
detection limits, and hopefully 
earlier diagnosis arid treatrhene 
of this terrible disease without 
the need for extensive and 
invasive surgery. nim-vd 

histograms of light arrival times. 
Each histogram represents a 
time spreading function for a 
particular line-of-sight path 
across the head. Near infrared 
pulses between 750-S50nm arc 
provided by a laser operating at 
about 80MHz with a mean 
power of up to IW 

Cuiremly a biopsy is the only 
100% effective way of 
determining if the tissue is 
malignant or not. Of concern is 
the fact that radiological 
techniques yield only a 15-25% 
detection capability with 
malignant tumours: X-ray 
Mammography has come under 
fire recently in the US from the 
National Institute of Health and 
other health advisory boards for 
being overused with negligible 
improvement in the rates of 
breast cancer detection. 

Seeing the 

invisible 
Several workers have taken 
alternative routes to remove the 
need for.surgery including the 
use of Thermal Imaging. 
Thermal Medical Imaging 
Corporatiori (TMI) and 
USOKorris Comprehensive 
Cancer Centre are participating 

in a Thermal Imaging system 
diriical trial. The results will be 
taken with another clinical 
study for FDA approval at 
Howard University Hospital in 
Washington DC. The USC study 
includes 600 women recruited 
from,USC's cancer treatment 
program, all having breast 
lumps or suspect tissue and are 
scheduled to receive biopsies. 
The study is funded by. a 
$380,000 giant from TMI. 

Thermography is a non- 
invasive test, in fact there is no 
direct contact with the Ixxly 
and no radiation is used, and 
the procedure is painless- 
Utilising sophisticated infra-red 
catnenis and. desk top 
computers thermal imaging 
technicians simply capture a 
photograph of the breast.-An 
infra-red photograph, or heat 
picrure is stored in a computer 
and may either be printed on 
high resolution colour printers, 
or sent eleaLronically to a 
physician with a similar 
computer for analysis. The 
physician, or thennal imaging 
specialist then compares the 
heat patterns in the left breast 
to the righrbreast..Any 
difference in heat, or any 
specific blood vessel patterns in 

F.M. BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS 

Fully Built, Boxed and Tested 

Prices start from as little as £30.00 

RSL Professional Transmitters 

V.F.O. High Quality Transmitters 

Li miters / Compressors 

Stereo Encodes 

JAB BJectrcmics, 96 Roof of the World 

Boxhill Road, Tadworth 

Surrey KT20 7JR 
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Photo 10. John 
Deero 8300 
tractor, l70Kw, 
18 forward gears, 
electro-hydraulic 
gear shift. 
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Massive Power 
Hie shift from thy iraditional 
spring sowing of cereal crops to 
autumn sowing and an inoretise 
in (and brought under 
cultivation, made possible by 
large sophisiiciied tnictors, 
c I ranged the UK from being a 
net imponer of food to a net 
exporter. It must, however; be 
appreciated dm as tractors run 
on fossil fuel, land dm was 
hitherto reserved to grow- teed 
for the horses was available to 
grow other crops. Nonetheless, 
much of the cereal crop goes 
into animal feed and indirectly 
into Ireef, chicken, eggs and milk. 

Obviously, autumn sowing Is 
only jjossible if the previous 
crop is harvested at the 
optinuim and this requires Large 
sophisticated combine 
harvesters. More about these 
later. In addiiior. to the. combine 
harvester, a whole range of other 
inteDigent niadiines evolved for 
pLantihg and liarvesting a variety 
of crops such a potatoes and 
sugar hect. "Ilie days of 
sluweling sugar beta onto 
trailers have long since gone. 

Dedicated 
Unlike some industries where 
demand on machines is fairly 
consuun over a long period, die 
demand on farm machincrv 

r e PARTS 

Intelligent Tractors 

George Picktvocth continues bis look at the changing 

face of the computerised tractor. 

comes in peaks. Moreover, 
most farm impiemenis, for 
example combine harvesters 
and sugar beet harvesters, ate 
dedicated machines; they 
actually works for less than 
about two months in the ytar. 
Whilst ttnaors are multl- 
purppse machines, Uieir work 
periods nonetheless come in 
peaks, for example, during 
ploughing, seeding, spraying 
and during harvesting when 
tractors ate engaged mainly on 
transporting the crop. 

Massive and very expensive 
implements enable cro|)S to Ix; 
planted and lianestetl within 
the optimuiii time, and during 
lieriods when soil and climatic 
conditions ate favourable. In da>"s 
gone by. planting and liarvesting 
extended over a much longer 
period and often when conditions 

were ferffom favourable- a 
prolonged liarvesting period 
invariably resulted in 
deterioration of die crop. 

So. instead of large tractors 
and implements reducing die 
daily time spent working in' the 
fields, endeavours to complete 
work during ideal, but short 
periods, in many cases actually 
increased the time drivers spent 
daily in the cab. but as we have 
seen, these long hours in the 
cab lasted for relatively short 
periods. On die other hand, 
with early cabless-nnis;,'-tractors, 
work lasted for long periods: 
indeed, ploughing continued till 
day throughoiit die winter 
months. Furthermore, in order 
to recoup the very high cost of 
such large sophisticated 
machines, farmers need to keep 
diem working to limits of driver 

endurance during peak periods. 
Indeed, tractors were fitted widi 
ixtwcrful lights for night working 

Luxury Cabs 
lb push back driver fatigue and 
maximise daily working hours 
during.peak |>eriods, tractors 
and combine harvesters, and 
indeed other dedicated 
machines, were fitted with 
luxury cabs. The cabs of Ixilh 
Lractors and combine harvesters 
are tightiy sealed insulate 
against noise. Moreover, 
elect ro-hydraulic cancrol of 
both tractor and imnlenients 
means that all pijies and tliek 
solenoid ralves, which can carry 
sound, are located outside'the 
rah. lb give lite driver additional 
comfort, .and of course 
endurance, climate controi (air 
conditioning) is installed. 
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Photo'll. John Daero Comblna 
. Harvestar. Ttie large 

sophlsilcated machined eriabtad 
the cereal crop tb'bb tjulckly 

harvested so that ploughing for 
the following crop can begin,' 
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Intelligence 
Unlike earlier iractnrs witli 
three fnnvani gears and where 
ihe driver was able 10 match the 
gear and engine revolutions fpr 
maximum efficiency; modem 
tntctots have up to thirty ctvo 
forwanl and five reveree gents. 
Obviously, with such a large 
number of gears, it would be 
exhausting for the driver to 
constantly change gear and 
chronic setting to maintain 
maximum efficiency. So, in a 
modem tractor throtde control 
and gear change are computer 
controlled. 

Massey Ferguson 
MF 8169 Datatronic 
Wheel slip is one of the biggest 
power wastere and to minimise 
dtis wastage, many craaors have 
four wheel drive plus 
.soplusdcated traiisnussion 
systems. See photo 14. If one 
wheel begins to slip, power is 
automatically reduced to dial 
wheel. Moreover, power can be 
applied to all wheels even when 
the tractor is turning on die 
headlands. Touch pads are well 
suited to tractor cab environment. 

Corii'puter management, is 
not confined to the tractor but 

extends to the die iniplements. 
Indeed, die New Holland "Eleciro- 
Jink' draft control integrates the 
tractor and iniplenienr to give 
predse control and niaxinium 
operating efficiency. 

Emulating Horses 
The use of computers to 
maximise traction, goes some 
way to making the traaor 
ehtulate a home. Indeed, 1 well 
remember from way back in the 
early 1930 s how the horses 
drawing heavily laden wagons 
looked ahead anti without any 
commands ftom the wagoner, 
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adjusted their gait in unison to 
ensure maximum power and 
traction when approaching a 
steep indinq- 

When approaching deeply 
rutted .sections, the horses 
increased their walking speed 
to almost running so as to 
produce additional momentum 
which heljied to propel the 
wagon through these had pans 
of the lane. Moreover, the 
horses were 'self-steering' but 
tractors are not. However, this 
may lie dianging. 

Combine 
Harvesters 
As with tractors, the operation 
of die conihine harvester is 
computer controlled by both 
buttons and touchpads. So, 
when entering a field, the 
operator simply tells the 
computer what kind of crop is 
to be harvested and the 
computer automatically sets all 
the operational parameters for 
that particular of crop. 

Instrumentation 
Let us look at the instrument 
panel of a inodem traaor. in 
this case a John Deere fioo 
series tractor, see photo 13. The 
six touch pads at the left side of 
die panel contain tractor 
Iierformance data and display 
the following kkformation; 
percentage wheel slip 
(determined by radar), 
calculated ground speed, tnie 
ground speed (determined by 
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Photo 13. tnsWa the cab, John Deere combine harvester. The right hand console gives 
fingertip control of the separator, unloading auger, straw chopper and temparaturs control 
(nfiidethe cab etc. 
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radar), power-cake-ofTspeed 
(this powers machine)* on 
implements), distance uaveSetL 
diagnostic codes, time since last 
service, engine hours and time 
since last service. 

The touch pad on the right of 
the panel controls the hydraulic 
system which sets the depth at 
which a culiivntor or plough 
penetrates the soli ami lifts the 
implement when turning on the 
headlands. The driver simply 
'keys' in die cultivation program 
far a panicular lleld and the 
computer does the rest. By 
relieving the driver of many 
repetitive operations, tractor 
intelligence dramatically 
reduced the former/driver's 
workload to the level where 
farmers can attend to 
management matters via a 
mobile phone in the cab. 
Indeed, some John Deere 
tractors liave a compartment 
within the cab that they call the 
'field office' and is designed to 
hold documents, a mobile 
phone and lap top computer. 

Optical 
Reeognition 
Four years ago, die Silsoc 
Research Institute liegan 
development of a virtual 
automaton intended for 
precision agriculiund 
operations. Images produced 
by scanning TV cameras 
dilTercntiatc crop plants from 
weeds and by detecting crop 
row structure, provides 

guidance to die veliide; it is 
therefbre self steering. If die 
Silsoe vehicle is used for weed 
control in for example, a 
cauliflower or sugar beet crap, 
it can either grab a weed and 
pull it out of the soil, or apply a 
hurst of herbicide specifically to 
die weed: this latter application 
results in very efficient use of 
herbicide and reduces 
environment poilution. 

The Silsoe vehide.is slow 
moving, but being an 
automaton, this is no problem. 
Indeed, when soil and climate 
conditions are favourable, 

swarms of such vehicles may 
work across the fields for 
twenty four hours a day 

Looking 
to the Future 
Evolution is continuous. Farm 
tractors will either continue to 
get bigger, more powerful and 
smarter, or, smaller and smarter. 
Indeed, the trend seems to lie 
towards smaller tractors: the 
massive American articulated 
tractore are already loosing, 
some of their attraction In the 
UK. However with some 

j implements, for example 
; combine hamsters, there is an 
j optimum size, and that is a very 
i large size. For some operations, 
: several smaller tractors (shades 
! of the little grey Ferguson) or 
i collabarative-amoinatons have 
] i he advantage over a single 
I large tractor in providing 
f greater flexibility at work, less 
1 ground pressure and less rolling 
; resistance (resistance imposed 
j by wheels sinking into the soil), 
i and this improves efficiency. 

j Self Steering 
; Whilst a completely driverless 
i tractor, "as opposed to an 
; dedicated automaton such as 
i die Silsoe vehicle, wilt probably 
: never become s reality; there is 
| no reason why' a tractor or 
i combine harvester should not 
j l>e self steering during actual 
) operations within a field. 
; This would allow the 
i fermer/driver more time to 
: attend to farm management 
I matters from the cab. 
; As we have seen, steering 
i with the Silsoc vehicle was 
j facilitated by the computer 
; recognising the crop raws, but 
= vvidi ploughing, or combine 
I harvesting, there are no rows. 
: Moreover, iiec.use ploughing 
i and combine harvesting is st 
1 one-off operation each season 
l and involves numerous fields of 
j different sltapes and sizes, it is 
f impracticable for a computer to 
; learn from operations 
; performed by a human driver. 
; So, the approach to a self 
i steering tractor will probably 
; involve TV' cameras scanning 
j aliead of the tractor. The on- 
| board computer would then 
: compare images produced by 

Photo 14, Maseoy Ferguson 8160 
Datatronic Tractor. Digital readouts 
\ of performance. Includes tho 
ft actual cost of the job as R Is 
p being done. 32 forward goafs, 

24 on-tfia-movo power shifts. 
Can plough at the rate of 
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Photo 15. Traction control touch pads 
are self explanatory. The"bottom touch 

pad controls the tractor's lights. 
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the scanning cameras with 
computer generated images 
depicting what the cameras 
should theoretically see when 
correctly i>erformirig actual 
operations. Steering would be 
adjusted so that the two images 
matched each other. 
Funhermore, inwges produceti 
by the scanning ctmeras may 
well be complemented witli 
data prorided by GPS. 

Voice Recognition 
Following the Introduction of 
voice recognition coinputers, 
there Is no reason why the 
tractor of-the future should not 
respond to voice conimands. 
Whilst it may be stretching the 
imagination to suggest that the 
tractor of the future will 
emulate 'HAL' in the film '2001 
— A Space Odttssey.' there is no 
reason why voice recognition 
should not complement auto- 
steering. The driver w ould take 
his seat in die cab and speak 

commands to the tractor. For 
example; "Wake up" (shades of 
my word processor), 
"Implement working depth 
i50min\1Auio steering", 
""Fotward-fiOnvlnin". The 
tractor, or indeed a combine 
iiarvester. would then work as 
an automaton allowing the 
farmer/driver to attend to other 
matters via his mobile phone 
and on-board lap top computer. 

When work is completed in a 
field, the commands may well 
include, "Stop"-"Raise 
implement", "Return to Manual 
Steering' ; The farmers would 
then drive the tractor manually 
to the nexr field or in base at 
the end of die day for re-fueling. 

Remote Control 
The driver need not necessarily 
be in the tractor call: he/she 
could be in die farm office, or a 
caravan in die field, and 
monitor operations by 
television. Indeed, depending 

upon die degree of automation, 
one operator may be able to 
cdntro! several machines each 
doing different jobs. So instead 
of being constantly mobile in 
the tractor cab, the farmers of 
the future may be able to 
supervise the operation of their 
tractors from the comfort and 
convenience of the ferm office. 

'Iractors of the foturewifl 
almost tenainly respond to voice 
commands, so by the end of the 
millennium, evolution may well 
have gone full drele by creating 
a tireless machine dial..thinks 
and behaves like a horse. 

Viable Rural 
Economy 
It is very significant that since 
die introduction of large 
cractora, the number of 
agricultural workers lias 
declined in number to just 
about the minimum necessary 
to sustain a viable agricultural 

Photo 16. 
Instrument panel, 
John Deere 
Tractor, gives a 
clear view of all 
gauges and 
displays. 
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sratem. So, 1 believe tltat 
imeliigem niadiines will be 
designed to Improve the 
welfare of farm w orkers radier 
th.-in cause any further 
reductions in the number in 
their numbers. 

Energy Input 
To complete this study, let us 
look atenefgy sources for 
horses and tractors. Horses 
acquired energy indirectly from 
the sun by means of 
photosynthesis. At risk of over 
simplificuion, plant leaves 
ahsclfb COi present in the air 
and In the presence of sunlight 
convert this into cirbohydnites 
which provides die energy for 
the horses. There is n direct 
relationship between CO.' levels 
in the air and crop yields. Some 
would say that present day high 
crop yields are only possible 
because of the higher 
concentration of CO: in the air 
resulting from burning fossil 
fuel Indeed, it liad long been a 
practice to burn paraffin 
lamps/heaters in glass houses to 
increase the level of COj in the 
air and thereby increase yields. 

Fossil Fuel 
Widi modern brute force 
farming systems, the energy 
requited to cultivate a crops is 
many times greater than that 
required by traditional horse 
based farming systems; if die 
energy.used by tractors was 
derived from plants, the area 
required would greatly exceed 
that of macketabie crops. On 
die other hand, the area of land 
required to feed horses was 
only a fraction of the Land used 
to grow saleable crops. 

So with ttaaors, the energy 
expended in the cultivation 
of a crop is invariably fossil fuel; 
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this input is not simply in 
traaor fuel but in fcmlizers 
and agrochemicals applied to 
that crop. 

Konedieless, straw contains 
large amounts of encrgt- and in 
recent years was burnt in the 
ficltk. but is now used more 
intelligently for cattle 

dxl tier,■'bedding ant! industrial 
purposes: it is also used for 
heating puqxtses on the Farm. 
Remarkably, straw was burnt as 
fuel with many early steam 
engine cultivators and could 
(jossibly be used with modem 
equipmcnr atid tlrereby reduce 
dep'entlence on fossil fuel. 

Less Land 
Needed 
PamdoxiealU; high uup sidds 
nmtie possible by modem 
farming methods and posslitK' 
by enhanced CO1-levels, liave 
brought about a significaii! 
reduction in the area of land 

required for food crops. 
Unwanted land is known as 
'set-aside' land. 

Rape oil is good fuel for 
diesel tractors and theoretically 
there is no reason why fuel 
crops should not be grown on 
set-aside land; it is analogous to 
tradition:!] firming systems 
whereby land was reserved to 
grow- feed for the horses. 

In die future, hrurc force 
fanning systems and their 
dependence on fossil fuel may 
well l)e tempered with a return 
to marc elegant traditional 
Ginning systems where nature 
did much of the work - for 
example,.with the limited 
power of horses, fanners relied 
on frosts to break down soil 
lumps to produce a fine 
seedbed. No'doubt farming 
systems requiring less energy 
input will lie complemented by 
highly efficient computer 
controileci, intelligent tractors 
arid probably automatons 
which may well further reduce 
the energy input required to 
cultivate crops in the future. 

Appreciation 
Appreciation for photographs 
ami help in preparing this 
study go tot- 
Brian leits. Vintage Tractor 
Restorer. Finedon, Nonbants 
John Deere lid 
Massey Ferguson Ltd. Coventry. 
RA Turriey Ltd (New Holland) 
Weilingbo rough, Norrhants. 
Roland VFoods. Farmer, 
Ciopton. NonhanLS. 
Silsoe Research Institute, 
Bedfordshire Urir-i 

Photo IS. John Deere combine 
harvester discharging grain Into a 
trailer. Operations are controlled 
by touch pads. 
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CONTROL 
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Alex Hunt of Masushita describes how 

to use and program an 'FPO series' 
PLC as a burglar alarm central 
controller ivith the help of the 

advanced Windoivs-based 
programming software FP-SOFT. 

Prognutirnabte Logic 
Canuollers, beuer 
fcno^Ti as PLC's. can be 

used for varying degrees of 
control and monitoring. 
Specifically, the FPO hardware 
and software ('FP-SOFT) 
coniains easy- to follow 
programming steps that allows 
flexibility within a control 
emirouruent. 

fn this projectan PPO-ClfiP 
(order code KC47B) is used to 
control keypad entry codes, 
timers, aLacms and the alarm 
sensors. The programming 
maybe constructed in stages to 
allow verification by lite 
software, .although this may 
also be earned out at a later 
stage, but it is easier to debug 
shorter programs that may 
have been inputted poorly. 

For this application the 
program has been written in 
FPSOFT (order code NC53G) 
using "ladder Logic' 
programming language. This 
software allows the creation of 
a program by using a mouse or 
keyboard. The ladder diagram 
is programmed using BASIC 
and high level instructioas 
written on to "ladder rungs". 
Spedfic rungs have been 
grouped in such a way- as ro 
assist the operator, so making it 
easier to new lire inputs on 
one screen. Each group of 
insimaions is identified to give 
die programmer knowledge of 

how the system will work. 
The programming kit 

includes all the cables and 
co nve n ors.'conn ecro rs 
required to connect the PLC to 
a PC. The programming 
software allows ease-ot-use of 
programming between the 
user and the PLC, The 
advanced Windows based 
software allows the user to 
create.ladder diagrams very' 
quickly using symbol palettes 
and tool bars, and allows the 
remote switching between 
'program' and 'run' mode. 

The Alarm 

Requirements 
The alarm may be switched on 
using a keypad entry code 
(password) thus allawing the 
user to turn the system on, or 
alarm off, before or after it is 
sounding, 

A timer is then required to 
let the occupants exit the 
building without setting the 
alarm off. 

The system will then 
monitor tire inputs for signs, of 
a break in without the keypad 
entry. If any sensor is activated 
other than the front: door 
switch die alarm will sound. If 
the front door is opened then 
a second timer will activate 
allowing the system to be 
switched off before the alarm 
Is sounded. 

■ 
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Additional features that 
ma\i>e added include a panic 
button (order code FP12N)', a 
timer-on alarm tliat times out 
after 20 minutes and then 
resets the system, an entry/ejJi 
courtesy Sight, an entry/exit 
courtesy buzzer, window 
contacts (order code MM 11M) 
and pressure mats (order code 
YB91V or FK79I-)- 

Programming 
Programming is carried out 
using the RS232C port on the 
FPO and a PC using die 
programming cable supplied 
with the FPO programming 
pack. The software is Windows 
based using .symbol palettes 
and tool bars to create what is 
conimonh' coiled a graphic 

[ xo X1 
X2 X3 
X4 X5 
X6 X7 

COM COM 

—Q O— 
—o o— 

1 r 

-H8^ 

i: 

YO Y1 
Y2 Y3 
Y4 Y5 
Yo Y7 
(+) (-) 

— Y1 .YO.XO.X 1 .X2.Y2.Y3 — 

-CH LlDH 

51 
M m-, Eh 11= 

=: 

m 

Alcrm Buzzer 

Figure 1. Keypad circuit: Multiplexed connection. 

openning environment, or a 
graphic user interface (GUI). 
Operating with a Windows 
based software package trom 
Matsushita simplifies the 
keyboard operations diat were 
prenously typed in using a DOS 
based system. 

FPSOFT also provides various 
kinds of features thai enable 
eBective programming. can 
customise FPSOFT to make it 
easier to create a ptogram. While 
creating a program, iiis passible 
to copy, delete, move, or search 
for a part of the program. 

Monitoring 
lb support programming 
capabiliiy, FPSOFT can monitor 
a program and perform a "lest 
Run' for verifrcauon. The status 
bf relat's and registers and the 
operaiing status of the 
programmable controller may 
also be monitored in ONUNF 
mode. Therefore debugging car 
easily be performed. 

Input/Output 

requirements. 

1, The FPO controller selected 
for this project has 16 DO, 
eight/input and eight/output. 

2. The keypad requires seven 
multiplexed DO (three for 

inputs and four for outputs). 
See Figures 1 and 2. 

3. The alarm requires a single 
output. 

4. The from door alarm requires 
cite input (dosed dtcuit). 

5. The alarm sensors require an 
additional one input (dosed 
drcuit), and two inputs ifa 
pressure pad Is used (open 
drcuit) so allowing any 
number of seasors to be 
used in series and parallel. 

6. The panic switch requires a 
single input. 

7. The keypad entry light and 
the entry buzzer require a 
single output each. 

Programming 
The project requires tliat the 
alarm may be switched on 
using a keypad entry code 
(password). The keypad 
requires 7-DO. this can be 
achieved by multiplexing the 
keypad using 3-inpufs and 4- 
relay outputs, lb achieve this 
the outputs must be pulsed to 
give a specific relay output 
when the keypad is pressed. 

Each key is represented by ?. 
horizontal and vertically 
positioned DO. When a button 
is pressed a contact is dosed 
between the touch sensitive 
circuit. The first horizontal line 
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(bunons 1,2,3) is represented 
by YO. The Iksr vertical line 
(bunons 1,4,7,*) is represented 
byXO. If button 1 is pressed 
then a positive pulse for both 
YO AND XO closes a logic circuit 
sending a constant to a data 
register, The constant to be sent 
Is 1 and the data register is 
DT100. 

A timer is then required to let 
the occupants exit the building 
without setting the alarm off 
The exit timer is activated by 
entering a spednc password 
into the FPO. This in turn 
triggers the timers register. The 
register triggered from the 
correct password Is used as an 
input to start the timer. 

The kejpad is used to enter a 
password which can be set by 
the operator to any four 
symbols on the keypad. The 
first time the password is 
entered the alarm will become 
active after 'n' seconds allowing 
the operator time to get out of 
the building. If any of the 
sensors are activated the alarm 
will sound. To deactivate the 
sensors (or the alarm if it is 
souoding) the operator re- 
enters the building and has 'n' 
seconds to enter die same 
password. If the operator fails 
to type in the correct password 
the alarm will sound. 

To aid in entering the passw-ord, 
an extra output has been 
programmed to turn a courtesy 
light on for 15 seconds from 
when the keypad is; pressed. A 
further output has also been 
programmed to activate a 
buzzer for each press of the 
keypad. For convenience, it is 
possible to alter the operators 
entry and eat timer for shorter 
or longer periods of time. 

 : r —i 
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Ladder Logic Programming Diagram (continued over). 
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THE PROGRAM 
Une Starting 0 
A series of inputs la! jelled RI to 
R12 wll actlraie internal relay 
R100 when they go low (logic 
Not input). Pressing the keypad 
trill pause the multiplexer, 

Une Starting 13 
The 9033 is a sped?.] Initial ON 
relay that turns ON only for the 
fitst scan oFthe program and 
turns OFF from thesecond 
scan and maintains the OFF 
state. FO is a Kj-fait daia move 
that copies a constant to the 

area specified when a trigger 
(R54)_ turns on. This set of 
instructions is used to reset the 
multiplexer at R54 as R53 is the 
last multiplexed relay. 

Une Starting 23 
The 9030 is a spedal internal 
flag and is an always ON relay 
that makes 5UfeFl43 is on. 
F143 is a partial I/O update, 

Unes Starting 
29/39/49/59/69/79/89/9 
9/109/119/129/139 
When T is pressed on the 
keipad (line 29), TO and NO will 

both go high forcing Rl to dose. 
This then moves constant KI 
inro data register DTIOO. When 
2 is pressed (line 39), YD and XI 
will both go high Ibrdng R2 to 
dose. This then moves constant 
K2 into data register DT100, This 
function is repeated for all 
input/outputs taken from the 
multiplexed keypad and Is used 
to allocate constants for 
processing the password. 

Line Starting 149 
From line stalling 0, when R100 
and R9018 turns on. the R9018 
internal relay pulses the outputs 

specified. This is.a spedal iniecnal 
relay that activates a dock poke 
of 0.01 second and repeats in 
0.01 second odes. It is used to 
puise lite multiplexed outputs, 
which in rum are used as inputs 
from the keypad to the PLC. 

Une Starting 157 
A series of parallel inputs 
labelled Rl to R12 wUl activate 
inienial relay R99 when high. 
Each time the keypad is 
pressed, internal relay R99 is 
used to advance the password- 

Line Starting 170 
From line starting 157, when die 
keypad is pressed R99 is acthated 
which in rum activates Fil3 the 
left siilfi of one hex ciigic- This is 
used to move'the individual 
keypad entry and exit codes, 
allowing a four number password. 

Line Starting 177 
From line.sEtrring 29 to 139, 
when the keypad is pressed a 
constant is moved to data 
register DT100. When the 
keypad is pressed (Triggering 
R99) F6 moves the Hex digit 
stored at DX100 (the source) to 
DTI (the destination) by *n" 
number of digits. 

Llne Starting 186 
Compares the set password in 
hex to the decimal constant, 
sending R70 high if equal to K, 
For tin's example die password 
has been set as 1234 hex which 
Ls equivalent to 45150 in decimal. 

Une Starting 192 
From line starting 186. R70 goes 
high when the correct password 
is entered decrementing the 
counter by 1. The counter is 
reset by R71. This counter is 
used to dlfferendace between 
the entry and esii code as only 
one password is used- 

Line Starting 197 
From line starting 192. When 
the counter has reached zero, 
ClOOgoes high, this triggers 
R71 (counter reset), sets R90 
and resets R30,17,74. This 
makes sure the second 
password entry turns the 
sensors off. 

Une Starting 214 to 220 
Relay group WRj pukes outputs 
YO-Y? to the multiplexed keypad. 

Une Starting 222 
R30 is used to arm the sensors 
after you have exited die building. 
X4 is a constantlv closed circuit 
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such as a reed sensor and mil 
sec V7 if a broken circuit is 
deieaed.:X5 is a constantly- 
open circuit such as pressure 
pads and will set V7 if a closed 
circuit is detected. X6 and XT 
can be set up as either a closed 
or open drcuir depending on 
the panic button being used. 
The panic buttons can trigger 
the alarm (V7) at any time but • 
X4 and X5 can only be triggered 
once the alafin system is set. 

Line Starting 232 
Once the alarm (Y7) has been 
set. timer 0 starts counting 
down from 1200 seconds or 20 
minutes. When 0 is reached the 
alarm is reset. If the alarm .is 
required to stay on. until the 
keypad entry is made, then this 
line maybe removed. 

Line Starting 240 
When R70 goes high, timer 1 
starts counting down from 10 
seconds. This is lite exit time.to 
close the door. After 10 seconds 
R30 turns the sensors into live 
mode and the aiatm starts 
monitoring for break-ins. 

Line Starting 248 
When R90.goes high, timer 2. ' 
stares counting down from 12 
seconds. This is used to reset 

Y1.Y0.X0,X1.X2.Y2.Y3 

D] Li] GO 

0OD0 

0000 

□ 0® 

4 Horizontolly 
Positioned Outputs 

li 

I 
3 Vertically Positioned Inputs 

Figure 2. Wiring diagram. 

SPECIFICATION FOR FPO SERIES' 
PtC TYPE FPO-C16P 

Supply voltage: 
Current consumption: 
Max. current: 
Processing speed; 
•0/P type: 
Inpui^outputs: 

24V dc 
25mA 
40mA' @.24V dc 

. 0.9ms per BASIC instruction 
open-coltector (PXP) 
8/8 

The 'PtC type FP0-C16F! order code NC47B, coste/El?2.02 plus 
VAT. The FPp programming pack, order code NC52G, costs 
£53,83 plus VAT. Note that.tfte'PLC will require a suitable power 
supply, order, code NCSlFpand costs £53.83'plus VAT. 

F3Q turning the sensors from live 
tb dormant. The timer also resets 
R90, therefore resetting itself 

Line Starting 2S8 
When R70 goes high, timer 3 
starts counting down from 11 
seconds. This then moves a 
constant "KO" into data register 
DTI resetting R70. 

Line Starting 272 & 267 
R30 is used, to arm the sensors 
after you hare exited the 
building. X3 is a constantly 
dosed circuit such as a reed 
sensor and will set Y7 if a 
broken circuit is detected. 
When the circuit is broken 
timer 4 will count down from 
15 seconds until it reaches 0 
and sets the alarm. 

Line Starting 280 
Fram line staring 288, when 
the entry/exit light is set, timer 
5 starts, counting down from 16. 
When the timer reaches 0 the 
enuyifedt light (Y4) and buzzer 
(Y5) is reset. 

Line Starting 288 
From' line starting 0, when the 
keypad is pressed RiOO is logic 
noned to set the entry/esit light 
Y4. At the same time sounding a 
buzzer (Y5). liHli-'d 
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THERMAL IMAGING 
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by Dr. C R Uavers 

Until recently only the military, using very high' 
performance equipment, possessed the ability to see 

in complete darkness or through the heavy dust 

and smoke of battlefield conditions. Now neiv 
affordable thermal imaging technology is bringing 
the advantages of vision enhancement to a broad 

spectrum of commercial applications. 

Originally developed for mititary 
purposes, infra red (IR) lechnology 
is now a valuable tool in diverse 

fields such as power maintenance, medical 
research, archaeologj; search and rescue 
and law enforcement. Systems are available 
in mam' configurations across a range of 
prices; Recent advances have Improved 
image quality, reducing both cost and 
weight, with built-in camera processing 
ability. Most IR imaging systems now use 
'•staring' imaging arrays that are.sensitive to 
radiation from approximately 2 to 5 microns 
(urn) 'short-wave' or 8 to 12 microns 
"longwave'. The ER region ranges from 0.75 
microns to over 1000 microns and is 
sandwiched below visible light and above 
radio wave's In the eiecuromsgneiic 
frequency spectrum. 

In thermal imaging heat radiation emitted 
by all objects above absolute zero is 
detected. Very hot temperature objects, • 
such as the sun, emit radiation across a 
range of spectral bands, having a peak 
emission wavelength in the visible- The 
cooler the object the longer the peak 
emission wavelength and the broader the 
spread of radiated power over wavelength. 
This power distribution is more commonly 
referred to as the Stefan-Boltzmann law and 
the prediction of peak wavelength is given 
fay Men's displacement law (figure I). 
Room temperature objects emit strongly in 
the Far Infra Red (HE) between 6-15 
microns; the Middle Infra Red (MIR) 
corresponds to 3-6 microns radiation and 
the nsar Infra Red or NIR 0-75-3 microns. 

Tne ratio of emitted to reflected radiation 
for a heat source is known simply as the 
emissivity. An emissivity value of 1.0 
represents a perfect emitter, or blackbody. 
Perfectemitters exist only in theory; 
practical applications involve sources that 
are not perfect emitters (grey bodies) or in 
fact consist of different substances with only 
speciSc wavelengths of emission (selective 
or coloured body). In the heart of the IR 
system is the thermal detector. Essentially 

photoelectric devices either measure a 
voltage change (photovoltaic) or a 
resistance change (pfaotoconductive) as IR 
radiation strikes the detector array surface. 
Common materials used with high quantum 
efficiency (light to electrical conversion) 
include: me rcury cadmium, telluride MCT, 
indium antimpnide InSb, and platinum 
silidde PtSi. In contrast to visible-light 
rharge-CQUpied-devices (CCD's), most IR 
imaging systems require cooling to 
cryogenic temperatures (usually liquid 
nitrogen) to achieve .acceptable 
performance. Since the detector will be 
sensitive to heat from any source, steps must 
be taken to carefully cool the detector and 
the surrounding sensor housing to ensure 
that the detector response is attributed to 
radiation from the viewed scene alone. The 
IR energy measured by a detector is a 

•>■45 1*G 

combination of radiation emitted by the 
source of heat under inspection, and 
radiation reflected from other sources in the 
scene. Until recently onhr scanned systems 
incorporating, a single detector or, a small 
line of detectors, were available where a 
mirror would be used to rapidly scan the 
scene in either a serial or parallel format. 

Over the last few years stating systems 
have been developed in which the detector 
is a monolithic integrated circuit with the 
entire scene focused upon It. The 
technology is similar to that, of an Ordinary 
camera. A germanium thermal lens 
(transparent in the IR bands) focuses the 
image direcdy onto the detector. Such 
systems remove the need for mechanical 
scanning, reducing weight and increasing 
reliability. Military staring systems have an 
additional advantage that the absence of 
moving: components makes them very quiet 
to operate. IR imagers provide sensitive 
indication of the relative temperature 
distribution across the scene; Systems 
specified ns. radiomeirlc also provide 
calibrated temperature measurements at 
individual points or across die entire display. 
The system is! calibrated in the 
manufacturing plant by aiming it at a 
precision blackbody, the calibration source 
is set to a number of different temperatures 
and the detector optics response is 
measured at every temperature, and the 
infomiatian written into an internal 
software calibration table. In addition, data 
.from other sensors allows compensation for 
changes in background ambient 
temperature and the temperature pf the 
system optics, variations in atmospheric 
propagation are also considered- 

Applications 
Thermal IR imaging or thermography is 
rapidly emerging as.one of. the most 
valuable resources available for a wide 
variety of applications such as: predictive 
plant maintenance, aircraft analysis and 
process monitoring. 
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Predictive maintenance 
"Thermal imaging is able to discover building 
flaws and struccuia! defecis ai very early 
stages. Power failures and major power 
outages can be unnecessarily avoided, 
resulting in significant cost savings and in 
some cases, potentially lives. Portable 
maintenance IR imaging systems have been 
available for some rime. Hand held systems 
may be used to scan structures and 
equipment, rapidly converting the radiated 
thermal energy into visible pictures which 
are displayed for quantitative temperature, 
analysis. TherrriaCAM, the most recent 
product from Inframemcs of Massachusetts 
USA, (a world leader in the design and 
manufacture of thermal imaging systems 
since 1974), offers a major advance In 
predictive fnaimenance. TherrriaCAM is 
both lightweight and has a high 
performance, and includes a foil-screen 
temperature measurement with 12-bit 
digital data storage. Images may be stored in 
the camera via solid-state meraory cards and 
output as T\J VCR-compatible video or 
digital signals. Images may also lie scored as 
either 8-bit or 12-bii TIFF files which can be 
viewed outside the camera and uses image 
processing software for a PC Windows'" 
environment, enabling extensive data 

* analysis of both static and real-time images. 
At the centre of ThermaCAM is a field- 

tested microcooier which keeps its Focal 
Plane,Array (FPA) detector at a constant 
operating cemperarure. Combined with 
advanced electroaicsTherira CAM's rapid 
data handling ability and low power 
requirements, only 12\v; means it is able to 
run on a conventional camcorder batten1, a 
design feature which reduces the overall 
system weight and increases portability. The 
battery attaches directly to the camera, 
avoiding the need for cables and will 

operate continuously for over 2 houts with 
a single battery charge. ThermaCAM 
incorporates accurate radioraetdc 
calibration with an optical camera( resulting 
in an extremely stable, foil-screen 
radiotnetric system able to measure- 
temperatures from. -20°C co over 1000'C and 
up to 1500IC using optional high 
temperature filters. High-resolution black 
and white or colour images with 256 colours 
may be viewed through a colour liquid 
Crystal Display (LCD) showing images free 
of ambient light or reflections. ThermaCAM 
is rated to withstand a 70G shock, 
equivalent to dropping the carriera from 3 
metres onto a concrete floor! 

An Inframemcs ThermaCAM camera has 
been used by the Maintenance division of 
London ^Electricity pic as part of routine 
servicing throughout the power 
distributor's region.iondan Sectricky 
provides commerda! and domestic power 
to Central and Greater London with 
responsibility for sub-stations and grid sites. 

1 
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throughout the region.. Highly detailed 
images of vita! equipment such as 
transfomners and connectors helps 
save costs on unnecessary equipment 
strip-downs. Damaged transformers and 
generators easily show up as hoc spots 
much higher in temperature than expected 
during temperature analysis. As Ijondon 
Eleccridty Engineer John Parker explains, 
'there can he little doubt that the thermal 
imager will pay for itself in terms of cost 
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Figure 4. Left: Checking faulty fusee. 
Right: Heat rise on air compressor 

cylinder heads. Courtesy of Inframetrics. 
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saving and It has proved a source of very 
accurate data as part of our ongoing 
maintenance activity' The camera is used for 
identifying hots pots in connectors and 
Isolators but has also proved usefu! in 
identifying oil flow problems in transformers- 
giving early warning of problems' which could 
cause major supply necwork disruptions- 
See Figure 2. The camera's ponabiUcyhas 
proved popular with engineers in cramped 
site conditions or working up ladders and 
on scaffolding. Applicttionsinclude electrical 
and mechanical 1R inspection, condition 
monitoring of refractory linings, insulation 
effectiveness, rooScg studies, etc. See 
"Figures 5 and 4. 

Thermal imagers are now an integral 
feature of preventative maintenance 
programmes at Blue Circle Industries 
cement plant in Stafibnishire. Blue Circle 
purchased an fnframetrics TherrrtaCAM 
system to develop highly accurate records of 
machine conditions within the plaitc, which 
in the past were largely made by visual 
inspection. In addition, the-identification of 
hot spots in die refractories and kiln bricking 
enables local action to be taken on potential 
problems. Figure 5 shows a breakdown of 
refractory lining in furnace walls. 

Law enforcement 
or Military Technology 
applied to the 

Criminal Battlefield 
With the end of the Cold War, many military 
technologies have increasingly found their 
way into die civilian sector. Thermal imaging 
technology, extremely useful to the military, 
is providing its benefits to Jaw eriiorcemenc 
agencies through N'orth America and the. - 
world. Raytheon T! systems (RTIS) has been 
leading in the provision of taw enforcement 
with their high technology tools to fight the 
war on crime. Wighlsigbt' Thermrtl lmagLng 
Solutions products provide several useful 
law enforcement features. Wightsigbt' allows 
police officers to pursue suspects into 
building, duk alleyways, and the smallest, 
Raytheon PalmlR 230 camera weighs only 
1.2kg and has a range of over 700m. 

Finding Missing Persons 
Detecting hiding or missing persons has 
become commonplace through the use of 
thermal imaging technology. Law 
enforcement agencies have documented 

numerous cases of spotting suspect 
criminals hiding in bushes, or children lost 
in open areas and heavily wooded areas at 
night. One North Carolina taw enforcement 
agency, used a RTIS thermal imager to find 
an arsonist hiding in a ravine, preparing to 
set a house on fire! 

Uncovering the 
Concealed and 

Heightened Surveillance 
The RTIS P200 vehicle:mounted camera is 
highly effective in scanning for recently- 
driven cars (the engine appears hot), 
searching for drug making equipment and 
the early detection of fires in closed 
buildings. Thermal imagers can even detect 
concealed weapons, an option all police 
officers would like to have to protect their 
Own officers in high risk environments. 

On patrol, or when called into specific 
situations, policemen can now can use night 
vision technology in a wide variety of ways: 
seeing through smoke and dust, pinpointing 
snipers, and securing.public buildings and 
spaces. These are all surveillance benefits 
reaped through the use of thermal imaging 
technology; Monitoring.people and objects 
in the dark, see Figure 6, or even in the 
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shadow cast within well-lit areas, Is dimcuk. 
Thermal imaging can highlight people, 
vehicles and certain objects in the dark, or 
even.intruders hiding In foliage or beside 
buildings. By detecting JR energy, these 
cameras can translate heat into high- 

' contrast video pictures, making warmer 
objects show put as red against a cooler 
background in blue.using so called false 
colour representalidn, where hot objects 

; may be shown in red against a cald blue 
background. In, total darkness or daylight it 
is easy for US Officers to detect illegal 
immignmis trying to cross bonders or avoid 
perimeter patrols. 

Search and rescue teams in co-operation 
with fire-fighters and police officers may also 
move safely inside buildings to find people 
trapped in rubble, determining potential 
hazards such as gas or oil leaks, and even 
detecting weak spots in dams holding back 
flood water. Thermal imaging has also 
proven useful in helping secure the disaster 
scene of a recent crashed TVC-\ Flight S00- 
Fire-fighters are also able to see through 
smoke and detect hot spots to determine 
the source of a fire. 

Safety at Sea 
When the sun sets at dusk it doesn't mean 
that mariners head for the nearest port. 
Public vessel transport, the Coast Guard, 
military, pleasure boats and even 
commercial oil rigs need to manoeuvre at 
night. Crowded and dimly lit dock areas 
may be hazardous, especially when 
operating a large vessel With thermal 
imaging obstacles and buoys, small boats 
and floating debris may be spotted easily in 
the water. Passenger vessels such as die 
ythshlngton State Ferries of Seattle, have 
adopted a Raytheon Nigblsighl system to 
complement their existing radar Sn order to 
avoid floating navigational hazards that 
could lead to a collision. 

Navy Coastguard and military personnel 
ofxen need to mount search-tmd-rescue 
operations in the middle of the night or in ■ 
foul weather conditions. By detecting heat 
differences between objects in a 'scene' 
fhccmdgraphy has become a crucial ally in 
poorly lit dock areas and in.boating 
accidents. The US Coast Guard has found 
thermal imaging benefioal in a number of 
ways, from spotting a swimmer's heat trail 
in the water to detecting warm boat 
engines. The technology is now used during 
routine patrol as well as in'emergency 
situations. The SAF1RE (FUR) family of 
thermal imager is available in a shipboard 
version for maritime patrol, navigation 
assistance, and search and rescue. 

Oil platforms are notorious for their high 
levels of maintenance and hostile operating 

( environments. Preventable maintenance and 
non-dejmjaive examinations (NDE) of 
internal pipework surfaces lias Ijeen 
reduced significantly by introducing 
portable ThermaGVM ER image analysis 
cameras at BP'S 40's oilfield platforms. The 
camera system Is able to,identify- 'hot spots' 
in bearings and components susceptible to 
wear within motors and pumps, and can 
confirm data supplied by diagnostics 
cquipmem. Thermal imaging has proven 
useful in thermal surveys of pipework and 
pressurised vessels which ate susceptible to 
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Figure 7. Oil platfanns 
are notorious for thcir 
high levels of 
maintenance anil-hosUlt 
operating environments 
Courtesy of Inframetrics 

the build up of salt water 'scale', which 
appears as cooler areas with the imaging 
camera. BP is now able to assess build-up 
levels and respond before blockages occur. 
As David Cathpole.of BP Offehore 
Exploration explains "having assessed the 
thermographic image technologies and now 
purchased our own camera it will play an 
increasingly important role in BP's 
production platform maintenance.'' 

Improved Night 
Driving Safety 
55% of all driving fatalities occur at night, 
yet only 28% of all driving takes place after 
sunset. NightDriver, a Raytheon thermal 
imaging system is now available as an 
integrated option for autpniobiles: it 
permits drivers to see 4-5 times further than 
conventional headlights, giving drivers 
precious time to react to unseen traffic, 
pedestrians, obstacles or animals. The 
camera may also be adapted for track 
applications. The system uses a heads-up- 
display (HUD) to project real-time thermal 
images onto the lower pan of the. driver's 
windshield. The image created by a thermal 
array translaies the LR heat into high 
contrast video pictures, and because it is 
unaffected fay headlights helps reduce the 

distraction caused by oncoming traffic glare. 
Recently-an RT1S Nigh [Driver was driven to 
victory in the US Score Baja 1000 Stock Car 
race with a 13 minutes victory margin. 
Similar night vision technology is being 
developed by automobile manufacturers as 
a consumer safety feature. 

Aircraft fatigue 
A new NDf! technique relying upon the 
reflection of heat pulses from sub-surface 
defects, analogous to radar detection, is 
currently achieving good results in aircraft 
maintenance. Thermal Aid for Defects and 
Ranging (THADAR), has become more 
commonly know as puise-echo thermal 
wave imaging, a concept first suggested by 
Alexander Graham Bell, die inventor of the 
telephone. A high power photographic 
flashlamp pu!se;heacs the object surface 
under inspection. A plane thermal wave 
propagates into the material. As the pulse 
encounters a defect.bdow the surface the 
defect scatters back a fraction of the pulse 
energy towards the surface. When these 
reflected pulses (or thermal wave echoes) 
arrive back at the surface, the defect depth 
Is given by the simple rime of flight (speed 
— 2 + Range/time of flight). 

Through die use of fast image processing 
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hanlware and software the computer 
memory stores a sequence of gated images 
cortesponding to the various atxival times of 
the echosat the.sut&ce- The result is a 
scries of echo images located at various 
depths beneath the surface. The return times 
for aluminium aircraft alloy skin is typically 
milliseconds, whilst those of graphite- 
reinforced carbon Sfare composites are from 
lOQms to.seconds, depending upon the 
image depth. In practice operacional range 
covers from a few microns of paint to 2-3cm 
of concrete. Tliis NDE technique Ls crudal in 
aircraft analysis for monitoring fatigue and 
crack propagation, particularly in"wing tips. 

Tiiemial imaging has several advantages 
over other traditional NDE imaging 
technologies such as x-rays and ultrasound 
in that it is; non-invasive, hon-contact and 
may be used over large image areas (square 
metres). Spatial resolution from deep 
defects tends to blur, or "wash-out', but 
software is available to panially correct for 
these aberrations. High energy fiashlamps 
are used in the 8-12um band, in the 
automotive industry IR is used to monitor 
the adhesion'of ceramic coatings onto 
diese! engine pistons, processing defects 
and in injection moulded'polttner pans for 
braking systems. Aerospace and engineering 
applications allow rapid and contacdess 
corrosion and bonding failure detection in 
metal aircraft skins, and process defects in 
carbon composites. Effects chat have been 
demonstrated in both Boeing B-727*s and 
ageing military aircraft. It can detect the • 
presence of voids, which show up with a 
1-2' temperature difference. Car and vehicle 
engine performance max' be easily 
monitored with IR thermograph)', 

Radonies, the conical glass fibre enclosures 
on aircraft noses which house the radar 
must provide an "dearomagneticaSIy' dear 
window through which the radar sigriaJ is 
transmitted and echoes are received. 
Trapped moisture and glass fibre 
delamination will block or deflect radar 
signals. Moisture is also responsible for 
radome cracking. California Radomes of San 
Jose uses a Thermvision -150 IR camera from 
AGE-MA Radomes are heated to 30'C and 
then observed as they cool down. Industrial 
Quality Inc (Gaithersburg Massachusetts) in 
co-operation with the US Coast Guard are 
searching for ways to use thermpgraphy in 
assessing boat hull damage. The thickest 
fibre glass laminates are 100mm to 125mm 
thick, such as minesweeper hull, material," 
but yacht siruaurea may have foam cores 
5Qmm thick. "Kevlar and graphite 
composites may be evaluated in this way, 
but as a genera! rule you cannot detect Saws 
smaller than the thickness of the material", 
says Thomas S Jones, Vice President of 
California Radomes. Jones uses a variety of 
heat sources, but prefers to use a 0.6-IkW 

quartz lamp UV heater, and 'strobes' 
between 4-5 kj. "Using strobes makes the 
heat pulse an ioscantaneous event, and you 
can do time sensitive processing." 

Health Imaging 
and Stress Analysis 
Breast cancer lias become a big Issue in 
women's health today parricuiariyin 
advanced industrialised nations, however, 
nearly 1,000 men develop breast cancer 
every year. One procedure which has gone 
largely unnoticed is Breast Thermographs; 
which offers the possibility of earlier 
detection of the disease before breast self- 
esaminatlon or mammography; Utilising 
sophisticated IR cameras and desk-top 
computers, thermal imaging technicians 
may capture a thermal breast portrait. The 
data may be either primed out or. sent 
electromcaily to a physician for analysis, 
who can then compare, the heat patterns in 
both breasts. Any difference in hear, or any 
specific blood vessel patterns in one breast 
tlyai does not appear in the other, indicates 
a physiological abnormality, which may be 
pathological (a disease) or indicate an 
anatomical cliange, possibly cancer related. 
An IR ibermogram may be sensitive to as 
little as 0.2eC temperature variation. 
Thermograms have emerged as a valuable- 
diagaostic tool in sports medicine for 
musculoskeletal disorders, not only helping 
confirm diagnoses, but clinically assessing 
progress and treatment. Since IR 
thermography is non-invasive, portable and 
risk-free it is a very practical tool in the 
clinical environment. It Is useful for the 
diagnosis'oE ankle injuries, shin splints, 
stress fractures, shoulder injuries, 
vasculodisorders etc The versatility of IR 
thermpgraphy for humans has led to the 
technique being increasingly applied in 
veterinary studies of fimess.performance, 
particularly the physiology of racing horses. 
Additional data on the level of physiological 
stress is given by a simple IR thermogram. 
See Figure 9. 

Good System Design 
Critical, features of a good IR system should 
include; 
+ Power Focusing- which gives sharper 

viewing, 
^ Low picture distortion, 
+ High quality software packages, 
^ A large numlier of detector elements 

or "pixels', A high degree of element 
uniformity and accuracy, 

^ Low power consumption & lightweight. 
Several systems exhibit these characteristics, 
including Tracer (FUR Systems), which has 

OKI 

high quality real-time IR imaging, combining 
high-resolution, radioriieiric accuracy and 
robust PC based analysis in a Windows 
environment. Tracer may be configured for 
a variety of R&D applications, including 
microelectronics failure analysis and 
electrical component testing. See Figures 10 
and 11. The high resolution provided by 
7B,080 elements in the FPA of a typical FUR 
Prism DS sensor with digital storage, makes 
it easy to capture and analyse thermal 
activity. State-of-the-art FPA cameras work 
with frame rates between 61JH2-2OOH2, 
frame sires of 165 kbytes, with pixel sizes of 

The Prism DS includes a 
microprocessor which all decent IR thermal 
imaging systems should have, managing the 
power and imager performance. Software 
upgrades are simply achieved fay inserting a 
removable PC card which may also hold 
over 2000 images. 

Future Systems 
Amber was the fust company to develop a 
fuUy integrated camera system. The portable 
Radiance 1 camera has frame rates up 10 
200Hz, a 2 56x256 .EPA with digital output, 
computer processing, a I2V power supply, 
comparable with the Electrcphysics 
ThermoTracer. Series 3,4,5,6000 are 
generally fixed and make use oflnSb 
gallium-doped silicon. 

Current prajecuons are that by the year 
2000 sensors will have 7000x7000 elements. 
Philips now have an optical FPA with 
7000x9000 visible elements on an Integrated 
CCD wafer with an incredible 66 million 
pixels per sensor. Transferring this to 
platinum silidde in the IR is underway, an 
advanced prototype eyeball size sensor has 
2000x2000 pixels. Analysts anticipate 
mlcrooptics and muki-hypetspeciral systems 
(the ability to image a scene and 
simultaneously determine the spectral 
content). The basic principle of hyper-spectral 
systems relies on the difiraction grating. 
Radiation ls separated into different bands 
according to its wavelength, see Figure 12, 
and this method is used in chemical analysis. 

The use of rhicroiithography or reactive 
•ionetching readily produces difiractive 
elements or microlens for monitoring the !R 
spectrum. They allow a significant weight 
reduction as: only the lens curvature Ls 
necessary to focus die IR and nor the 
complete lens itself, however, resolution is 
worse. The minimum feature sizes are 1pm 
± 0.1pm using standard NIR materials. 

Advanced Cooled IR FPA 
PtSi has a cut-off wavelength of 5-7pra, a 
msndmum response at 4.3pm and look 
$10,000,000 to develop a 236x256 array 
with 30-40 sensors per wafer, typically 
throwing 99% of available light away; PtSi 
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uses.a simple Schotcky-Barrier diode with 
each pixel 30/xmJ. 

InSb operates in die 3-3pun band with a 
peak response at 4.7-4.8pm. The quantum 
efficiency of InSb is 90X, more sensitive 
than PtSi. In 1997 Amber developed a 
512X484 rectangular TV format, and was 
the first to develop fully integrated camera 
systems iticorporaiing the new arrays. 

Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT), is 
known this side of the Atiamic as Cadmium. 
Mercury Telluride. By varying x in the 
forimiia, Hg^CdJe, changes the cut-off 
wavelength between 3*5futi. Loral IR 
Imaging Systems have developed a MCT 
system with pixels 45pm'. 

Quantum Well Infra-red Photodeteccors 
(QWIP) have quantum efficiencies of only 
50% but based upon GaAs semiconductor 
processing technology which has several 
advantages. Atypical GaAs/Ai.Gai.As system Is 
engineered for a peak spectral response 
between J-lf/mi'with 0.4-0.5jiim toadwidths. 
Currently a 128x128 prototype is under 
development. The JET PropuLsion laboratory; 
and Amber announced recently the design of 
a cooled Long Whvelength Infra Red (LNVTR) 
camera, combining jETs success with 
QWTP'sand Amber's 256x256 FPA. 

Infra red photodeteaors made from 
materials already used in laser fabrication 
promise a superior new generation of IR 
cameras and night-vision devices. These 
quantum well devices are made from 
alternate lavers of semiconductor materials 

arranged atom by atom. Quantum wells are 
already widely used in lasers to, generate 
light from current but in IR cameras this 
process is reversed. In conventional 
quantum well devices electrons only exist in 
one of two energy bands, either a low 
energy Valence' band or a high energy 
'conducdon' band. A photon striking a 
canventional detector surface liberates an 
electron into the conduction band 
generating an electrical signal if a voltage is 
applied across the detector. The most 
recent QWIP's are so sensitive that incident 
photons may be detected even If they only- 
have enough energy to shift electrons 
within the bands. 

GaAsTnGaAs materials may be fabricated 
into large 2-dimensiona! arrays sensitive to 
both the 3-5iim and 8-13,um atmospheric 
transmission 'windows'. Since the earth's 
atmosphere is relatively transparent across 
these two regions an IR QWIP array camera 
mounted on a plane or preferably a low earth 
oifait satellite will record high resolution ER 
images, obviating the risk of conflict caused 
by U2 spy planes overflying Iraqi airspace. 
QWIP detectors also offer several additional 
advantages over other IW3P detector 
materials'such as MCT, including: higher 
detector to detector uniformity; simple 
semiconductor fabrication, higher yield and 
therefore lower unit cost. 

Future developments will.include 
multicolour (dual band) sensors offering 
better performance with moderately good 

MIR and HR sensors linked together 
relatively cheaply. They will nuke use of 
image fusion technology which combines 
different types of image to create a single 
'hybrid' display that is.clearer and more 
informative than the individual pictures. 
Scientists have for some time merged radar 
and optical satellite data. e.g. ERS1 used to 
study European agriculture. At Craniield 
University Dr Chris Thompson's group is 
investigating fused Images from the NiR 
(0.75-1.1pm) with good contrast and spatial 
resolution, but. limited range and FIR images 
(8-12pm). Merging images and tracking key 
features 'edge, tracking' and using neural 
networks help significantly to improve vision- 

Emerging Uncooled FPA 
(UFPA) Technologies. 
A small group of devices, fetxoelectrics, 
microbolometers and pyroeiecuics, Havre 
one characteristic in common, no cooler is 
required although they are temperature 
stabilised. This will mean lower cost devices. 
Texas Instruments has just introduced a 
ferroelectric UFPA onto die market. There is 
also a significant interest in 
micrabolometers because cast maybe 
reduced further from $12,000 for a 
ferroelectric UFPA 10 $6,000.1.WI8 uncooled 
devices will operate for room temperature 
applications (8-12iini), with silicon 
compatible processing, high video contrast 
and also possessing high frame rates. UI-'PA's 
were originally developed by Honeywell, 
purchased by Lockheed Martin and licensed 
to Loral, Hughes and Rockwell. Uncooled 
microbolometers and pyroelectric sensors 
rely on a pixel absorbing the IR radiation 
causing a temperature rise. A transistor 
switch beneath each pixel in a 2-D array 
enables active addressing by the integrating 
circuit. UFPA's are ideal candidates for 
medical Thermography due to their 
potential for both low cost and longwave 
response. Clearly a promising future awaits 
thermal imaging in many scientific 
disciplines still to be explored fully, such as 
medical temperature sensing, predictive 
maintenance and satellite based systems for 
remote earth observations. 

Further information, on IR thermography 
may be found at http: \www. f 1 f r. com. 

The radiation is separated 
into different bands 
according to wavelength. 
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There are emotive subjects, emotive scientific or 
technical subjects and then there is radioactivity. 

Tins phenomenon is everywhere and has been since 
time began, infinitely longer than that great pariah 

of the young, the nuclear indtistty. In this, its 
centenary year, it's time to look objectively at both 

the benefits and the ivell-trumpeted pitfalls of this 
almost taboo topic. 

r 

* 

Rontgen Rays 
Wiihelm Kbnrad Rontgen had an unusual 
background for a scientist. The colour-blind 
son of a German father and Dutch mother, 
he spent his diildhood in Holland and his 
student years in Switzerland. He was further 
unusual in that, although Rector of Warburg 
University, he had no high school diploma. 
The reason for this lack of formal 
qualifications was simple - he had been 
expelled for what, was, apparently some 
minor misdemeanour. 

Vbung Rontgen did not let this hamper 
his academic career and, given his 
background, perhaps it's not surprising that 
he should choose, as a research topic, a 
subject equally as. unusual - Cathode Rays. 

For a year, Rontgen had investigated 
materials which fluoresced when exposed to 
cathode iays. In the course of an 
experiment, he had wrapped a Crookes 
Tube in biack paper and was on his way to 
examine his fluorescent material, a small 
barium platinocyanide screen, located in a 
darkened room, 7b Ids astonishment the 
screen continued to fluoresce when the 
Crookes Tube was switched on. 

The radiation — whatever it was - could 
obviously peneLraie:glass and paper. Having 
no idea as to what was causing the 
fluorescence, Rontgen termed his discovery 
.X-Smihlen, or X-rays. In the weeks that 
followed, Rontgen established the majority 
of the characteristics of X-rays, which he 
published in a paper entitled •On a New 
Kind of Raja, A Preliminary Communication.' 
Having had the paper published in Vftirzburg 
University's medical Journal, Rontgen then 
sent reprint copies and some X-ray 
photographs to scientists around the world, 
The dare was January, -1896. 

So what exactly are X-rays? Rontgea 
discovered that they were akin to ultra-violet, 
or UAJ rays but smaller and more energetic. 
.More to the point, how were they produced? 
X-rays were the result of cathode rajs 
strikinga piece of metal. To begin with, 
electrons have considerable energy of morion 
but when thej'collide with a metal they 
decelerate swiftly, losing this motive energy- 

Energy, of course, is indestructible and so 
if it is lost or ahs.qcfaed in a process, or area 
of activity, it must appear in some end 
product of the process, or in another 
related area of activity. In this case, the 
electron energjr re-appears as radiation. 

Since it was a German who discovered 
this phenomenon, and other German 
physicists who studied itiunher -at least 
initially - they termed it Bresstrahlung. or 
'Deceleration' radiation. 

HQntgen's paper astonished and excited 
scientists everywhere, the majorsty of whom 
■got hold of Crookes Tubes plus induction 
coils, and repeated the experiments. Since 
tire-inventor did not patent his discovery, 
commercial apparatus quickly became 
available and In short order, hut the newly 
discovered radiation was being extensively 
used in medicine. 

In 1911, the British physicist Charles 
Barkia had found rhac the energj* content of 
the raj's was dependent on the nature of the 
metal used to stop the electron stream. By 
1923, the American physicist Arthur H. 
Compton had discovered the ElTect called 
after him, in which the wavelength of X-raj's 
increase when these photons collide with 
electrons. Ris discovery demonstrated that 
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X-rays had a parucufcue nature also. 
It has nov.' long been confirmed that X-rats 

are indeed the electromagnetic radiation 
transmitted when matter is bombarded with 
high speed electrons. Their wavelength is 
shorter than Ultraviolet radiation - i.e. less 
than i x Khm - and they extend to 
indefinitely short wavelengths. However, 
below about 1 x I0um they are frequently 
termed Gamma Raw. 

Becqueref's Contribution 
One scientist who was fascinated by Rontgen's 
discovert' was the French physicist Antoine- 
Henri Becquerel. like his father before him, 
Becqucrel Had been working with fluorescent 
substances. After Rontgen's paper and 
photographs had been published Becquerel 
wondered it in fact, the radiation given offby 
such substances could include X-rays. 

One such substance was potassium uranyl 
sulphate, which both he arid his Either had 
worked with. In February 1896. Becquerel 
wrapped some photographic film in black 
paper and, with a potassium uranyl sulphate 
crystal on top of the small package, placed it 
in direct sunlight. He reasoned that the 
sunlight would make the crystal fluoresce, 
and the X-rays produced would penetrate 
the. paper and darken the photographic film. 

On examination, the film was most 
decidedly darkened and so Becquerel 
concluded that fluorescence did indeed 
produce X-rays, it was at this juncture, 
however, that nature entered the picture. 
An extended spell of cloudy weather meant 
that "Becquerel could not continue with his 
work, despite having a fresh.film ail neatly 
wrapped and with an identical crystal sitting 

i on top of it. king in a. drawer. 
; But, Becquerel was an impatient man, and 
1 chafing at this enforced inactivity he 
i decided to develop the film anyway, simply 
j to check that his reasoning was on the. right 
| lines, lb his astonishment the film was 
1 deeply fogged. Quite dearly; the radiation 
f passing through the black paper depended 
; on neither fluorescence nor sunlight. It was 
5 a natural, continuous phenomenon, 
\ spontaneously emitted. Radioactivity in 
j short was a fact of life and Becquerel, 
; through his discovery of this photographic 
j action of uranium salts, instigated the study 
; of this new area in science. 
1 In 1899, Becquerel noticed that some of the 
j radiadon emanaciRg from uranium compound 
j could be bent.by. .a magnet. There were now 
i two different types of rays and the New 
! Zealand physicist Ernest Rutherford decided 
i to name them Alpha and Beta rays, after the 
\ fitst two leners of the Greek alphabet. 

i A Woman Takes a hand 
I One of the experimenters who followed up 
j Becquerel's discovery was the Polish-bom _ 
i French chemist Marie Sklodpwska Curie. In 
; 1897 she used her husband Pierre's 
I discovery, piezoelectricity, to measure the 
1 intensity of the radiation emitted by a 
; numbef of uranium compounds with which 
i she had been working: 
i Marie Curie subsequendy showed dm 
1 radiation iniensitywas proportional to the 
j amount of.uraniurn present in the compound. 
\ In short, the radiation was given off spedfically 
| by the uranium atom, and so was atomic in 
j nature as opposed to molecular. 
: -In the following year, Made Curie proved 

that the heavy metal Thorium — discovered 
as long ago as 1828, by die great Swedish 
chemist Jons Berzelius - also produced 
radiation and she then coined die expression 
Radioaolvicy for. this natural phenomenon. 
Another of her discoveries was that, aldiough 
pure uranium compounds were radioactive 
only in so far as uranium was present, a few 
uranium ores produced fair more radiation 
than could be accounted for simply by 
uranium's presence alone. 

There were,she thought, small quantities of 
other far more intensely radionoive ores 
present in the compound. By July 1898, die 
Curies discovered exactly such an demerit and 
called it Polonium, after Alarie's homeland. By 
December, this husband arid wife team had 
isolated yet anothei; which,they termed 
Radium because of its intense radioaoiviry. 

The radiadon given off by the uranium 
compound consisted of alpha, beta and 
gamma rays, also probably having been 
named as such by Rutherford. Becquerel 
was die first investigator to show that beta 
rays were the same,as cathode rays, in other 
words streams of electrons. By .1900, 
Rutherford had demonstrated diat gamma 
rays were.basically die same as X-rays but 
with even shorter wavelengths, 

A few years later Rudietford and liis 
German student Hans Geiger discovered that 
alpha rays were helium atoms which had 
been stripped of their electrons- Therefore, 
Becquerel and the Cones' radioacrivky was 
not a new type of radiadon, rather a radiation 
spontaneously eifmtted by atoms. 

However, the year 1900 would usher in. 
far more than simply the final century of die 
second millennium AD. It would also give us 
the concept of universal radiation. 
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Mike Bedford guides you through the sound card 

jungle and helps you understand the various facts 

and figures you'll find in the specification sheets. 

If all you need of a sound 
card Is something to play 
the jingle as Windows 95 

starts up and perhaps allow you 
to listen to the occasional audio 
CD while you're working, just 
about anything will fit the bill. 
However, if you're serious 
about multi-media titles, about 
games plating or about music 
composition, then you'll be 
rather more critical about the 
sound card in tour PC. This is 
when things start to get 
complicated. With a hard disk 
drive, about all you need to 
know is how large it is. the 
•speed Is all that differentiates 
one CD-ROM drive: from 
another, and the dock speed 
and family fully defines a 
processor. But when it comes 
to sound cards, there seems to 
be just too many variables to 
take into account. Should it use 
FM or wavetable synthesis? How 
many voices, notes polophony, 
pans multi-iimbral or midi 
channels do you need -- and 
what about the wavetable ROM 

Figure 1. From top to bottom:- sine wave, oeilo, trumpet and 
flute, all at middle C. 

size? With all these buzz words, 
the specification sheets seem 
designed more to confuse than 
to clarify It's not as if all these 
details are largely irrelevant. A 
listening test will prove that 
there's a vase difference, in 
sound quality between one card 
and another. 

In this series of two artides, 
we will guide you through the 
sound card jungle. So we will 
look at all the various tacts and 
figures you'll find in the 
specification sheets, to help you 
understand what they all mean. 
We will also look at the pros 
and cons of the different 
approaches' to' music synthesis 
in order to help you decide 
which is appropriate for your 
needs. But unlike other artides 
on sound cards found in PC 
magazines, we'll also take an in- 
depth look at how sound cards 
work, indeed, this will be the 
main emphasis of this first 
artide. Finally, we will look 
briefly at assodated equipment, 
specifically multi-media speakers 
and surround sound systems. 

Instrument 
Characteristics 
Next month, we will present a 
high level view of the 
soundcard to illustrate the 
various tasks it performs, and 
although we'll see that the 
synthesis of musical 
instruments isn't the only job a 
sound card performs, this is 
almost certainly the most 
important. It's also the most 
technically challenging. So in 
this artide, tve will take an in- 
depth look at the various 
techniques of symhesising 
instruments. To set the scene, 
though, let's take a quick look 
at the various ways in which our 
ears differentiate one 
instrument from another. 

The first property which 
characterises an instrument is 
its timbre. In musical terms, this 
is defined as the tonal quality of 
a sound and has also been 
referred to as the tonal colour. 
In electronic terras, the timbre 
is defined by the waveform of 
the sound. We are all familiar 
with the sine wave and this is 
the most basic waveform - it 
can be thought of ss a pure 
sound since it contains just a 
single frequency. With the 
possible exception of early 
electronic keyboards, no real 
musical instrument produces a 
sine wave. Instead, they all 
produce more complicated 
waveforms which our ears 
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Figure 2. 
TOs six post 
amplHude 
envelope. 

Delay Atlack Hold I Decay Sustain Rstease 

amplitude remains canstant. 
Next, in the decay section, the 
amplitude decreases. In the 
fbliowing section - the sustain — 
the duration of the note Is 
extended bp for example, 
holding down a key. And finally, 
in the release seaidns, the 
amplitude fells away to zero 
when, for example, the key is 
released. Very fey.; if any, 
instruments exhibit all the 
sections of the-envelope we 
have just seen. 

A fey.- examples of envelopes 
are shown Figure 3- The first, 
the snare drum; is typical of 

Attack Release Attack Sustain P.steese Attack Decay 

FIguro 3. Amplitude 
enveiopos, from left 

to right:- drum, 
organ and piano. 

Sustain RBlesse 

perceive as more interesting 
sounds. A sine wave is 
contrasted with the waveform 
of a fevr real musical 
instruments in the iilustration — 
see Figure!. 

The second property which 
diifers between one iastrument 
from another is its amplitude 
envelope. With many tmisicai 
instruments, notes donT start 
and end abruptly. Instead, when 
a key Is pressed or a suing 
plucked, the volume builds up 
over a period of time, and 
similarly, the note decays away 
over a period of time. The 
waveform which defines the 
variation of a note's amplitude 
over time is called the 
■amplitude envelope' and, in 
general, it's split up into 6- 
segments as shown in Figure 2. 
The first section is the delay 
between the note being 
initiated on the instrument and 
the amplitude starting to build 
up. For most instruments, this 
delay is zero, although on a 
bagpipe, for example, air has to 
be blown into the bag before 
any noise is generated. The 
second section is the attack - 
the period during which the 
note builds up to maximum 
amplitude. Now there is a hold 
.section during which the 

FIguro 4. Building up the waveform for a cello by adding sine 
waves. Even after five sine waves, the result Is still not 
Identical to that of a real cello. See Figure 1. 

percussion instruments. The 
attack is almost instantaneous 
and is fallowed immediately by 
the release which is also very 
rapid. The pipe organ also has a 
rapid attack and release but it 
has a sustain period, die length 
of which can be of any length, 
depending on how long the key 
is kept depressed However, the 
piano shows the most 
complicated envelope, 
Aldiough still quite rapid, the 
attack now takes place over a 
longer period. A decay section 
follows almost immediately, 
reducing the note to about 60% 
of its maximum amplitude. 
Unlike the organ, die sustain 
cannot continue forever, in feet 
you'll notice the ampiirude 
continuing to decay during this 
period. And finally, when the 
key is released, the amplitude 
drops to zero. 

Having seen what we need to 
synthesise, let us now turn our 
accendon to the techniques 
which are employed in sound 
cards. Ai[hough we'll make 
passing reference to the 
amplitude envelope, we'll 
concentrate mainly on the 
methods of synihesislng the 
timbre .which is, after all, the 
more challenging. 
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expensive in ierms of the 
number of osdllators required. 
However, FM synthesis 
performs a similar task, aibei.t in 
a rather different way. 

As an alternative to a 
waveform plot, the timbre ofan 
instrument can be depicted as a 
spectra! plot, that Is, as a graph 
showing the amplitude of the 
fundamental frequency and 
each of die panials. So, for 
example, the spectral plot for a 
cello is shown in Figure 5- Since 
we've already looked at how the 
cello's waveform can be built 
up, this should be reasonably 
self-explanatory As we start to 
look at FM synthesis, this will be 
the: most appropriate way to 
think ofan instrument's timbre. 
The phrase FM - or frequency 
modulation — is, perhaps, more 
familiar in the sphere of radio 
broadcasting. Here, a high radio 
frequency carrier lias its 
frequency modulated by the 
audio signal being broadcast. As 
applied to symhesising musical 
instruments, the technique is 
the same except that the two 
signals are much closer in 
frequency. Now let's take a look 
at what happens when one 
signal is frequency modulated 
by another. If a signal at fc Hz is 
frequency modulated by a 
signal at fm Hz, the resultant 
signal will contain frequent}' 
components at fc ± n fm where 
n can be any integer. The 
amplitude of the components 
depends on the amount of 
modulation, but decreases with 
increasing n. You will notice 
that this will result in some 
negative frequencies, but these 
can be considered as out-of- 
phase signals and will simply 
subtract from the amplitude of 
any positive frequencies of the 
same value. The erid result is a 
rather compltcaxed spectral plot 
like the one shown in Figure 6, 
which is fbrfc = fin. So, with 
jost a pair of oscillators, we've 
managed to generate a signal 
containing man}' partials (there 
are far more than the six shown 
in the. diagram) - an 
improvement over additive 
synthesis. If we add further 
modulators of different 
frequencies, each one 
modulating the output from lite 
previous stage as shown in 
Figure 7, we can end up with a 
very complicated waveform. 
Exactly how the frequencies are 
selected to achieve any given 
mix of partials is quite a 
complicated question, but 
suffice it to say, a reasonably 
convincing approximation to 
any insinimem s waveform can 
he generated this way 
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Figure 5. As an alternative to a wavefonn graph, the tlmbe of an Instrument can be summed up 
by a spectral plot. Here, the spectral plot of a cello Is shown. 

FM Synthesis 
As you are' probably aware, 
according to the Fourier 
Theorem, any waveform can be 
described as the sun) of a 
number of sine waves of 
differing frequencies and 
differing amplitudes. We won't 
go into the maths in all its gory 
detaJ], hut a graph should help 
clarify this, tn the series of 
traces of Figure 4, we are 
attempting to create the 
waveform which we have" 
previously presented as thar of 
die cello. Specifically, we want 
the waveform for the cello 
playing middle C so we start off 
with a sine wave at 265Hz - the 
frequency of middle C In die 
second trace we've added 
another sine wave at iS55Hz 
and with an amplitude 70% of 

thai of the original sine wave, 
1855H2 is, in fact, seven tiroes 
the frequency of our lira sine 
wave - this is called die seventh 
harmonic and is the second 
most important frequency in 
the cello's waveform. In die 
remaining traces, we have 
added the second, fifth and 
fourth harmonics, these being 
the ones with the nextmost 
significant amplitudes. As you 
will notice, we are starting to 
get something close to the 
waveform previously shown as 
that of a realcelio. However, in 
order to get sufficiently dose 
that the two coulci not be 
differentiated by car, it would 
be necessary to add many more 
of the less significant harmonics. 
In passing, you will, notice that 
we have been talking about 
harmonics. More,general!}; an 

instrument's waveform is made 
up by adding so-called partials 
to the fundamental frequency. 
With many instruments, these 
partials arc multiples of the 
fondamemai frequency in which 
case the word harmonic is, 
indeed, appropriate. In 
percussion instruments, on the 
other hand, inharmonic partials 
- frequencies which are not 
exact multiples of the 
fundamental —ate also important. 

Clearly, the information 
presented so far provides a 
means of symhesising any 
musical insirument. All that is 
needed is multiple audio 
oscillators, the frequency and 
amplitude of which can be 
controlled by the software. In 
practice, this form of additive 
synthesis is not used in sound 
cards since it would be 
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Figure 6. By frequency modullng one audio signal with another, a range of harmonics Is generated. 
Here wo see the fundamental and first five partials generated when the carrier frequency and the 
modulation frequency are the same. Amplitudes are affected by the amount of modulation. 
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Figure 7. By using multiple 
modulators, a more 
complicated pattern of 
partlals can bo generated. 

Wavetable 
Synthesis 
\\avc£abie synthesis is rnuch 
simpler than FM synthesis,.at 
least from a conceptual point of 
view. You record a.fraction of a 
second of each note on each 
instrument to be synthesised, 
store the waveform In a ROM, 
and when that note is required, 
you piay back that sample, 
suitably modified by the 
amplitude envelope, and 
repeated, as necessary; to 
achieve the required duration. 
Actually, what I've just described 
'is the way it would happen in a 
perfect world. In the rea! worid, 
to save on ROM space, not 
every note is sampled for each 
instrument. Instead, only 
occasional notes are stored In 
the ROM and the missing notes 
are created by stretching or 
compressing the sampled 
waveform - in other words, by 
playing it back faster or slower. 
For example, if you play back a 
sample<it double the speed, 
you end up generating a note 
an octave higher. At this stage, 
it's worthwhile asking why 
manuSicturers don't just store a 
Single note for each instrument, 
and scale that note as necessary 
to generate every' other note. 
VTe will answer chat question by 
resorting to a couple of 
illustraoons. In the pair of traces 
in Figure 8, we. have taken the 

waveform for roiddle C (we will 
call this C4,'i.e. the C In the 4th 
octave) on an oboe, and played 
it back at a higher speed to 
generate the F an octave and a 
half above middle C (F5). 
Clearly, the frequency has 
increased but the waveform is 
die same shape. However, now 
take a look at the two 
waveforms of Figure 9.-Here we 
see the actual waveform for the 
F3 played on the oboe and - for 
reference ~ A#3 too. You will 
notice that the three traces 
differ iri much more than just 
their frequency — the shape of 
the waveforms differ 
significandy and die actual F5 
waveform is quite different 
from that we obtained bv 

scaling the C4 sample. Iri 
general, the timbre of an 
instrument does vary 
throughout its frequency range- 
Clearly a compromise has to be 
reached and, in pracdce, 
wavetable cards tend to store 
quite a few notes per octave. 

In fact, the waveform of an 
instrument also varies with 
many other factors such as the 
loudness of the note, whether a 
siring is plucked or bowed, and 
many odier subtleties 
concerned with exactly how the 
Instrument is played. 
Additionally, with many 
instalments, the timbre will be 
different during thedifferent 
stages of the ampiirude 
envelope. So, despite the 

possible perception that, by 
definidon, wavetable synthesis 
will produce a perfect 
representadon of any 
ihstmment. this clearly is not 
possible with a modest amount 
of wavetable ROM. 

On most sound cards, the 
wavetable samples are stored in 
ROM on die card.and these 
samples are maniptilated by an 
on-board DSP chip. Howcver. 
there are a couple of variations 
on this theme. The frrsi 
vnriation concerns 
downloadable samples. Here, 
the sound card has an area of 
wavetable RAM in addition to 
die more common ROM. 
Samples can be written to the 
RAM by the host PC, thereby 

Figure 8. An attampt at generating one note on the oboe by compreEsIng the waveform of a 
lower note- 

Figure 9, The 
actual waveform 
of the oboe varies 
significantly with 
the pitch. 

V 
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allowing additional instruments 
to be added. This is obviously a 
dose parallel to the way soft 
fonts are downloaded to 
printers, indeed the phrase 
'sound font' is often used to 
describe the data which is 
downloaded. The second 
variation is the software 
approach to wavetafale 
synthesis. Now, instead of using 
the dedicated processing 
facilities on a sound card, all 
the manipulation of the 
samples is carried out by the 
main processor in the PC. 
Therefore, ail that is required 
of the sound card is a DAC. 
Clearly this reduces the 
Itardware cost of the sound 
card, as well as providing a 
more flexible approach in that 
updates can be effected simply 
and quickly, but it does place 
significantly more load on the 
main processor. 

Physical Modelling 

Synthesis 
The third, method of synthesis 
we will look at is called 
'physical modelling'. We won't 
cover this.in as much detail as 
FM and wavetable synthesis 
since it's still quite a new- 
technique and only found in a 
few- of today's sound cards. 
However, this method of 
synthesis is used extensively in 
top-end stand-alone 
synthesisers and, in all 
probafailitv; it is sometliing 
which will be much more 
significant in sound cards in 
the near future. Unlike the 
other methods of synthesis, in 
physical modelling no 
information about waveforms is 
stored, instead, a mathematical 
model of each instrument is 
created. By a mathematical 
model, we are referring to a set 
of equations which relate 
variables such as the size of the 
instrument, the air pressure, 
the amount of vibration of a 
suing, or whatever is relevant 
to the instrument in question. 
Now a simulation can be 
performed using as its input 
the positions of fingers on 
strings, keys or levers, the 
pressure on the key or the bow 
and s» forth. The exact 
waveform which would be 
generated by the actual 
instrument is then calculated 
from the laws of physics. A 
flight simulator is a good 
analogy to this approach. 
Microsoft Flight Simulator 
doesn't contain a screen image 
Cor every possible circumstance 
- this would be akin to the 
wavetable approach of 

Figure 10. Block diagram of iho waveguide approach to physical modelling. Here we sea a 
simple model of an electric guitar. 
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synthesis and would be quite 
impossible. Instead die 
software contains a set of rules 
wliich allow the software to 
calculate what you should see 
on die instrument panel and 
out of the cockpit window for 
different pilot actions. So it is 
with the physical modelling 
approach to musical synthesis 
- the input consists of 
information such as die 
position of the bow on the 
violin strings, the pressure 
applied and the speed of the 
bow and the software 
calculates exactly what sort of 
sound would be produced. 
Clearly, the accuracy of this 
approach is dependant on the 
accuracy of the equations 
which constitute the model 
and this, in turn, depends on 
how well the physics of each 
instrument is understood. 

The block diagram. Figure 
10, is thai of a very simple 
physical model based on a 
waveguide. This is for a 
plucked string and relates to an 
electric guitar. But before we 
look at this diagram, it is 
appropriate to address the 
question 'what is a waveguide?'. 
Stringed and wind insiruments 
produce travelling waves. 
These are waves which travel 
up and down the bore of a 
wind insirumeni or the string 
of a stringed instrument. In the 
case of a stringed instrument, 
the wave will be of s tring 
displacement whereas in a 
wind instrument it will be air 
pressure. The waves travel in 
both directions and will be 

reflected when they reach the 
end of the bore or string. The 
physical structure which carries 
these waves is called a waveguide. 
In our example, the waveguide 
is simulated using a digital delay 
line which is basically an area of 
memory in which values are 
written from one location to 
the next at regular intervals. 
The number of locations in the 
delay line depends on the 
length of the string. At the end 
of each delay line, the signal Is 
inverted to represent a 
reflection and injected into die 
stan of the other delay line. At 
one end. a low-pass filter 
simulates die decay of a note. 
So dial's the model - to 
produce a sound, you simply 
inject a triangle wave to 
represent the displacement of 
the string, and take the output 
from a posidon on both delay 
lines corresponding to the 
positian of the pickup. 

Even with this simple model, 
we start to see something of 
the power and flexibility of the 
physical modelling approach. 
To simulate the placing of a 
finger on a fret, the length of 
the delay lines is adjusted; to 
simulate the posidoning of the 
pickup, the point ac which the 
output is taken can be 
adjusted, and to simulate the 
position at which the string is 
plucked, the point at which the 
displacement is injected into 
the delay lines can be adjusted. 
Furthermore, different ways of 
plucking the string can lie 
simulated by altering the sltape 

Nut 

and amplitude of the input 
waveform. All these have an 
affect on the sound produced, 
just like on a real electric guitar. 
Similarly, it is possible to 
simulate pitch bending, or even 
the feedback which would 
result if the guitarist was to face 
one of the speakers. By fine 
tuning the parameters of a 
more sophisticated model it 
should be possible to alter the 
model to produce sounds 
representative of a Fender 
'Strarocaster' or a Gibson Tes 
Paul'. Going one stage.on from 
here/it's also possible to 
produce the sound which 
corresponds to a non-existent 
instrument. So if you fancy 
pLaving a granite,piano or a 
rubber saxophone, physical 
modelling is the way to do it. 

Next Month 
That completes our look at 
what goes on behind the 
scenes in synthesising musical 
instmnients. Nest month, we 
will investigate the pros and 
cons of the various approaches 
to synthesis. Then, we'll wind 
up our invesugatlon of sound 
cards by looking at what all the 
figures on the specification 
sheet mean. This should help 
you to pick a card which is 
suited to your application. We'll 
also take a quick look at 
associated multi-media and 
music-related equipment such 
as speakers and surround- 
sound decoders, 
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Past and Present 

In this first part, Douglas Clarkson looks 
at the history oftveighing. 

Weighing Through the Ages 
One of the key factors contributing towards 
a global society is the adoption of common 
standards. One of the more important of 
these is thai of weighing,-a function that 
continues to remain very much at the core 
of trade arid industry Jhe dependence of 
commerce on relevant systems of weighing 
systems is Just as significant today as in the 
days of Babyion and Ancient Egypt some 
6000 years ago, when the first traces of die 
an of weighing can be discerned. For in 
unravelling the analysis of this history die 
changing face of social and commercial 
need isaisq revealed. 

In feet, with possibly an interiude for 
Islamic culture, the degree of predsion of 
the scales developed in Ancient Egypt was 
not improved upon until the lace Middle 
Ages, widi the interim phases of Greek and 
Roman dvilisation associated with a general 
decline in the accuracy of systems of 
weighing. However, the medical texts of- ■ 
andem Egypt give no indication of the use 
of weighing for measuring the proportion of 
ingredients, though more prsdous materials 
such as gold, copper and lapis lazuli were 
weighed. While weights of die Old Kingdom 
of Egypt were chiefly rectangular blocks - 
typically of diorite - later in the New 
Kingdom, truncated cones became more 
popular - with weights in the shape of 
'cupcakes'. It is difficult to gauge the relative 
accuracy of such excessively old weights due 
to the fact that they would have undergone 
some degree of deterioration. Photo 1 
illustrates a collection of weights of Andem 
Egypt from around 2500 BC. mainly made of 
syenite, a grey form of granite. 

The best weights of history were almost 
certainly related to islamic weights as 
reseSiched by Sir Flinders Petrie who 
reported that Islamic coin weights made 
out of glass in the year 780AD differed from 
each other by no more than a third of a 
milligram (O.OOOJg). ht Roman times, the 
smallest identified unit of weight was the 
siliqua, which weighed 0.189g, so the 
resolution of weighing accuraq- would then 
have been of the order of O.lg. This 
smallest unit of Roman weight was also 
identified with the carob seed of the Carob 
plant (Ceratonia Siliqua), 

When in i87D,-some 'exact' weights 
which had been created in 1707 as copies 
of the Cologne Mark were weighed, they 
were found to weigh 167.548g. 467.737g 
and 468.125g -with the greatest difference 
between them of b.577g. The accuraqr with 
which weights would have been weighed 
has varied with different culrures. Sdenusts 
in the ISth and 19th century' were acutely 
aware of the intrinsic importance of the 
material used to create standard weights. 
This was especially the case with the 
adoption of the kilogramme mass. The 

denser the material, the Jess correction 
there would be required.for estimating the 
effective vacuum weight-, (see Static 
Buoyancy). There is a requirement for 
chemical inertness and also low coefficient 
of thermal expansion so that any variation 
of displaced ainbuoyancy correction is also 
minimised. At one time there was interest 
in the use of quartz as the standard and 
whlle.some specimens kilogramme samples 
were made, it failed to be adopted as the 
standard. "While gold is not liable to 
oxidation or corrosion, it is considered too 
soft - and would be prone to handling 
effects. It was decided that the best 
material would he platinum-iridium on 
account of its superior hardness coupled 
with high density; 

The system of organisation of weights 
appeared to have been widespread 
throughout various historical periods - with 
a great wealth of information in particular 
being available from Roman history. The 
excavation of Pompeii in particular has 
furnished a great wealth of detail of 
weighing systems - particulaiiy steelyards. 

While we take for granted today the use 
of a single system of weights for measuring 
almost all commodities - as indeed was the 
practice put in place by the Romans — after 
the fall of the Roman Empire it became 
commonplace to arrange to use difterenc 
weighing standards for different 
commodities. This probably had more to 
do with preserving the vital interests of 
groups of merchants than the lack of 
scientific clear headedness. 
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Photo 1. Collsctlon of Now Kingdom weights of Ancient Egypt. (Courtesy Avory Borlmi) 
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Weights and Art 
It was also the fashion to create weights in 
the facm of animals — witness the.iipn and 
duck of Babylon, the cow of Ancient Egypt 
and the goat of Roman BDmpeii. The 
counterpoises of the steelyards of Pompeii in 
the form of cast heads were typically of the 
female deities Juno and Artemis - with Juno 
identified with the female attributes of the 
state — including money—and Artemis the 
goddess of the hunt- The sculptural interdicts 
of Islam and Jewish culture restricted the 
represenration of animai forms and shapes 
into such objects — so weights from these 
cultures are generally unadorned. 

Weighing and Coinage 
Panicular attention has been paid 
throughout history to the correct weight of 
metal used for coinage. Thus in Roman 
times, so called 'exogia'. or coin weights, 
were officially checked and distributed 
throughout the empire in order to regulate 
coinage. In ancient Greece and Rome, 
standard weights were kept within the 
sanctuary of temples. In AD307 the 
Emperor Constantlne the Great denned the 
weight of the gold solidus as 1/72 of a 
Roman pound or 4.54 grammes. It was a 
comlnual feature of the Roman civilisation, 
however, to continue to devalue: the value 
of metal in the colnage. 

At various times throughout history, the 
authorities have been keen to prevent the 
weighing of coins which would have allowed 
individuals to identify overweight coins in 
circulation with a view to removing the 
excess metal. The milling round the edges of 
higher value coins in circulation today is 
evidence of previous attempts to discourage 
their 'clipping'. We see the Emperor Julian in 
AD363 seeking to restrict the use of accurate 
scales, and again rescricdons put on their use 
in die Germany of die middle ages. 

Today's high technology banking system is 
a far cry front the more chaotic scene of die 
marketplace of die middle ages. While we are 
always shown in films of the period people 
testing the softness of the coin by biting it, 
the astute merchant would weigh coinage 
using speoa) balances. In Europe"dtey were 
once in widespread use where a whole range 
of high value gold coins were in. drcuiatlon— 
issued by countries, principalities and city 
states. It must have been the case that there 
would always have been a brisk trade for the 
money changers - exchanging Venetian 
ducats for marks of Cologne. 

Pre-Metrlc British Weights 
Three principal pre-metric weighing systems 
had a wide utilisation prior to metrication — 
a process which Is still to see the Gnal 
demise of the pound in the United 
Kingdom. The Troy weight system used the 
svstem of units as outlined in table 1. 

24 Troy Wins. = 1 pSrihy.veight 
20 penny.',■s/ghts = 1 Troy ounce .(480 grelns), 
12 Troy ounces = 1 Troy pound (5760 grains) 

Tabts 1. Relationships of the Troy 
weight systom." 

There is some conjecture about the origin 
of the name IrDy- The most widely accepted 
origin is probably that it originated in the 
town bfTfoyes iri France; which in the 
twelfth century was a major European 
centre for trade and commerce. 

20. gains (Troy) "= l icnipte 
Sscmptes ' = 1 dracbm 

■3 drsctrms = 1 ounce 
12 ou ivies = iTo (5760 gfaihs) 

Table 2. Relationships 
of ApothBcarios* weight. 

This system of weights was used for the 
weighing of precious metals such as gold. 
The Apothecaries' Weight, outlined in table 
2, utilises the same number of total fine 
divisions (5760) but with a different set of 
intermediate units. 

The use .of Apothecaries weights was legal 
in Britain until Tst January 1971. Tire Troy 
pound is identified as being equal to 373.242 
grammes, and the Tray ounce 31-104 g in 
the. metric system.. The grain is identified 
with the typical weight of a grain of barley. 

The Avoirdupois weight system is 

16 drams = 1 ounce (437,5 gains) 
16 ounces = 1 (b (7000 Tray graifB) 
14 (b =1 stone . 
2 stones = Iquertsr 
4 quartets = 1 hundicdWeign (112 lb) 
20 c,s1 = 1 ion (2240 fb) 

Tabla 3. Rolatlonehlps of Imperial 
(Avoirdupois) weight. 

summarised in table 3 and reflects the pre- 
metricaiion definitions in use in the UK 

This system Is thought to have come into 
being riround the rule of Edward I, drca 
1300, in order to harmonise trade in wool 
into Europe, and in which the Avoirdupois 
Jb Is almost identical to.the weight of 16 
Florentine ounces. There are, however, a 
number of theories as to the origin of this 
weighing system. There is also great 
similarity to local British varieties of the 
Roman pound of 12 ounces,where the value 
of the Roman ounce is very close to that of 
the Avoirdupois ounce. There nutters are 
expertly described, however, in Conner's 
scholarly work "The weights and measures 
of England". The use of 16 ounces seems to 
have been chosen as some more easily 
handled system for determining weights. 
The Avoirdupois pound weighs 453.59g and 
the correspondtng.ounce 28.3494g- 

One of the great problems of the 
Elizabethan age was to appreciate that the 
IrDy ounce (480 grains) was not the same as 
the Avoirdupos ounce (437-5 grains). 

Photo 2 shows a range of pottery weights 
made by Wedge wood for W & T. Avery. 
However, these weights were banned in 
1907 on account of the practice of steeping 
them in water to make them heavier, or 
hearing that in an oven to make them 
lighter. They were also prone to chipping 
through everyday use. The weighing of 
commodities had to copewith a large range 
of items. The use of stone weights was quite 
cammoa for weighing commodities such as 
grain. A selection of such stone weights is 
shown in photo 3. 
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The Legacy of Rome 
The definition of the weighing system of 
Rome is outlined in cable 4. 

1 Cixa 
launcSae 
48sictilCi 

:96'.<Jrachma'e 
285sciiofjt3 
575'oteli 

12 ufldas (outices) 
48 sJcitci 
95 drashmae 
258sciipuia 
•576 btxj'j 
:1728 sSquse 

table 4. Relationship of Roman weights. 

Before the process of metrication in 
Europe, numerous local weighing systems 
made use of various units of subdivision - in 
particular the value of1728. Present estimaiions 
are that the Roman pound weighed 327.6g 
and with the Roman ounce weighing 27-3 
ounces. Table 5 summarises the units of 
Roman, Troy and Avoirdupois (Imperial) 
systems with reference to the metric system. 
The Roman ounce Is approximately some 
4% lighter than the Avoirdupois ounce of 
the Imperial Briiish system. 

The jVSark of Cologne 
At a time of consideration of a common 
currency for Europe, it is perhaps prudent to 
glean something of the history of die Mark 
of Cologne, which was from at least the !2th 
century until the middle of die 19th century 
the standard unit of weight of Germany and 
a wide range of other European countries. 
There was also a dlrecdy held relationship 
between the weight of die. Mark of Cologne 
and various issues of gold coin in circulation 
within Europe. 

The dominance of the German mark at 
present in the European currency scene Is 
perhaps explained by the long historical 
period of mutual interaction associated with 
this unit of weight and dependent coinage, 
thrious cides within Germany continued to 
issue their own standard of weights during 
this period - as if to try and control their 
own tradihg status. Estimates indicate that 
two Marks of Cologne equalled one pfiihd 
(pound) of467.62g whichis some i% 
heavier than the British Imperial pound. 

The Legacy of Egypt 
The. vast amount of archeological interest in 
the culture, of Ancient Egypt has led to 
various theories of the origin of systems of 
weights. One theory would indicate that the 
Egyptian talent weight is considered to have 
been defined as the weight of water in a 
volume of side of one Royal Egyptian foot or 
13.76 inches. This is itself divided into 3000 
shekels where each shekel weighs around 
4.23g or very dose to hair of an Avoirdupois 
ounce.. Could it have been the case that 
there was a great deal of scholarly activity to 
show that: the Briiish Imperial system of 
weights could be traced directly back to the 
systems of measurement of Andeht Egypt, 
and in doing so slow the pace for change, 
towards metrication? 

Also, the more, cotnmon unit of Egyptian 
measurement the cubit equal to 8.24 inches 
could have been derived as 1/4000 of the 
distance of one minute of arc along the 
earth's circumference — the meridian mile. 
It is noteworthy that R. D, Connor in his 
reference work does cot get Involved in 
these questions. 

y 

The Kilogramme 
Standard 
The kilogramme standard is essentially 
derived from the definition of the metre 
which was originally defined as.one pan in 
10,000,000 of the quarter circumference of 
the earth. Between 1792 and 1798 the 
angular arc between Dunkirk and Barcelona 
of 9 degrees 40 minutes 45 arc seconds was 
measured as 551,584.72 coise ^ the 
pre-frietrication unit of France. The total 
distance corresponding to 90 degrees of arc 
wns computed and this in turn was used to 
define the metre. The first metre made to 
this definition was deposited in the National 
Archives on 22nd June 1799. The die as it 
were had been cast and the standard 
existed. Although the accuracy of the iniiial 
survey had been undertaken with utmost 
skill, the actual metre was about 0.2 mm 
short of Its true initial definition. 

The. definition of the kilogramme; was 
dten taken as the mass of 1000 cubic 
centimetres of water at its highest density at 
4°C. Careful measurements were made of 
changes in weight of displaced water using 
Archimedes principle, and a value of the 
kilogramme was made with reference to 
previous French standards -.18827.15 grains 
of the old system. The first kilogramme 
weights were made from platinum in 1796 
and became legal in 1.799 in France, The 
interlude of the aftermath, of the .French 
revolution and the onset of the Napoleonic 
wars distracted Europe from taking up the 
new-standard for some time. In the 1870's, 
when it came to produdrig a wide range of 
standards of metre and kilogramme in 
platinum-iridium, the.British firm of 

photo 3. ft 
setection of stone 
Weights (courtesy 

iftvery Berkel) 

Sipnpwiilii nid 

Pound Unit Ounces/lb Ounce Grain 
- (metric) (metric) 

Raman '32716 g 12 27.3 g . 
Tray 373.242 g 13 31.104 g" 64.8 mg 
AwiniupoiS "453,59 g 16 .23.3494 g - 

Tsbls 5: Comparison of Roman and pre-metrlc UK weight measures expressod In 
metric unltB, 
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a) PrimaUve cord pivot, 
diametral hols. 

i 1 

b> Early and modam orianlal 
type of cord pivot. 

b' 
cj Ancient Egyptian lotus-ended 

beam cord pivot. 
d) Classical ring and hole pivot- 

61 W 

e) Mediaeval hook-end pivot. 

O f) Rsnalssance 
trumpet-end 

or 
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g) Early swan-neck pivot. h) Modem swan-neck pivot, 
iSth, lath and 20th Cerrturies. 

J) German swan-neck pivot, 
circa 1880-1590, 
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h) Box end beam pivot. From 
16th to end of 19th Century. 

1) Dutch-end beam pivot. 
18th and 19th centuries. 

m) f.todem brass and agate beam. 
After Sharioys' Patent of 1837. 

Figure 1. Design of the lotus end of a beam of Ancient Egypt In the context of a 
range of syatema used at various periods of history. (Courtesy Avery Barkel) 

Johnson Matthey & Co, was commissioned 
to fhbrioue the standards after a previous 
attempt in France had failed to produce 
ingots of the required qua Sin: 

The Balances of Egypt 
ft is assumed that one of the most direct 
means of appreciating the weight qf objects 
would have been via the rake with equal 
masses, suspended over the shoulders. 
Around 4000BC the balances used in Eg>pt 
were straight , pieces of wood or stone with a 
suspension cord passing through a hole "• 
midway between the two ends/Separate 
load bearing cortis were then, fitted through 
holes at the appropriate ends of the yoke. A 

significant improvement In accuracy was 
achieved by bringing the cords out of the 
ends of the beam. The advanced 
development in Egypt of this design was 
achieved with the use of the 'locus end 
beam- as indicated in figure 1, which 
shows'also a range of pivot systems used 
for balances. 

Photo 4 indicates a set of such 
reconstructed scales'on show in the Avery 
Historical museum in'Birmingham. The 
vsrticaJ.suppon coluran of the balance does 
not directly support the balancing arm 
whose cord support is dSset siightiy from 
this central support. The earlier method of 
simply attaching cords to support the pans 
through vertical cords would have resulted 

in. inaccuracies as the cord holes became 
enlarged through use- 

Figure 2, an extract from die papyrus of 
Hnnefor of 1350 BC, show? a figurative use 
of sales used in weighing die heart of an 
individual against the weight of a feather. 
The process of weighing is being overseen 
by Anubis with Thoth the scribe of the gods 
making note of the proceedings. If the 
weight is found wanting, the soul of the 
individual will be thrown to the beast Amemlr 

The Steelyard 
The steelyard is considered to have been 
invented by the Romans around 200 BC. 
Although not as accurate as the balance for 
weighing predbus items such as gold, 
spices and predous gems, the steelyard's 
chief advantage was that relatively large 
objects could be weighed without the need 
for balancing weights of equal value. 

The principle of the steelyard is shown in 
figure 3. With a mass suspended at B, the 
unit is held at A and mass C moved along 
the scale arm unit! a point of balance is 
attained. For a ratio at balance ofx:y of 1:20, 
a 0.5Kg moving weight could be used to 
weigh up to lOKg. Thus a merchant 
travelling to market would not be required 
to carry up to lOKg of balance weights to be 
used with a balance system. 

Photo 5 indicates a Thomas Beech 
steelyatd of around 1785. It was also 
common for such steelyards to be able to lie 
used with at least two ranges, by having two 
suspension points. The one with the shorter 
distance x would be vised for weighing 
heavier objects. 

The steelyard tan be considered as a 
device favoured in commerce, while the 
balance remains In favour for more exact 
weighing applications. The steelyard, 
however, is more prone to false readings 
due to interference with either the scale or 
the balance weight. A more primitive 
version of this device is the so called bismar 
in which a position of simple balance Is 
determined between an unknown mass and 
a fixed position weight fay varying the 
relative point qf suspension. This unit is 
considered to date from around 400 BC, 

Figure 2. Typical 
figurative use of 
scales of Ancient 
Egypt usetl In 
weighing the heart 
of an Individual 
against the weight of 
a fqather. (Courtesy 
flvary Borkel) 
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Self Indicating Scales 
Around 1519, Leonardo Da VInd is credited 
with designing the first self indicating scale. 
However, its potential as a weighing device 
was not developed until some 300 years 
later. Photo 6 shows a working model from 
the Avety historical museum. When a mass 
is placed on the measuring pan this is 
balanced with the moment of the iifring of, 
the centre of mass of the flat surface of thd 
indicating dial. The pendulum is used to 
indicate the position on the scale 
appropriate to the mass being weighed. At 
sriiall angles the scale of angular deflection 
as a function of mass is reasonably linear, 
with the tan of the'angle of deflection being 
proportional to the ratio of the mass being 
weighed to that of the moving dial unit. 

The Roberval 
'Static Enigma' 
In 1669 Gills Pecsonne de Roberval 
produced in the form of his 'static enigma' a 
ptizzle which was to keep the best minds of 
Europe guessing for 100 yeare.The experts 
say thiy it can be appreciated today by any 
student of basic .science conversant with die 
interaction of forces. The suspension point 
under the top centre is a balancing edge 
and other points are free pivots. 

If the structure is maintained as a 
parallelogram with strictly vertical sides then 
no matter where the equal masses are 
positioned on the arms, the balance of the 
structure will be maintained. While the. 
'Static Enigma' was widely known within 
scientific circles, it was in feet an ideal 

means of creating a top level balance 
instead of balancing two masses about a 
central pivot point. From ahout 1800 this 
principle of top loading was to become 
widely used, especially in the market for 
shop scales. 

Photo 7 shows a working model of this 
device from the Avery historical museum. 

Improving Traditional 
Balances 
Inventors in the 16th and 17th century 
utilised, knife edges to achieve greater levels 

suspension 
point 

of accuracy in balances as indicated in figure 
4. A central pivot pointing downwards is 
balanced by pans suspended on knife edges 
(Minting upwards. Agate became adopted as 
a hard w-earing material from which to 
construct the knife edges. 

Mechanisms were introduced which would 
lift the beam dear of the knife edges when 
the balance was not in use and thus prevent 
the knife edges fram broadening. In this way 
balances were made to perform better and 
were now more sensitive. This was especially 
important for a wide tange. of developments 
that were taking place in science, especially 
within the field of chemlsuv. 

boioncing 

toad 

Figure 3. Typical design of single range steelyard. 
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Photo 5 Thomas Beech steelyard'of araiind 1785 Note the choice of suspension 
points to prowfde a choice of weighing ranges .(courtesy AverylBerhel)- 

accuracy allpweci by this niediod, of around 
one pound per ion, remained until well into 
the-20th ceniuty. 

The inrroduciion, for example, of the 
Unified Postal Act of 1840 created almost 
overnight a demand for scales to weigh 
letters. In the penod before. 1915, a four 
ounce letter could be mailed for one old 
penny and scales were variously marked in 
penny intervals. As rates of charge varied- 
ever upwards - the design of scales was 
modified accordingly Photo 8 Indicates a 
range of postal scales. 

In eSect, it was largely the industrial 
Revolution that give rise to the great demand 
for a brosd range, of weighing systems as all 
manner of commodities were transported 
around the country and exported. 

Spring Balance 
The technique of the simple spring balance 
dates back to around 1770, with initial 
designs relating to a simple vertical 
extension of a spring arm with gradation on 
the central bar which slides in arid out of 
the housing. 

Weighing Necessity 
In many ways, within historic times, the 
development of a certain feature of 
weighing technology has centred around an 
event in social and economic structures. 
The Turnpike Act of 1741, with its 
establishment of tolls on roads rated 
according to the weight of the vehicle and 
load, created an Immediate need for 
systems for weighing vehicles at the 
roadside. The initial response was to 
construct massive steelyards whereby the 
vehicle.was required to be lifted off the road 
to determine its weight — no doubt a time 
consuming procedure! 

Considerable effort was subsequently 
directed towards developing plaiibrm scales 
or weigh bridges, which would operate by 
merely placing the object to be weighed on 
the weighing platform. A so called 
compound lever system was developed by 
John VtVatt, a Birmingham mechanic, in 
which the load was suspended on a level 
system. This allowed proportional weights 
of significant})' smaller value to be used to 
determine the condition of balance. The 

.. ,. ..rp&i 
Roberval'D 'elatlo enogtna 
-(eotirtosy'Avofy. Baikal) 

Photo 6. V(qrk[ng'model .of 
self Indicating scale design ed 
by Leonardo'Pa .Vinci, 
(courtesy Avcry Befhel) 
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A variation of this technique was used in 
the elliptical spring balance where the load 
was made to deform a retaining spring in a 
housing — in some why like drawing back the 
string of a bow under tension. Photo 9 shows 
the inner workings of this type of device. 
The venscal motion was in turn nanslaied 
through a rack and pinion drive to the 
rotational motion of a pointer with an 
indicating lace. Such a method found 
widespread application as a means of weighing 
goods and luggage at railway, stations. 
* The weighing with any degree of accuracy 
continued to require lite use of the 
conventional balance with agate pivots. The 
development of the substitution balance 
around the 1950's and .1960's led to the 
speed up of weighing procedures. In this 
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Photo 0. Vlow of^ 
spring mechanlsn 
of eDIpsoldol sprJ 
balaco. (courtosy 
Avery Borhal) 
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method, only one pan — that with the 
sampie - was visible to the operator. 
Balancing weights were automatiGaliy added 
Or removed from the "hidden' pan in 
response to die operator turning a 
rotational knob which showed the added 
counterweight- This method allowed 
measurements to be made more rapidly, 
and took convencionai weighing technology 
- invoking direct comparison of masses - 
effectively to its most highly developed 
form. From thus point electronic technology 
has successively taken over, but more about 
this next month. 

Figure 4. 
Principle of 
Knife egtla 
balances. 
The main pivot 
which supports 
the arms Is 
pointing 
downwards 
while the 
pivots 
supporting 
the pans are 
pointing 
upwards. 

pen support 
pivots 
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Cre%ve+Alsager Faculty 

PIC MICROCONTROLLERS 
Beginners Course on 16C84. One day coarse. Fee: £125, 
includes lunch, 16CS4 chip and Development Board plus 
software. 

Advanced Course on 16C84 and 16C71. One day course 
including look-up tables, long delays, keypads, 7 segment 
displays and A-D conversion. Fee: £125 includes lunch and 
16C71 reprogrammable Microcontroller chip, with 4 channel 

Complete Teach Yourself Package including PSU, Switch 
Input Board, Keypad Board, Development Board, 7 
Segment Display Board and Buzzer, LED Output Board, 
Analog Development Board and 115 page course book, 
plus software. Fee: £145 + £6 p+p + VAT. 

Four-day Course - Understanding Microcontrollers 
Course Fee: £395, includes lunches and the complete teach 
yourself package. Accommodation available. 

For dates and further details contact Dave Smith, 
Crewe+Alsager Faculty, 

The Manchester Metropolitan University, 
Hassall Load, Alsager, Stoke-on-Trent, ST7 2HL 

Tel: 0161 247 5437 Fax: 0161 247 6377 
. E-mail D.W.Smith@MMU.AC.UK 
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IB US 

ANALOGUE 
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Design & development by Neil Johnson, 

Cambridge Consultants Ltd 

This IB US expansion module equips 

your computer ivith an 8-hit 
resolution voltage source, for use 

in a tvide range of instrmnents, 

experiments and projects. 

Ir is the last module in the LBL'S 
series, complementing last 
month's analogue; input 
module; The list of modules 
includes a general-purpose", 
digital I/O module (issue 122), 
an opto-isolated input module 
(issue 123), a relay output 
module (issue 124) and last 
month's analogue input module 
(issue 125), Completing the set 
is the IBUS-to-PC Parallel Pott 
.Adaptor (issue 119). all to be 
found in back issues of 
Electronics and Beyond — 
The Maplin Magazine. 

Circuit Description 
The circuit for this module. 
Figure 1, consists of three main 
blocks: address decoder, digital- 
to-aaalogue converter (DAQ, 
and power supply M three 
blocks work together to 
produce an output voltage 
proportional to the digital value- 
sent to the module. 

Starting with the address 
decoder, top left, the connection 
to the IBUS is made through 
connector J PI, a 34-way IDC 
connector. The eight address 
lines, AO to A7, are fed into one 
half of magnitude comparator 
IC1. Switch W! and pull-up 
resistor pack RP1 set the 
specific board address, which is 
connected to the second half of 
ICl. When the IBUS address 
matches die board address the 
output pin, pin 19, goes low 
turning tin the DAG, IC4, 

The remaining IBUS signals - 

eight data bits, DO to D7, and 
the write strobe WR—feed 
directly into the DAC, the 
second main block shawm in 
the centre .6f Figure 1. This 
project uses a modem 8-bit 
multiplying DAC, iheAD7524. It 
accepts an S-bit digital value 
and produces an output current 
proponionaJ to the product of 
the digital value and the 
reference voltage Vref "(pm 15). 
For this circuit, the output- 
voltage is given by the following 

reiatioaship; 

Voi// — (N x Vrej) / 256 

where A' is the digital value 
written into theJDAC, in the 
range 0 to 255. 

The output current.. Is 
converted to a voltage by a 
current-controlled, voltage 
source based on IC3, a low- 
noise FET-input op-amp. The 
feedback resistor is provided as 
part of the DAC silicon circuit, 
ensuring excellent matching 
between the DAC's internal 
resistor network and: the 
external op-amp circuit. 
Capacitor CS provides 2 
measure of loop gain stability 
For accurate operation, trimmer 
VR1 is used to adjust any offsets 
in 1C3 (more on this later in 
Testing). The output voltage is 
then presented to the outside 
world through connection 
point TP3. 

The reference voltage for the 
DAC is generated by precisian 
reference D3 and resistor R2. 
The reference diode is actually 
a complete shum-regulated 
voltage reference circuit in a 
two-pin package. The resistor 
provides a load for the 
regulator, which maintains a 
temperature-stable 2.50V 
between its two terminals. Due 
to the inverting characterisLlc of 
ICS a negative reference voltage 
is,required..for a positive output 
range. With one end of R2 tied 
to -12V the "Vref input to the 
DAC is held at-2.50V 

The third and final section of 
this circuit is the power supply. 
This is based on a three- 

terminal voltage regulator, 1C2. 
It takes an input voltage in the 
range TV to 35V and regulates 
this down to a stable 5V suitable 
for the digital parts of this 
project.' The supply input is 
protected against reverse 
voltages by diode Dl, and 
smoothed by capacitors C3 and 
C7. The second diode, D2, 
protects IC2 from its output 
voltage exceeding its input 
voltage (this is possible if more 
than one expansion modules 
are connected to the IBUS). 
Power indication is provided by 
LEDl and Rl, while the 
remaining capadtois are for 
local supply rail decoupling, 

Two separatesupply systems 
are used in this project. The 
digital circuitry has its own on- 
board regulator, as already 
discussed. The second supply is 
for the analogue circuitry, and 
needs to be a smooth ±2V For 
a low-cost system the; digital 
supply can be connected to the 
positive analogue supply rail. 

Construction 
The PCS overlay is shown in 
Figure 2. As always, all 
components are mounted on. 
the PCB, with all connections 
brought out to the edges of the 
board. Stan with the PCB pins 
for the power and output 
connections. A slight tap with a 
small hammer should be 
sufficient to push them firmly 
into place. Continue with the 
three wire links, resistors, small 
capadtorsand the diodes Dl 
and D2. 
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The reference diode, D3, is 
supplied in a three-legged E-Iine 
package. This circuit needs • 
connection to only two of these 
legs, and the third leg can be. 
removed (see Figure 3). 
Cominue with the remaining 
components, except for IC1, 
iC3 and IC4. 

At this stage apply power id 
tlie board and check the voltage 
levels using a multimeter. Pin 3 
of IC2 should be at t5V The 
anode of D3 should be at -2,50V 
Pad 7 of IC3.should be at + 12V 

and pad 4 should be at -12V 
Finally check IC4 (pad 14 at" 
-fSVpad 15 at-2.50V). 
Disconnect the supplies and fit 
the remaining components. 

Testing 
So. for the last time in this 
series, give the board a 
thorough visual inspection for 
any solder blobs or splashes 
between tracks or pins. This 
check'is particularly important 
for this project where there is a 

Figure 2. 
PCB overlay 
and component 
ovsrtey. 
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mix of digital and analogue 
electronics'working at dirTerent 
supply voltages. 

With the board visually dean, 
apply power to both halves of 
the board" and repeat the 
voltage tests carried out during 
construction. At. this stage the 
output voltage could be any 
value between TV and +5M 
depending on the stare of the 
DAC and the offset trim of 1C3. 
However, it should riot be 
anywhere near either of the 
analogue supply rails, indicating 

Figure 1. Circuit diagram. 

Figure 3, 
D3 pin 
details. n/c 

a k 

saturation of IC3. If it is, switch 
off and investigate. 

Further testing and setting Up 
requires the use of our old friend 
the.JBUS test program (Figure 4). 
Set all of SW'I to the "ON" 

♦IZU -12U GHO 

LcU 

10511: 
ICt 

EDI 

CUD 
C2 +SU 

02 

CI Shi 

c? RPlj CS | 

IC2 — 
^ V ^ 

f\K«.06UE OUTPUT 
WMtLOOUC SROLWD 
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Figure 4. 
IBUS test 
program. 

, IBllS be mon slialor. 

Address hex 'I 

AEAii 'j Write 
Binary (belt] 
u? Os Ds Dr U3 Oa Di Do 

'He^adtfcicwl {bylc}" 

□ 

(BUS 
C=> SAO 

a - Power Supply 

IBUS C 

SAO 

SAO 

SAO 

VCO 

VCF 

VGA 

h - Analogue Synthesizer 

Vout 

■Audio 

IBUS I ^ SAO Waveform 

e - Arbitrary Waveiorm Generator 

Figure 5. Example applications. 

position. Then connect the 
boand to die IBUS Parallel Port 
Adaptor, which should also be; 
connected to your PC's printer 
port, and start the test program- 

Enter the IBUS address W 
into the Address box and a 
value of '00' into the Vftite box. 
Tills has now written a value of 
zero into die DAC. Connect a 
multimeter to the output of the 
board and measure the voltage. 
Then use a small screwdriver 
or trim tool to adjust VR1 for 
an output of exactly 0,00 volts. 
Finally, enter the value 'FF' into 
die Write bos and check that 
the output voltage is 2.49V 

Application 
In its basic form this module is 
a computer-controlled low 
current voltage source. 
Wherever you use a voltage to 
control something, this module 
can automate that system. Here 
are three example applications 
for this versatile module. As 
always, these are only ideas 
suggested by the:author, there 
are many more possible 
applications of this module. 

The first idea is for a 
computer-controlled power 
supply (Figure 5a). In this 
application the" 8-bit analogue 
output module (SAO), shown 
in the diagram, generates a 
reference voltage for the error 
amplifier. The voltage dirider 
connected across the output 
sets the scale and resolution of 
the power supply, with the 
error amplifier driving the 
pass-transistor. 

The second idea uses several 
modules to control an 
analogue music synthesizer, the 
predecessor to today's modem 
digital synthesizer and now- 
regaining popularity among 
electronic musicians. For the 
example shown (Figure 51)) 
three modules are required to 
control the frequency of the 
■VCO (voltage-controfied 
oscillator), the cut-oft 

frequenq' of the VCF (voltage- 
controlled filter) and the gain 
of the VGA (voltage-controlled 
amplifier). The control 
program for this synthesizer 
would include a number of 
envelope generators and 
modulation sources and, if 

your computer has a MIDI 
interface, could even respond 
to MIDi commands. 

Hie final application idea will 
be useful to those experimenting 
with tow frequency (up to several 
hundred Hertz) drcuits. Quite 
often a special, or aibitrary 

waveform is required as a 
stimulus to a drcuit. Using this 
module and appropriate software 
you could 'draw* the required 
waveshape on the computer 
screen with a light-pen or mouse, 
and then, play this waveform 
thiDtigh to the output module. 
and into tour drcuie 

The author has experienced 
such a system which was used 
for.simuLadng the environment 
ofari aeroplane. A recording 
was made of die vibration in 
the cockpit, which was then 
digitized and stored In a 
computer. Then, during 
devdopmem of new 
equipment, it could be tested 
far mechanical durability by 
being bolted onto a vibrator— a 
big loudspeaker coil and 
magnet two feet in diameter - 
and continuously replaying the 
cockpit noise into the vibrator 
causing the work surface to 
vibrate, so simulating the 
intended operating 
environment, Ai the time it all 
seemed very Heath Robinson! 

Parting is such 
sweet sorrow... 
This is the last module In the 
IBUS PC interfacing series: Nest 
month we will look back at the 
complete series of modules, 
and look at a number of 
examples using these modules, 
together with some hints and 
rips on using the IBUS in your 
own projects. 1 hope you have 
enjoyed this series, and get as 
much out of building and using 
theni as J hare had in designing 
and describing them. I wish 
you great success in your 
future interfacing advencures. 
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PROJECT PARTS LIST 

RESISTORS - all 5% 0,26watt unless stated 
Rl- 330R G330R 
R2 8k2 (see text) G8K2 
VRi ibk rnulliturn preset UH25C 
RPi 4k7 8-way SIL resistor pack RA29G 
CAPACITORS 
Cl-6 • lOOn ceramic RA4SD 
C7 • l.'000uF 25V radial elecUolyfic AT52G 
C8 lOpF ceramic VVX44X 
SEMICONDUCTORS 
IC1 74LS688 KP49D 
1C2 LM7803 Ql2aF 
fC3 T1071 RA67X 
tC4 .AO7524 VQ52G 
01,2 1N4001 QL73Q 
03 REF-25Z .{see. text) ' DB5SN 
LEO! 5mm red LED VVL27E 

MISCELLANEOUS 
JPl 34AV ICC fight-ohged PCB tieacfer. 
SW1 8-WDIP.swicfv- 
OPTIONAL 
IC sockets,'PCB, solder, wire, 7 x PCB,pins 

FA44X 
QV70M 

The software accoriipanying this project, supplied on a 3.5in. disk, 
and a set of (bii pattern transparencies (two originals) are available 
from the author at the address below. TTis disk costs £10 and the 

tolls cost £5. A pre-programmed CPU) tor the Parallel Port Adaptor is 
still available, priced at £15. Postage is £2.50 for the UK, £5 for 

evemvhere else. Please send your order, with cheque or postal order 
payable to 'Neil Johnson', to; 

Neil Johnson, IBUS Module, 2 Chapel Field. 
Dixter Road, N0RTHIAM, East Sussex, TN316PQ, UK. 
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Electi-onlcDeogaFox'Windows Noncommercial 

Teachers... Students... 

Home Users... etc. 

Your Opportunity to Save ££££'s 
TTiis offer also applies to all.academic mstilurions - 

mmimurn order, two systems 

Novy a proven piece of software, with' over 10,000 
single seat users throughout the world, EDwln NC 
has come of age. 

This non-commercial yprslon ofour popular Edwin package tie's 
provsn'really popular vitth Acadsmfc InssitulionaiStudEhls. 
and Enthusiasts alike. 

The package Is currently on Version 1.52 and Is updated on a regular 
basis, updates cost only £35.00 4- p/p, arid this price is expected to 
hold (Or at least another 12 rooriths. 

. Why not join the growing band of Edwin ussrs, end be the owner 
of a CAD software package that we believe has no'equat in this 
price range; Software support Is pffaied free by phone, fax and e-mall, 
and if we cannot help personally, we veil try'to oel an answer .direct from 
the software writers. 

v> 

u 

T: 

dbf 

Electi-onic Design For 
Windows Noa Commercial 

Edwin (s the first true seamlessiy 
Integrated Windows Elecironlcs CAD 
package on the market, you choose 
whether you vdsh to wbrk In Layout or 
Schematic, whatever action is taken in 
either platform Is automatically rsiayed 
to the other. FORGET from and back 
annotallori, this Is a thing of the pasl. 

Edwin also has extensive Gerber file 
manipulation, and me abiiiiy to auiomatically 
create split voilaga planes end edil 
alrgsps in copper. Full lib rary edit 
features give you thedppbflunity to 
create your own working lifararies. 

10,000 people cannol be wrong, it you are 
Icoking tor a CAD package that is powerful 
AND dries riot cosl.a fortune... then look rio 
further!... FTS HEREi (and its here lostayl) 

Computer Compadbility 
To run the program you will need: 
■ Windows 3_x,-Wn?5 crWit NT 
• a min. 386 processor (486+ ret.) 

•SrnbofRAM 
• CD-ROM Drive 
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Worth £217:09 

All Major Credit Cards 
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YES! Please Rush Me My EDWjn ni Program. 

Swift Designs Ltd.. Dept. Ml, Business & Technology Centre, 

Bessemer Drive, Stevenage, Herts., SGI 2DX. LWiaj 
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Name:     1  
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System Feature; 
Coriipiete End-lo-Emi CAECA D system. 
SrmultaEaoas Schematic and Layout generarion. 
Auionuiie Front and bad: anootation. 
Inluitive bieraivhical menu stracriire. 
Metlse or keybpani ccmnie rid a'ctivaion. 
kfjeTDyperaijons- 
ReaJ^ime display of: raisncst, active nodes, single line or 

(me trace width. 
Onlinehelp. 

j 'Aoro reconnect 
Fui! integrarion of Schematic irid Laytrin. 
Autooulic file backup. 
User definable test'sires. 
DX3F in and output- 
Screen hGrdcppy. 
Library viewer with editing po;;ibilliy. 
Sw itching on/aff pbssihUity for tool and scroll bars. 
Visible schematic end PCH symbols fay cdiiina. 
Monochrome mode for better print lesoiuiioo. 
Bitmap suppan for i ordiog logo;. dcvcu me otetioa, etc- 
On be used in hierarchical as weU as.iositripie scfeematk 

brPCBdijign. 
Mirimum nnmbf rot nels: .16,000. 
Maaimiim number of oodei:32.000- 
Ntaximiun number of bend ppinisr64,000 
Maxinium number of crmnKtions; 64,000. 
Maxtmtrmniimberof symbols; 33,000. 
Alacinnim numberof compoaeoti: 32.000 
Maximum r.nrcber of multi-segment traces: 3 3.0CO. 

with a iota! of S4.000 trace segments. 
AN'SI/IEC. libraries 
Frili Gerfcen SCO. pick and place.output 

ScJientatic Capture 
Lip to 1 CO schematic sheets. 
Up to 64" x 64" sheet sire. 
Industry-atahdird sheet azes. 
Rotate, scale -indniirror symbois. 
Heal -lioje dragging of components end wires; 
Automaiic package and pin assignmsnr. 
Otthosonal and free mode roamial touthtg. 
Autoraaoc bos anricriatioti. 
Block save. toad, omvri arid delete. 
Direct access tomhed mode slomlaiion- 
Autorouitng ofcoanectfona. 
Mcrzine ami splitting of nets' possibility. 
Definable line width, also for bus-tines. 

, S wripping of contpbrie m poritipiii 
Aiimmalic ccrmpoaeni reumEberingby swapping.- 

PCII Layout 
32 favers (2S route layers. 2 siik-scTeen liyeo (frant and 

back}, 2 solderinask layers (faax isod &ck)). 
User definable trace sizes. 
L'ssrdcfinable pads.- 
Carved traces. 
i rail grid re'spiuiibn - Fiiie grid lOmkron. 
SMT. fine line", analog-snppptt, 

• ComporicDt repeat, rotate and mirror. 
..Components "Move by name". 
Component, gate and pin swap,. 
AnMhiauccOrappwatreriarning.. 
Trace repeal 
On-line ntuiii-Iayarrbtning with ntaomatie via inssitian. 
Rn-to-pin, tree or45 degree rootiiig. 

..Change segmeot side and width, trace side and width. 
Fast interactive generation ofgreubd planes with user 

defaabkespis-hateh or solid fill. 
Automaiic ground plane wiib ihennal relief insenion. 
AutomiSc DRC with nser specified parameters. 
Hcctrical cotrnecthiiy cheeking. 
Linear rotation of symbols. 
Gaberf npat read siul ose possibility. 
Built m interface for Spectra 6.0. Max tMte 6,0 and 

Arizona Aiaorouier. 
Bitmap funciions (logos, drawings. ._L 

'Sophisticated database viewer, 

'Mixed Mode Sim Ufa lion 
ACanaiv-sis (Frequency domain), 
JX- analysis (Linearinoo-linear). 
7D analysis (Time domliio). 
Disgtam generator. 
Dynamic parisntcier definilioa of activecnd passive 

compooeats. 
Output graphs displayed on scree a, hardcopy ct placed on 

schemaiicc 
Oscilloscope funciiba. 
DLLbised ariilog/digital riraulafion primitives modelling 

langusge.and btrary creaiiori tools, 
fluiit-in model gensraiof fordiscrere devices. 

Please Note: Some of the above are ONLY provided on 
the De Love 3 and *4 Verrion. EdSpicc, Theirnal Analysis 
end EDCOM-X are arsrlable as boit-on crtELvi 

■ We aim to send your program on receipt of payment, but please allow IOt!3 days for delivery 
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Tfjis month Mike Holmes looks at Kernels, DLLs 

and ProfileStHngs. 

Since the dara of the 8-hit home 
computer, DFY B.AS1C programmers 
have looked at commercia! software 

ranning on that machines, thinking "How 
does it do chat?", or "Why haven't I got a 
BASIC instruction chat rioes that?" 

Deeper investigation usually revealed the 
program's heavy reliance on -machine code, 
which is faster and more efficient than 
interpreted BASIC, together with frequent 
use of utility rouunes.buried in some 
mystenous entity caHed the 'kerne!1. 

in essence, die.'kernel' is a block of 
software containing all the low level 
routines required for basic I/O 
(InputiOurput), All the intricate; labour 
intensive machinations required to scan for 
a depressed kejtoard key, display 
something on the screen, activate disk 
drives and read/write I/O ports bit-by-bit are 
contained in the kemei. 

Use of the kernel by a program, is usually 
the result of a need to access something 
that the high level programming language 
can't, but without having to 'reinvent the 
wheel'; that is, write specific machine code 
to do in All the code required for accessing 
any hardware the machine might possess 
already exists in the kernel. 

In the PC the kernel is, like everything 
else, loaded in from a system boot-up disk. 
PC DOS programmers may already be 
familiar with the technique for calling the;' 
DOS kernel, using what are called 
'interrupts', and the hefty tomes thai 
describe their manifold functions and usage 
in.intimate detail. 

Window API Functions 
Windows is very similar in principle. The 
main differences are that, Visual Basic needs 
a named reference to the API (Application 
Programming Interface) routine-Windows 
does not allow it to simply make a call to an 
address as with die DOS Tmerrupt* 
example; and B, the essential Windows API 
routines are spread throughout three main 
61es. These are: 
Library narae Pile 
USS?. USE?..£512, the prc-orsm 

» teat is Wicaows 
GDI GDI.EXE {Graphical 

Display Interface!, the 
thing that draus 
everything on the screen 

KESJiEL in Windows 3.x, either 
Xr(tn.-285.DLL or 
'•'311 L.:, 8 6. DM.; in Windows 
'35, 

To this list other, more specific DLLs 
(Dynamic link Libraries) are added by 
applications for spedfic tasks peculiar to 
themselves, but more of this later. 
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Figure 1. Example of a window made to 
stay on top using a call to Windows API. 

Windows That Stay On Top 
Figure 1 shows an example that anyone, can 
try using Visual Basic 3 and Windows 3-1 or 
over. A typical application would tea 
progress display while code in another 
module is executing. This is not possible if. 
the progress window is shown mod ally 
C,Show 1' method). Clicking on the main 
window causes the display window to lose 
focus, as in Figure 1, but it remains 
uncovered, that is. it 'star's on top'. 

In Visual Basic, create a new module and 
save it as 'FRMONTORBAS'. In ihe 
declarations section write; 
Option Explicit 
Defrnt k-Z 
'Declare rtmction. SetVIlnnowEos Lib 
'user' (EyVsl h, ByVal hb, SyVal ;<, 
EyVol y, ByVel cx, SyVai cy, SyVai 

Declare Function GstVersion t-'h 
•Kernel' i) As Integer 
GlpoaJ. Const Si'r?_NC>KOvH = 2 
Glcbai Const SVr?_.'.'0SI2E = 1 
Global Const Or.TcpFlsgs = Sf^_KCV0V2 
Or S'!P_JiOSI2E 
Global Const HfaiD_CO?tiOST = -1 
Glcbai. Const Hi®!D_K0TO5M0ST = -2 

This Is used in a globally accessible 
procedure that forces a form to stay-on top. 
It calls SecWindowR>sO, specifying the 
handle of an existing non-topmost window 
and HWMD_TOPMOST as the value for the 
second parameter (hb), to set the form TT 
to TOPMOST; use the following API call: 
Success = 
SetW'lnccvjpoE f traCurrent. HWnd, 
Hv'CrDJTOJMOS'T. 0, 0, C, 0, 
OfilcpFlags 1 

Success?^ is o 0 where successful. Mote 
that this attribute was introduced in 
Windows version 3-1. so a GetVersionO API 
call is required to determine whether the 
application-is running under Windows 
version 3.1 and so is allowed to make die 
call. The complete procedure looks like: 
Sub ForffiOriTop (srmCurirsnfc. As Fores! 

Dlis Success, Ver 
1 Get op'sraticg systss. version. 

Vsr = GetVers icr.il 
Select Case Ver. 
* 2563 = ViiEQDWB' 3.1, 24323 = 

vrindews 95 
Case 2563, 24323: "CK 
Case Else: Exit Sub "can't, do 

It, vhroiig Windows versicr. 
End Select 

Success = 
EetKindawPc-sl fm-Surrent .hWYri, 
HfDtDJTOPMOST, 0, 0, 0. 0, 
GnTcpFlags1 
End Sub 

The routine should be created in the. 
same module, it quits if the version number 
does not match either of its recorded 
constants (Em Sub). The routine is very 
simply called by: 
FonaQnTop ForoKase 
or 

FcnsOnToo Ms" 
lb restore the form to normal, 

ffmCurrent is made KOK'-TOP.MOST using 
the same API call Add the ven-similar 
fbllbwing routine to FRMONTOEBAS: 
Sub OnTopHaiaass | frecurrent As Forti) 

which is exactly the same as above except 
that the last line reads: 
Success = 
Se.tWindowFos {f recurrent. aVIr-d, 
ffiCJD_KOXOPKOST, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
qroropFiass i 

Getting Information 
About Windows 
The GetVersionO kernel function is just one 
of a series able to return information about 
the Windows environment. It is not unusual 
(but not typical) for applications to display 
some of this information in their 'About' 
pop-up window. 

It has to be said it looks very clever when 
seen by the 'average' user, and as a Visual 
Basic programmer you are now in a position 
to add a similar display of Windows 
environment data in ah 'About' window of 
your own design, courtesy of the API calls. 

Create another module saved as 
WIN'INFO.BAS. In the declarations section 
this will contain the following APfdeffinitiOns: 
EeclEre Function GetVsrsior, Lib 
•Kercel' {) As Integer 
Daclare Functioa Gst'iisFlsgs Lib 
"Kernel" (1 As Long 
Dec-isrs Functior. GetFrssSpacs Lib 
•Kercsl" (ByVal wFTegs As Xrteger) 
As Long 
Declare Function GlobeICoinsct Lib 
•Kernel' (3yVal dvrttlnFree As Long! 
As Lang 
Declare Function SystsmHeepInfo Lib 
•tcolhsLp.dll" tsbi As Si'SSSAF'riiFb) 
As 

Note that another library has crept into 
the picture, viz TOOIHELRDLL This is only 
to be expected as an application relies 
more.and more on external API and other 
library calls. 

Bad: to the present example - to be 
useable by the Visuai Basic code calling 
these, the addition of some constants will 
make it more readable; 
" Constants for GetV.'i uFlags. 
Global Const K?_C5U285 = 6H2 
Global Const WF_C?tJ38e = AH* 
Global Const '■>?_C?G4?6 = iF.3 
Global Canst ViF_80::57 = LKiOO 
Global Const KF_£rAl!3ASD = SHiO 
Global const f,~_E!E-:A:;CED = iH2Q 
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And the SystemHeapInlbO funciion (just, 
to be awkwani!) eipects to be given a data 
structure (effectively a C language 'stmci' or 
'union' r>pe "variabie'): 

■ Type for SyscssHeapIr.fo. 
Type SYSKEAPIHFO 

cvtSize As Long 
. v.CiserFreeFercent As Integer 

•aGDIFreaFercant As Integer 
hUserEsgnsnt As Integer 
hGDISegieat As Integer 

End Type 
Now you can create a new form with a 

control array of five labd objects, to be 
made into an 'About' window The form will 
be shown modaliy and all of the essential 
code is contained in the load event; 
Sub Fcm_L-Gad (1 

Dim nisgS * Status inrcntation. 
Die niS' ' ttew-llne. 
ni = Chr5(i3) + CbrS(iO) • Sev- 

line. 
Din; Ver, ver_rssjcrS, 

ver_r;inor3. ssatusic. Eenorys. 

CentreForri Ka 'see Fart 2 
issue 125 

LafcelHOJ .Caption = 'About ' - 
App.Title 

Labsll(2).Caption = Version • 
Global string or .constant 

Labell(3).Caption = Author ' 
Gloiai string or constant 

Labell15).Caption = 
■Ipltialising . . 
• Get operating sysfeen version. 

Ver GsfcVersionU 

nsg = jnsg 

53 = 

ve;-_r.sjorS = ForroatS (Ver And 
&HFF) 

vsrjnicorS = FcrxatJ (Ver \ 
SHIOO. *00*) 

nsg = "Envirorncsnt:' * nl 
utsg = rasg * ""icroaoft Vlindows 

version " 
msg = msg + ver_sa3orS - '." - 

V6r_siicorS - nl 
' Gat CPU line end operating nods, 

ffisg = msg -f- *C5tfV " 
stattisa = GetWinFiags {J 
It statusa And ViF.CFOaSS Then 

ntsg = Eisg v ■■8Q28S' 
If s.tatusE And ViF_C?U38S Then 

'8Q3B6'. 
If fitatssfc And WF_C5U486 Then 

"80485' 
IE stfituss And Vir_S0x57 Thee 

- asg + ' with 80x37' 
nsc = csc - nl 

nsg = msg ■<- 'Mode; ' 
If status! And WF_£IAKDA?Ii Then 

esc = msg - "Standard' ^ cl 
If status! And VJF_3JHAJICED Then 

msg = msg + 'Enhanced' + nl 

' Get free sieBory. 
satcry! = GetFreeSpscsfBJ 
Bag = bsc i "Hsmory free; " 
ssg =■ dsg ^ ForTts t$ (elsocryi \ 

1024, -ss#.###,#«#•) - + si 
ESJtoryS = 

GicbalCoBpact(&HFFFFFFP?) 
mss = sag - 'Largest free 

block: " 
asc = nsg - cOnsatS (nauorya 1 

XG24, '£#=rsS#,5#t') + •:<' + nl 

' Get free systea resources - the 
API SystesHeapInro Only became 
available in Viindows version 3.1. 

msg = asg + 'System resources: 

If Ver >= SH310 Then 'can do 
it. else wrong version 

Dim shi As S'/SHEAPrSFO 
shi.dwSize = len(shi J 
If SystemHesplnfo(shi) Then 
If shi.ViUserFrsaFsrcsut < 

shi.wGSIFreePerceat Thsa 
iusg ~ msa T- 

Formats(shi.wJserFreeFercerit) +- '%• 
Else 
msg = msg - 

?orasES(shi.wGDIFre=?ercent) + 

End If 
End' IE 
Else 
msg = rasg ■+ 'n/a' 
End If 

Lafceli{5).Caption = asg 
Refresh 

End Sub 
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Figure 2. flu 'About box' displaying 
Windows' system Information got with 
API calls. 

An example of such a form is shown in 
Figure'2 (although it doesn't have to look 
exactly like this). The window can be 
invoked modaliy via a menu option using 
the instruoion 'FrmAlxiut.Show i', 
provided Windows has access to 
TOOlUnLP.DLL and "WfiNTNFO.BAS is 
included in the project. 

In the particular instance of Figure 2 the: 
version number, matched using 'Select 
Case' in die same way as with the form-on- 
top example, is also used to determine 
which style of informauon icon is shown at 
top left - either Windows *95 (as Figured) 
or die preiious, round, white on blue 3.x 
version. These icons were assigned to a two 
element image array at design rime, the one 
required being brought to the fore using: die 
ZOrder 0 method at run time. 

Now we can see how the above API calls 
can be employed to discover things like free 
memory remaining, and user and GDI 
resources, in order to generate warning 
messages. 

Getting Windows' Paths 

And 'Buffering' 
If you arewriting Visual Basic applications 
for yourself, you know what your'Windows' 
paths are. 15 however, you are writing for 
someone else,- it isn't always going to be a 
hard-and fast rule that their Windows 
directory will be 'cAwindows' and that the 
system directory might be 
'a\windows\system'. Indeed, their Windows 
may not even be installed on internal hard 
disk 'C:', or even the same machine given 
that Windows allows its system directory to 
reside on a local area network server! 

Before your application, can begin to read 
and write initialisation (*.LNI) files or access 
Windows directories for some other 

purpose, it needs a i rical reference to i catagon 
where they-are. The crick is never to make 
reference to Windows directories explicitly 
that is by 'c:\windows', but to return the reai 
path to a string variabie using API, whatever 
it may be. The following is the declarations 
section of a module i created for this 
purpose, called WINDIRJBAS: 
Dsclare Funccisn GetvrindowsDirectory 
Lib "Ksrnei" (ByVel .ipHurfsr As 
Srrir.c, SyVeL iSize As Xntecer) As 
Intagsr 

■Declare FuncCion Gs t Sy sc =Bl3ir£ - ; ory 
Lib -Kenisl' (3yV=l IpEuffer As 
String, HyVel r.Slza As Integer) As 
Integer 

Unfommacely neither of these API 
functions returns an actual string, just its 
length, so you can't use 'paths ='. To 
retrieve the characters, each must be given 
die location of a 'buffer' to write to. Tne 
'buffer' Is a dimensioned string variable 
whose base address, IpBufier, is passed 
using 'ByVai': 
Function GstBir.cswsDir () As String 

Dir. tenps, X 
temaS = Strings (145, .0) • suffer of 
•size 145 

X = GetWindcwsDirectoEYtteEsS, 
145) " Itake API Call 

tenroS =-Lefts (taspS, x) 1 Trira 
Surfer 
If Rights(tsrpS. 11 <> "\- Then ' 
A-dc \ if necessary 

GetWindowsDirS = tsmS - ' 
Else 
GetWinccwsDirS = tcrnpS 
End If 

End Function 
A virtual copy called GetWndowsSi-sDirQ 

•should also be made, but where the 
instruaion "X — 
Ge tWmdowsDirectoryftem p $, 145)' is 
replaced with 'X - 
CfeiSystemDirectory(temp$, 145)'. It is then 
possible to immediately return the running 
Windows directories using either.- 
StrVarlS = GetWlcdowsDirS(I 

StrVerlS = GseViindowaSysDbrS () 
Vou could create gloixiily readable string 

variables, to store the results, by adding: 
Global ■/.•InDir? 
Global wir.SysDirS 

to die declarations section of 
WTNDIR.BAS, although actually each of the 
above functions by itself can be used as the 
path as and when required: 
Open Gsti-iindovtsDirSO + 
"control.ini.' For Input As =1 

It doesn't matter what the Windows path 
actually is, the functions will always return it 
correctly to your application code,Whatever 
it may be cailed. 

Accessing 

Initialisation Files 
i first came across this rather long-winded 
method for transferring a siring using a 
'copy buffer' while investigating how to read 
and write Windows initialisation (*.1N'!) files. 
Of course the next to useless VB API 
reference help does not indicate, for the 
benefit of the notice, die fact chat the suing 
passed by reference to die API function 
must not be an empty one, That is, it must 
be filled with characters to a suitable length 
using the StringO function, and not left as 

There are several useful examples for API 
caUIng protocol in the demonstration 
example application called TconWorks' 
supplied with Visual Basic. This is where ! 
discovered what I was doing wrong. 
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Because the calling, code is pan ofaii 
EXE, the program, but the ftinction is 
external, contained in a link library, the only 
data that can be passed between them is 
chat which can be accommodated on the 
CPU stack. Whereas short and long integers 
are okay it does not include strings, since 
these comprise an indeierminate number of 
bytes and can be very large. 

So instead Visual Basic must pass the base - 
address of where the string is physically 
stored by value (ByVai). In Windows this is. 
done using the 'virtual memory model', i.e. 
direct 32-bit addressing (instead of die more 
familiar DOS method, using indices to 64K 
segments and ofisets within). 

Just to prove it, it is possible to create a 
custom DEL wherein a called routine 
displats the address it has received, and it 
turns out to be a 6- or 7-digit number, an 
absolute offset from DOS memory zero to 
several megabytes, where the string is 
actually located. 

Consequently the DLL or API routine 
accesses this area using a 'for pointer, to 
use the "C parlance. The API routine either 
reads or writes the string 'buffer by 
transferring one character at a rime, while 
incrementing the pointer. It must also know 
where the end of this storage space Is so 
that it does not 'run off the end', which Is 
usually disastrous, and which is why another 
number representing the string size is 
invariably provided as a second parameter. 

However, Visoai Basic also adds a zero 
byte to the end of any string passed by value 
- although this Is only of any use if the 
called routine recognises it as the 
termination character! 

Demonstrating botli these methods, here 
is something else.everyone can cry. While 
custom controls for accessing initialisation 
files exist, they are nor strictly necessary. You 
just need to create a text Qle that can be 
merged into a VB module at the declaration 
level, be it a form or BASIC type, and 
containing the following-. 
Deciere Function KriteProfilaStrlog 
Xiib 'Kernel' tByVsi ipappJisice^, 
ByVal ipKsyriaraai, ByVai IpStrings)• 
As Integer 
Declsre Function GecFrorileString 
Lib "Kernel' (By'.'al XpAppSstneS, 
ByVai ipKeyttase?, SyVei ipEerauitS. 
SyVal IpSetStringS, ByVai n£its%} As 
Integer 
Peciare Function 
KriCePrivateProfileString Lib 
"Kernel * (SyVel Ip.AppKases, SyVal 
XpKsyJ.'ajEaS, Ej-Val XpString?. ByVel 
IpFiietsgateS) As Integer 
Paciare Tunctloii 
GefPrivateProfileString Lib 'Kernel' 
l3yV=I IpAxptJsmeS, ByVai ipXsyXaasS, 
SyVal IpbefaulcS, ByVai 
IpF.etScrlng®, EyVal nSl2e%, ByVaJ. 
ipFiieltameS) As- Integer 

There are two important things to note 
about these; firstly, the path to the "JK1 file 
will always be the Windows directory by 
demult; and secondly, in the case of the first 
two declarations, the •.INI file is alwavs 
WIN,IN'!. 
To sranarise the nsreseters: 
•Get' 
IpAppNajaeS in the INI rile, the- 
'section header' or title enclosed 
between square.brackets i1 
IpKeyttameS in the IK I file, the 'key- 
word' to which a value is assigned, 
by = 
IpDe fault $ the default text to use it 
this entry dees not* exist -in the 
file 

lpRatString$ string buffer to which 
the value assignea to the key nsite 
by = is returned if it exists, else 
the contents, of IpDefaultS 
nSize% the size of the string buffer 
IpFilaflajce? 
Get[Private]FrofileStriag only the 
nare of the INI. file. If no path is 
given, the Vlindows directory is 
essvraefi 

Write 
lpSppt?arae$ as above 
IpKeyKaraeS as above 
XpString? text to asslgo to KeyKaae 
by =. 
IpPilBKajneJ as above 

As a beginning, many applications save 
the size and position of their main window 
to an ".INI file on closing, to reinstate these 
values next time they load. Your form can 
indude the following in to QueryUnload 
event procedure; 
Sin x, datestr$, ws 
If Forol,Windowstate = 1 Then 
Foml. WiadowScace = 0 

' MUST HOT save as minimised 
ws = ClntlFomX.h'indcwState) 
Fomi.tiir.dowState = 0 'restore 

cornel if saxinissa 
datastr = StrSIFoml .Left) A 
StrS.f Farm .Topi -»',*« 

StrSIFoml.Width) + 
Str$ (Foml .Ksight) 

x = 
tfriteFrivBteFrofiieStrir.g 1 "ivir.dow', 
■WindowSize', datescr, "IfflPHOG. I»51-J 

datastr = StrS(ws) 
x = 

KriteSrivsteProfileStrir.gl "S-jincOw*, 
"VfindowState', datastr, 
'ItYPROG. litl*) 

which, on the form unloading, creates an 
initialisation file called MVPROG.LM in the 
Windows directon' that reads like: 
[Window] 
Kindow3ise= 0, 15, 9600, 6465 
Window3ta£s= C 

The application's main window can then 
recover this information during its toad 
event procedure: 
Dim x, retstrS, tehnS 

retstr$_= Strings (255. 32) ' 
the read buffer 

• inust dimensiet! this string as 
its sddrsss is passed 
x = 
GecPrivateProfileSrrlnuCViinficw'. 
"WindowSize', '0,0, 3600 , 6480 
", ratstrS, Len(retstr$), 
'KYBaoG-iur-1 

See below* 
x = 
GstPrivateSrofllaStrirg('Window'. 
'Windowstate', "0 *, retstrS. 
L-en(retstrS). "l-Tt'PKOQ.Iin') 

Focal. WindowStace =. 
Val(LeftS(recstr. x)) 

Although for CQdvenieQce the window 
size was saved as a string of four numbers 
separated by commas, this cannot readily be 
used by the Move method to resize the 
window. So a word exrractiori function was 
created, to pick out each value in mm: 
Insert In the above above at* 

teasj = "LefCS (retstr, x) 
FomI .T-rove 

Vei (S>:tractWord$ (temp, 1, ",')). 
Val(ExcractKordsitemp, 2, ",')), 
Val(ExtracfctlordS(tsjcp, 1, ",')). 
Val(ExtrectKords(terp. 4, ',*)) 

EstractW'ordS Q toeff is very simple, 
comprising; ' 
Function Extracth'ord (ByVai Text As 
String. Irsde;.; As Integer. TrapChar 
As String) As String 

Din tesrps. 1 

te-p = Text - TrapChar 
EtcractKord = "• 
For 1 = -i To Index 
Extract',v'ord = t Extracts tfcssp. 

tenip = MidS (te-rp, InScr (tsars, 
TrapChar) - i) 

JJext i 

End Function 
t£ee Part 2 

So ExtmaWord$0 is also useful for 
extracting otlier sub-strings separated by a 
common, known delimiter character. 

1 hope you get the genera! idea, anyhow. 
The above can be copied and modified to 
read and write anything you want in 
initialisation files of your own making - 
examples can include Status flags, colours, 
settings for numerical conversion aJgorithms 
(save and recover whichever was las t 
selected), the 'checked' values of menus, 
option buttons and check boxes, and even 
fists of names of the most recently loaded 
files to overwrite the entries prodded for 
same in a file drop-down menu. 

Customised Dynamic 
Link Libraries 
As mentioned in Part 1, many applications 
have their own DLL's — Dynamic /./>?& 
JJbicities— for specific fonciiqns peculiar to 
themselves. The pitfalls that apply to API's — 
the problems of string passing being just 
one—are also present. 

The biggesr problem with accessing a 
lesser-known DLL is not knowing how te 
routines' parameters must be passed, and 
quite honestly without this vita! information 
you are not going to get.anywhere. O'ou can 
use Windows '95's QuikView utility to display 
the headers of DLL's as well as EXE's: this 
will shown list of rhe 'exported' or exrernally 
accessible routines, but still won't indicate 
the form of data they require,) 

Getting it wrong invariably results in a 
'Bad DLL calling convention' error, or even 
the dreaded 'This application lias caused a 
General Protecuon Fault and will be 
terminated';.. 

'Any' Versus 'ByVai' 
Take the case of a DLL written in a totally 
different language, such as 'C or, in this case, 
Pascal. To illustrate die point i shall use a 
custom DLL that I made called 'LmiJTYDIJ.', 
that was written in Visual Pascal. 

This contains a number of marginally 
useful things, the first of which is a device 
for displaying a sran-up logo for an 
application while it loads. Originally 
containing a default picture fixed at design 
time, die procedure was expanded to be 
able to load any VXIndaws bitmap (".BMP) 
that it is given the name of when trailed- The 
Visual Basic declaration for it is: 
DsclEre Sub OpenLogo Lib 
"uciliry.dll' (SyVal ipPictJarae As 
Any, ByVai pLea As lacegar) 
Dsclsre S-afc ClosaLqgo Lib 
•utilisry.dlX' () 

IpPicName is a string, the name of the 
bitmap file, optionally preceded by a path. 
But instead of specifying by value as string, 
as in the. previous API examples, here we 
have to use 'As Any", otherwise Visual Basic 
will pass the base address with the inference 
lira it is for a string (with a zero 
terminator). The trouble with this te that 
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Figure 3. A custom DLL routine that 
displays an application start-up 
window, showing any chosen bitmap for 
a logo, passed to It as a file name. 

strings per se are an alien concept, for Visual 
Rascal —like 'C", it uses character arrays in 
place of srrings, literally dimensioned arrays 
of single bttes. This Itccomes apparent 
when you look at the equivalent Visual 
Pascal declaration in the Dli. source code: 
crocsdure OpenuOgofipPiciJase: PChar; 
piiaa: ictegsr); eKporti 

IpPicN'ame becomes a far pointer of npe 
'PCIiar', that is. a jioinreno a character 
array. Hence Visual Basic must provide die 
base address as ;raw', i\s Anytlihig'. As Any 
overrides what is called type checking, 
which, if it comes om as tile wrong type, 
causes the 'Bad DLL convention' eiror. 

With the As Any override, the use of: 
Qp-siriLog o ' cspLLn. . 

gives rise to the result shown in Figure 3. 
This designed window, during its Rascal 
FormCreate event, invoked by die local 
OpcnI.ogo procedure, firstly kwds its image 
object with the picture. Tlteri it sets an 
image propeny to force it ro fit the size and 
shape of the picture, resizes the window to 
the image, centres itself on screen tind then 
makes itself stay on top of all oiher 
windows. The 'OK" button is repositioned 
relative to die new shape. The window has 
no border or title bar, so any 3D borders 
must lie integral with die picture. 

Because the window is not shown 
inodally by Visual Basic. VB code is allowed 
to tun normally; but anything it displays Is " 
always behind the DLL's logo form. This 
window can be removed in one of three 
ways: by clicking on the 'OK' burton, by 
double-clicking on die picture, or, when it 
has finished its start-up processes, by the VB 
application itself; 
CioseLogo 

The one serious problem with this being 
that the window must Ijc loaded, otherwise 
CioseLogo results in a General Protection 
Fault. 'Windows cannot unload a window 
that doesn't exist - it's u definite naughty! 
So how can the program find out? Window^- 

Own USI:8.EXE conics to die rescue: 
Declare Funccion Findtvindow Lib 
'user' (ByVal IpClasstiKise Ls . 
ByVal IpMindeKtieroe As. Any) As 
Integer 

The lindWtndowf) API function retrieves 
the handle of the window whose class name 
and window name match the specified 
strings. (It does not search child windows.) 
Parameter ClassName points to a suing that 
contains the window's class name. 

VTindowName points to a string that 
specifies the window name (the'window's 
title). Tile function returns die handle of the 
window that has the specified class name 
and window name if .successful. Otherwise, 
it is 0. Hence, die proper way for the 

program to unload die DLL logo window is: 
IE FindWindov.-("TclLogo', •cBLogo') > 
0 Th=a ClosaLogo 

to prevent an error if it's not there. 
Now that we've got the hang of using 

'string hullers' and passing string poimers 
indiscriminately As Any, consider this: 
Declare Function KegsggeDLX, Lib 
■•Utility.oil- {EyVai IpHsg As Any, 
Fy/aL raLsn As Integer. ByVal- ascrlype 
As;integer, ByVel btnTypa As 
Integer, ByVal IpHneias As Any, ByVel 
hLsn As Integer, SyVa.! Kc As Dong) 
As Integer 

of which the Rascal equivalent in the DIJLis: 
function HessBgeDU-flpMsg: PChar; 
ntLen, ESgType, btnrype: Integer; 
IpKnajiBT PChar; hLan: Integer; Hot 
lonclnt): Xnceger; export: 

Can you work out which parameters are 
strings, and which specify die sizes of these 
strings? MessageDUO provides an 
alternative to Visual Basic's MsgBoxf) 
function having more options and buuons. 
An example is shown in Figure 4. The 
extensions are worth, summarising: 

Die message to be displayed Ls passed as 
IpNlsg, its length as niLen. Ihus far, die 
function is not too dilferent Lmm VB 
Msg Box 0 used as a function. The deviations 
are msglype aftd btnTpe. which are 
separate and not Orred together into one 
number. .\iso IpHname, specifying a help 
file name with or without optional path (if 
no path then Windows directory is 
assumed): iiEen as the iengdi oflpHnanie, 
and He, specifying the context numfier of 
the help topic to display. 

These must be supplied even if no help 
button is required, but can be blank as in: 

x •— KesssgBuLLti'tagB, 
0. 0, CLng(b)j 

Len(Ksc3}. Si, 

x = KessaaeOLLiKsgS, Len (!'agS |, 64, 
8, 'cSutils-hlp', 11, CLngtlioOl)) 

where btrilype = S specifies 'OK? plus 
'Help' bunons. In which case die help file 
name is assigned to the DLL's internal Rascal 
equivalent of the 'heipnanie' property for its 
"application object"', whereupon it can then 

Penjic TLc t'losiSj msgTyp^: 
Value Style r.ibe 
0 Ifesa of DLL In fitle 

bar. no icon V3 no icon 
16 ■Error' in title bar-. 

red 'X' icon V3 'STOP* 
52 'Confirra' in title 

bar, bine ■?' icon '■J3 Query ■43 •iteming* in title bar 
yellow '!' icon '/B: EKclamatic-n 

54 'Infonasticn' in icicle 
bar, blue 'i' icon '/B Infansatiot 

Pezisii ta t i Cus, btr.Tyue? 
Value Style Like 
0 OK '■JB OK 1 OK. Cancel 'IB SK, Cancel 2 Abort, Retry, Ignore VB: Abort, Retry, Ignore 
3 Yes, .'to. Cancel V3 Yes, !lo. Cancel 
4 Yes. So VB Yes, Ko 

Retry, Cancel VB Retry, Cancel 

Exzsxslons co fctnType, non-VB: 
6 Cancel 
1 Cancel, Help 
8 OK, Help 
5 OK. Csncei, Help 
10 OS, All, Cancel 
11 Yes, lib. Help 
12 Yes, So, Cancel. Helo 
13 Yes, So, Ail 
14 Yes, So, All, Help 
15 Yes, lio. All, Cancel 
16 OK, Ignore 
17 OK, Ignore, Help 
18 Yes, So, Ail, Cancel, r elp 
19 Aport, Retry, Jonere, 1- alp: 
Setor/is: 
1 0". pressed } 
2 Cancel pressed 1 
s Abort prssssd } A Hetry pressad ) like VB 5* Ignore pressed > 
s Yes, pressed ) 
7 So- pressed 1 3 AIL pressed extension 

Rgure 4. A 
custom DLL 
routine as an 
alternative to 
Visual Basic's 
MsgBoxQ 
function with 
extensions, 
IneiutHng a 
'Help' button. 

finnfitm 

This is the message for MessagcDLL'as-a 'confrirnation' 
) fqueig). 

With'a second line below 

Ye. 
, li. 

Ho 
] Efi 

encei Ail 
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IraxH'Strina .El 
Enler text in bdov^r 
[lirm'n^; 1 

■■— i r ".". -=^1 , 011. | ( 

Figure 5. Smarter atternalive to the 
standard Visual Basic InputBoxSO 
function, courtesy of a custom DLL. 

simply call up the topic by reference to its 
context number when the 'Help' button is 
clicked. Well it works, anyway 

Alternative InputBox 
A "made up" lopuiBosSQ tvas already 
covered in Pan 2 as a \ast improvement 
over the conventional tine. As a variation, 
b I llJTYDIX possesses one too, witlt one 
essential difference. Bear in mind that, 
following what was said already about string 
buffers; because ir 'returns' a string, 
InpuiDLLO must be passed a folly 
dimensioned string, not an empty one. 
Declare Funccicsn. IrgaCDLL Lib 'usil- 
ity.dll' (ByVal IpCeption As Any. 
ByVal cLsn As 2nCs-g=r, ByVal 
IpProspt As Any, 2y;/sL As 
lutegei, Sv'/ei ipValue As Any, SyVeX 
vSise As Integer) As Integer 

Riscil definition: 
inaction inauSLDLLflpCaptiori: PChsr; 
cLen: Iritegar; IpPrompt: FChar 
pLen: Integer; IpValue: PCher; 
vSisa: Integer); Integer; export; 

I leave it to the. reader to wotk out which 
[nrameters do what — the fxisic unfcr is 
identical to normal VB inpiiiBox?0- 
InputDIXO is a fonaion that recognises a 

zero tenninator in IpValue. the text to input, 
as it.is also provided as default text for the 
input field. The Visual Basic string pointed 
to by lp\hluc must be. dimensioned and 
filled with zero bytes: 
Dim retstr$ 

retstrS = String(255, 0) 

or cedded out with saase: 
retstrS -= "This is the .text' + 
String1235, 0} 

Thin way, the highlighted text appearing 
in the input field of the window is the right 
length, as m.Hgure 5. InpuiDLLO returns 
the length of the typed or accepted test and 
writes it to the 'string buffer' (as retstrS 
above) pointed to by IpValue. You then take 
the loft? of die contents using titis length, 
same as for the Get [Private] PrafiieSt ringO 
API fiincdon. 

Quite unlike InputBo>:$()■ however, 
liinuiDLLQ returns -1 if its-window is 
cariceiicd or closed, which should be 
trapped by code - this is so it can return an 
empty string which may actually lie valid - 
the one thing InputBoxjQ cannot do. 

Finally 
it's wonh mentioning thai IFnUTYDTJ. 
includes a few other useful tilings, three of 
which are fonqrons that can simply fie read 
as numeric values. These include: 

Declare Function GetTJiskSize Lib 
"aiiiity.dil" (ByVal DrivelD .As Integer) As 
Long 

Keturns total size in bytes of specified 
drive number, where 0 = current. 1 = drive 
A, 2 — B. 3 = C, etc. Returns -1 if error. 

Declare Function GetDiskFree lib 
"utility.dU" (ByVal DrivelD As Integer) As long 

Returns number of free Iiytes on sjjedfieti 
drive number, where 0 = currehr, 1 = A, 2 
= B, 3 = C, and so on. Returns -1 if error. 

Declare Function Drivelype Lib "uiility.dll" 
(ByVhl DrivelD As integer) As Long 

DrivelD spedfies which drive- is to be 
determined (0 = drive A, 3 = drive B, 2 = 
drive C, and so on). Returns a type number 
siiecibing remove-able (floppy), fixetl (hatd) 
or network, or-1 if error. 

Declare Function CopyFileDateTime Lib 
"utilitv-.dir (Bv-Niil IpFilei As Any. ByShi 
IpFile2 As Any) As Integer 

Transfers the DOS date-time stamp of 
filcspec at IpRiel to replace that pointed to 
by ipFile2. Strings at IpFtleX. must he zero 
terminated Returns Tate (-1) if OK, False 
(0) if error. 

Declare Function WriteFileDateTime Lib 
"utility.dir (By\hl IpFiie As Any. ByVal 
ipDatelime As Any) As integer 

Overwrites DOS date-time-stamp of 
files|>sc at IpElle with a replacement date- 
time cot let 1 ;is Visual Basic internal floating 
point date-time value, and provided in 
suing form, e.g. StrS (CDblfNow)). Bo tit 
strings must l>ezero terminated. Returns 
True (-1) if OK. False (0) if errtir. fiver 
noticed how a compicte set of installation 
files for a conunerdal application all have 
the same date and time to the nearest 
second? Now you know! 

Next month, a slight retrograde step- 
Visual Basic for DOS? 

t( ytxi.can fimJ.»use fix trtlinYOU und would Utit 
a cdjjy.'of thts aiia olhe« uscM atkhqn modules tcir 
Visual Basic 3 please apply piivatoV lo the authot, 
TOBaX 5773. laimfen 'Essex SSISW, 
Maptin ttccironlcs plc and it associales camxrt be 
held responsftle 'or the acconicy of ieli-dxTrty m 
oOtetwtee o{ sucli (nforina lion oruWiUes 
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Telephone 

Donald Train 

at Fox Publishing 

0181 869 8410 

The best things come 

in small packagej 

VAT BXC 

I 

Only 

£80 

Oscilloscopes are becomingsmallerand lighter; 
Now Pico Technology brings you the latest 
development, the osziFOX hand held scope. 
Despite its small size, its it provides the uitimals in 
performance can match tlial of a ponability and flexibiilty. 
service oscilloscope. With As with the rest of die Pico 
sampling rates of up to 20 MS/s, Technology range, the PC link 
even signals in toicroproccssor gives the osziFOX the edge: 
circuits can be measured. the ability to print and save 
The osziFOX is ideai for taking waveforms is Just one 
measurements in amplifiers', example, 
digital circuits, telephone Complete price £98.11 
insiallations, bobby electronics, including-VAT+.P&P (UK), 
production line tests and on-tiie- cables and software included, 
spot measuring. 

ai— 
Pico Technology Limited, Broadway House, 
149-151 St. Neots Rd, Hardwick, Camhridge, CB3 7QJ 
Tel: 01954-211716 Fax:01954-211880 
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Ian Berry continues his circuit description. 

Pulse bits 
JTic input video signat is 
terminated by R3 to ensure the 
correct operating level. 1C1 is a 
sync separator which removes 
the video infomiation and 
extntcis the timing information. 
This consists of hoiizontaf sync, 
used in die damp and sample- 

and-hold, venical sine, used to 
generate the blanking signal, 
and a burst gate signal. The 
burst gate signal, as its name 
suggests, is present only where 
die reference colour burst 
occurs in the video waveform. 
Hits is useful as it produces a 
pulse which occurs after 
horizontal svnc but before the 

stan of the line video 
information. (Figure 9) This 
burst gate signal is inverted by 
1C4B and used to discharge the 
rectifier hold capacitor at the 
start of each line of video. Thus 
the level held from the 
previous line Is lost and will not 
affect the next line to be 
measured. The horizontal sync 
pulse is inverted fay 1C4A 
before being used fay the ramp 
generator. IC1 also gives a 
vertical sync pulse. By itself this 
is too narrow* to be used as 
vertical blanking so it is used to 
trigger die first half of 1C3, a 
dual monostable multivibrator. 
The time period of this half of 
!C3 is set by C4iR6 to give an 
output pulse about l.5mS in 
length. The trailing edge of this 
pulse will occur just after die 
start of the visible pan of the 
picture at die top of the 

CH! V 
8.000 

e.ooo 

OSCILLOSCOPE LIVE: CKQP 

4.000 
Figure 9. 
Timing 
relationship 2.000 
between 
Horizontal 
Sync and Burst 0.000 
Fla^ pulses. 
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J 
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6.000 

4.000 

2.DD0 

0.000 

0.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 
—2.000 
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screen. This pulse edge is used 
to trigger tlie.second lialf of 
JC3 die period of which Is set 
by C3.'T(5 to be just less than 
the duration of the active trame 
of prcrure. The output of the 
second half of IC3 Is used, to 
gate tiff the display during the 
venical interval where there is 
no active jiavaeMovsnmon. 
The reset input of tG3B is held 
high by R7. Provision is made 
to take this pin to ground with 
an external switch. The effect 
of this is to gate-off the display 
not only during the vertical 
interval, but during the active 
pi cm re as well, thus removing 
the display completely. 

The ramp generator is a 
simple integrator formed by 
IC5a and C6. The value of C6 is 
chosen so that the ramp is one 
video line long, about oOgs 
(Figure! 0). Horizontal sync 
pulses arc applied to die gate 
of TR1 which switches R9 
across Co during die line sync 
perioct. This discharges C6 
ready for the start of the nest 
line whereupon another rising, 
ramp is generated. Incidentally, 
if RIO is connected to -3V 
instead of +5V the ramp will 
fall instead of rise. ICJb 
amplifies the ramp signal by 
alxiut twice or so and R13 and 
R14 set the tic conditions of 
the ramp signal at pin 7 of 
lC5b. Vatying die ratio of these 
two resistors, ant! hence the dc 
level at pin 5 of JC5fa- will move 
the whole level display to die 
left or to the right on die 
monitor screen. The amplified 
ramp signal is applied to all 
three positive inputs of the 
comparator. 

Vertical sync pulses from ICi 
are used hy IC3 ro generate a 
blanking signal. [C3 is a dual 
monostable. The first half 
extends the vertical sync pulse 
such that the falling edge at pin 
7 occurs just after the start of 
the picture information at the 
top of the picture. This is used, 
to trigger the second half of 
1C3, the period of which Is set 
by R5 and C9 to be more or 
less during die picture 
infomiation occurring from the 
top of the piccure.to die 
bottom. So the blanking signal 
Serves to make sure the 
measurement display is only 
present during the active part 
of the picture- 

VideO bits 
The input video signal Is also 
applied to the input of the 
video damp circuit of JC2. This 
circuit is in the form of a 
sample and hold circuit. Within 
the 1C Is an analogue switch 
under the control of the clamp 
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pulse input. During the naive 
part of the line (damp pulse 
high) the input video is passed 
through C2 to an internal 
amplifier. When the damp 
pulse is low, pin 2 of the 1C is 
disconnected from the input of 
the amplifier and taken to a 
fixed dc lev-el set by the 
reference voltage on pin 3. 
"When the damp pulse again 
goes high, pin 2 is again 
connectc<l to the input of the 
amplifier. In this way the voltage 
on the pin 2 side of C2 is re- 
established at the stan of each 
line. C2 is fed frnrh a low 
impedance source (the 73fJ 
termination) and is small 
enough in value to be relatively 
immune to changes in the input 
DC. The amplifier within IC2 
lias a very high input 
impedance so that the small 
value of C2 will not affect die 
low frequency response of the 
video signal. Tne negative input 
of this amplifier is brought our 
to pin 1. and this may he used 
to set the overall gain of tile 
drcuic. The net effect of the 
damp circuit is to give a video 
signal where the most negative 
parr of the sync signal is always 
sat at OV (ft is jxtssiblc to make 
die bottom of sync sit at a 
different dc by changing die dc 
input at pin 3). 

The damped video is 
rectified by Dl. This BAR2S is 
chosen to hare as small a 
forward voltage drop as 
possible. The quoted figure is 
4l0mV and as dte video level at 
this point is about 2V peak-to- 
peak this gives a sync pulse of 
about 0.6V peak-to-peak which 
means thai dte upper bit of dte 
sync pulse will l>e included. This 
in turn means that the 
measurement of the video 
signal will extend all the way- 
down to black level. C13 
smoothes the rectified signal. 
Too targe a value at this point 
will result in an average reading 
rather dun a peak reading, and 
small areas of overexposure will 
not lie indicated. TR2 is rumcd 
on by die BF signal which 
occurs just after the horizontal 
sync signal to discharge €13 so 
that it can commence to charge 
again from zero during the next 
line; Fig. 8 shows the tiriie 
relaiTonsliip fietween the two 
pulses. If this were not done, 
C13 would simply retain the 
maximum value reached at any 
point in the picture; ICS is an 
analogue switch working as a 
sample and hold circuit. Jt is 
operated by the horizontal sync 
pulse which occurs just iiefore 
die BF pulse used to discharge- 
CIS- It serves to pass die ciiarge 
on €13 onto CI4 where ills 

Figure 10, 
Ramp signal 
generation 
waveforms. 
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held during the sync, and 
blanking period. Figure 11 
shows how part of the sync 
pulse is widiin the measuring 
range, and also that the output 
of the sample and hold circuit 
(the bottom trace) is a dc level 
corresponding to the whitest 
pan of the staircase of die 
upper trace. The input signal at 
this point is colour bars which 
liave a series of steps from 
black level to peak white as can 
be seen in Figure 11. 

The dc level on €14 is 
amplified by IC5c the gain of 
vvliich Is selected such that die 
black to white display takes up 
about V« of the screen width. 
R23 and R24 serve to set the DC 
offset of the signal at pin 14 of 
lC5c. This signal is input to dte 
negative input of the 
comparator JC6c and. together 
with the ramp signal on the 
positive input, will generate a 
pulse whose rising edge 
indiGues dte relative level of the 

video signal Use two other 
comparators, ICdaand lC6h, 
have dc on their negative-Inputs 
set by two potentiometers YR1 
and VR2. These dc levels 
together with the ramp signal 
will generate two more pulses 
whose rising edges will indicate 
the black cursor and die vvitlte 
cursor. The fixed dc levels from 
dte potentiometers means that 
dte cursor bars will, not move 
irrespective of die video level, 
but may lie sec to a preset 
position on die screen. There is 
no means of setting the span of 
the video indicating bar (i.e. 
how far to left and right dte start 
and finish extends). Caiibraiion 
is performed by moving the 
cursor bars to pasitions found 
to he black level and white level 
by applying a known video 
signal. Figures 12 and 13 show 
typical comparator outputs for 
the two cursors in relation to 
the ramp waveform. 

Hie pulses from die 
comparatiir are too loitg to use 
directly. They extend from die 
point at which the comparator 
changes state to the end of the 
current 'IV line. This would give 
a very wide white block 
beginning at the black cursor bar 
and extending over the rest of 
the picture. In ucxler to generate 
a chin liar the comparator pulses 
are differentiated by €9/1117, 
CIQR1S, and Cn/R19 
respectively, R33, R34, ami R35 
are the pull up resistors required 
by the output circuitry of the 
comparator. Figure 1-1 shows a 
typical spike'produced after 
differentiation. The three 
differentiated spikes arc 
combined in lC7a, with the 
input damp diodes of die 
CMOS drcuit conveniently- 
doing away with the negative 
going spike; from the laJling 
edges of die comparator pulses 
- whidt are generated by the 
tailing section of the ramp 
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generator and occurs during 
ihc line sync imervaL "Die 
output of IC7a 15 used directiy 
to generate the white portion of 
the display bars, or 811 signal. 
These narrow pulses are. also 
integnuetl by R20/C12- Tlie. 
comparator action of ICTh ghes 
sharp edges to the resulting 
stretched pulse, the values of 
R20 and CI2 being chosen to 
give a stretched pulse of alxiut 
twice tire width of the pulse at 
the ouiput of !C7a. This forms 
the basis of the key signal used 
to cm the hole in the ndeo 
signal. To ensure, that the starr 
of the fill signal from IC7a is not 
last, die output of IC7a is 
combined with die output of 
the stretched pulse from ICTb 
by !C7c. Tilts will ensure that 
the hole cut in the video signal 
will start at the beginning of die 
white fill signal. This can be 
seen on die main Timing 
Diagram, Figure 5. see part i. 

At this point the pukes from 

die comparator, and the 
stretching gates of IC7, will 
extend throughout the whole of 
the video signal, including the 
vertical blanking. Although this 
would not bo displayed by the 
monitor, it could upset the 
tinidwse circuits and give 
picture roiling or other 
distortions. Accordingly, die 
verticil blanking signal 
generated byIC3 Ls used to gate, 
off the key signal during the 
vertical blanking period- fC4c 
performs this function, its 
output being inverted by KMd 
to make it thecoiTect polarity 
to be used as the swltdiihg 
waveform for 1C9- It is not 
necessary to gate off the fill 
signal as with no key signal no 
extra signals will appear in the 
picrure display on the monitor. 

1C9 Is another analogue 
switch, but this tlriie a double 
dirow version. The switch from 
one input to the other is 
performed by the key signal. 

This switch input requires logic 
level and die key signal is used 
direcdy. Of the two analogue 
inputs, input one is the 
damped video signal from IC2. 
and the oilier is the white fill 
signal fmm iC7a. This fill signal 
is at logic level, OV to 5V and so 
requires attenuation and level 
shifting to make it compatible 
with the video signalit is to be 
combined with. lC5d has a gain 
of approximately a half as set by 
R2S> and R28- R25. R2fS, and R2T 
level shift the resulting pulse 
sudi that the negative part of 
the pulse is at the same level as 
the black pan of die video signal. 
The reduction in level by a gain 
of less than one sets thepositive 
nan of the pulse so be slightly 
above the whitest pan of die 
video signal. An op-amp is used 
at.this point as a high-to-low 
impedance convenor. If the 
attenuation were done by a 
simple two resistor divider 
either the values would lie so 

large as to affect die frequency 
response of the fill signal, 
making it smear horizontally, or 
so low as to load the output of 
lC7a excessively The 
combination of both black and 
white in the bars means that 
the display should then be 
visible on just about any type of 
picture contem. There are slight 
switching spikes visible on the 
final waveform but these will 
not affect the picture monitor. 

To make the output from the 
unit compatible with normal 
video inputs arid outputs 1C10 
Ls used ;ts a video line driver to 
give a 75f2 drive at the ouiput. 
This 1C is capable of driving two 
back terminated 75J2 loads so 
provision is riiade on the PCB 
ftir another 75ff output resistor, 
R32, which need not be fiuetk 

The power supply 
requirements are modest, rtfiV 
at about 40 to 50inA jier rail. 
However, die use of tic. level 
shifiiog in some of the stages, 
arid particularly die black and 
white cursor line generators 
using VR1 and VR2, do require 
the power rails to be regulated. 
ICll and IC12 are simple. 
IDOmA series regulators to set 
the power rails to ±5V The 
input voltage needs to lie 
between ±9V to ± 12V and the 
unit will work on two PP3 
batteries. Due to the mixture of 
logic switching and analogue 
circuits plenty of power supply 
decoupling Is needed, and this 
is the function of C17 to C25. 
C7 and C8 serve to keep any 
(Kivver supply rubbish off the 
preset inputs to die 
comparators from VR1 and VK2. 
Any power supply ripple at this 
point would niake the fixed 
cursor lines fuzzy 

In use 
Tlie unit's video output should 
be more or less die same level 
as its input to within a few 
percent but as this should only 
lie displayed on a monitor, and 
not recorded or used in other 
applicauons, this is not oridcaL 
Any video signal can be used at 
the input and its level displayed 
on a monitor, however, due to 
die nature of the sync separator 
used to extract timing 
inforrnation, signals with less 
dian perfect sync pulses will 
cause a slight jitter in die 
displayed lines of the level 
display. Off-air signals (frarii the 
BBC etc.) and pardculariy 
signals from VHS tapes will 
show this efFc-ci. but signals 
from video cameras etc and 
more professional off-tape 
pictures (Betacam, for example) 
should not. 
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Changing 
component values 
Several of die corajxmenis can 
be adjusted to 'customise' the 
display to an extent. VR1 and 
VTII will allow the tv.-o cursor 
lines to i>e positioned more or 
less anywhere across the 
picture on the monitor. 
Changing the value of R12 will 
change the overall width of die 
display. Reducing the value of 
RI2 will reduce die-height of 
the ramp signal which will 
increase the width of the 
display components. The 
display cotilt! be reduced to less 
dian half die screen width., for 
example. Bear in mind that as 
the display is made narrower, 
the resolution of video level will 
be reduced. Varying R13 or R1-1 
will move the entire display 
across the screen to the left or 
right- If R12 is cltanged it is 
likely that RI3 or Rl-I will also- 
require changing. Be?,-a re of 
increasing the gain of IC5b too 
much, or adding too much 
offset fay varying R13 or Rll, as 
this may cruse the Ramp 

waveform to become clipped at 
either the positive or negative 
ends. This would give non 
linear measurement results. 
Tncreasing the value of RI7, 
R18, and R19 will give thicker 
bars in the display These need 
not be:scf to the same value. 
The cursor bars could lie left 
thin and the video level bar 
made thicker for example. 
Changing the value of R20 will 
change the ratio of white and 
black in die display bats. The 
black pan can be made thicker 
or thinner as required. This will 
not affect the thickness of die 
white part of the bars. Changing 
the components around IC5c 
wilt have much the same, effect 
as changing the components 
around IC5b, except that now- 
only the video level bar will be 
affected. Reducing the gain at 
this point will change the width 
of die video level bar between 
the cursors but will also reduce 
the level resolution. Increasing 
or decreasing the value of R29 
will change the gain oflC5d 
which will change die video 
level of die white pan of the 

Figure i5. Coloni Bars wth s»JOerimposed tfisplay 

display. It could lie made 
'whiter titan white' or reduced 
to some value to give grey. R25 
would also require tweaking to 
maintain the black part of the 
display at black level. Beware of 
setting the white bars to too 
high a level, as this will give 
problems in the video line 
driver, ICIO, and also possibly in 
the monitor picture. Finally, 
slight changes in R30 will allow 
setting the output level to 
exactly match the input level if 
this Is thought necessary-, lb 
increase the output level 
beyond the IV peak-to-peak 
value, a resistor can be added 
between ICIO pin 2 and 
ground. However, as die power 
rails are only ±5V ICIO will 
soon clip die Output waveform 
if the gain is increased ton far. 

Calibration 
The ideal way to calibrate the 
unit is to use a video signal 
whose exact level is known- 
Colour Bars or a greyscale step 
signal are to l>e preferred - 
preferably cdibtared with a 
standard oscilloscope or 

waveform monitor. (Fig.15) 
Calibration consists of inputting 
a sync signal with no video 
information (a black signal) and 
setting the black cursor bar with 
VR2 to coincide with the video 
level bar. These should both be 
near the left side of the picture. 
Change die input to a known 
video rest signal calibrated as 
above and set VRl, which 
controls the white cursor bar. to 
coincide with the video level 
bar which should now be near 
the right side of the picture- 

Without a verifiable test signal 
calibration, is a licde more 
difficult. Tnc best way to 
proceed in this case is with a 
video camera. Connect the unit 
to die video from the camera. 
Check the camera produces n 
picture through the unit and 
then apply the lens cap. Tills 
must be a iight-proof type and 
not a translucent type used for 
white balance in some cameras. 
Tills should give a fairly 
accurate black signal. Use VR2 
to make the black cursor bar 
and the video level bar coincide 
as above. Setting the.vvliite, level 
is somewhat more difficult. Set 
the camera to shoot an exterior 
picture which Includes a fair 
amount of sky. Choose.a day 
with Eiidy broken clouds. Open 
the camera iris until the clouds 
disappear and die sky becomes 
a tinilbrm white colour. Now 
close the iris again until the 
clouds reappear. At dtis point 
the exposure is more or less 
Correct and, providing die 
camera gives a standard IV 
peak to (leak signal the white 
pan of the sky should be at 
peak white. Set die white 
cutsor bar with VRI to coincide 
with the highest indication of 
the video level ban In Fig. 16 
the side of the house is In 
sunlight and Is actually at a 
higher video level than die Sky, 
Details otthe pattern in the 
rendering can just he seen on 
rhc screen so die white cursor 
bar can be set to coincide with 
this part of die display. 
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Construction Notes 
figure 17 shows a suggested 
PCB Layout together with Figure 

■i8, wliich is a component 
overlay. Thene should be no 
problems with constiuction 
cither with the .suggested PCB 
layout or with another design. It 
is even ppssilale to build the 
circuit on Veraboard, if desired. 
The main problem to watch out 
for concerns the input to IC2, 
the clamp circuit, and the input 
and output of the snmple-and- 
hold circuit, ICS. Both these 
points are fairly high impedance 
pans of the circuit, and PCB 
tracks, orVeroboard strips. 

should be as short as possible 
to avoid pickup of external 
signals or crosstalk front other 
parts of the board. Both these 
problems would give rise to 
measurement errors. 

If you use the suggested 
board layout take care to insen 
die ICs die correct way up as 
ICs 8 and 10 are up-slde-down 
in relation to the ttther ICs. i 
know tills gives me a problem 
as I tend to design board 
layouts with the ICs all the same 
way round, and then insert the 
components on autopilot. In 
tills case the board layout 
required these two ICs to stand 
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Figure 18, PCB Component overlay. 

on their heads. The prototype 
board has the ICs soldered in 
but it makes rather more sense 
to use IC sockets, if possible. 

Tile power supply 
requirements are ijuice modest . 
With ±9V the unit should draw 
about 40 to 50mA maximum 
from each rail. Hvo Alkaline PP3 
liattenes will power it for a little 
white, but switch-off when not 
in use. A multi-pole, switch 
could lie used to bypass the 
video signal wheri die unit Is 
not powered in order that the 
picture can still be seen on die 
monuor. The two series 
regulators are rated.at 100mA 

each which Is more than 
adequate, but beware of 
applying too high a power 
supply voltage as it is possible 
to exceed die power rating of 
die regulator, while still only 
drawing the 40 or 50mA or so 
required by the circuit. Any 
oii/oIT indicators or other lamps 
or IJiDs are best connected to 
the unregulated power rails. 
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European Commission Launches 
1998 European IT Prize 
The EtifUiJcan 
Commission 
lias announctsi 
(he launch of 
the 1998 
liiropean IT 
Prize-a 
,4460,000 
award schenie 
designed to 
encourage IT 
innovtation 
across Euro|)e Hie programme is run by the 
Commission in conjunction tviih Euro^CASE — the 
European Gbundl of Applied Sciences and 
Engineering. 

Now in its fotinh year the prize ainis to raise the 
profile of Euroj>e in Inftirmarion Technology, a 
markeiplace often dominateti by the Nonh 
American and Asia-Pacific regions. 

The European IT Prize will ire awarded to 
comjjanies who liave the most novel pnxkicts with 
a lilgh IT content and evident market potential. The 
product must be a demonstrable prototype and, if 
already marketed, it should have been introduced 
into die market.after 1st June, 1996. 

Up to three grand prizes of almost .£130,000 each 
will be awarded to the overall winners and a further 
25 ninncrs-up prizes of,£3.300 will also fie awarded. 

One such irihovuiive product was lite 
ModeLMaker from UK based company 3D Scanner's 
which was a Grand Prizewinner io 1996. "Die 
ModeLMaker product was the first handlield device 
dial cm accurately mid quickly, scan physical objects 
to make colour 3D computer mcxlels. 

Tile closing date for appliaitions is 28j\pril 1998, 
by mail to the European IT PrizefEum-CASF. office, 
28, Rue Sauit Dominique. 75007 Paris. 
Alternatively, all information is available on the 
Web at www. i t-pii ze. org. 

Swatch Talk Is the Talk of the 
Trendwatchers at CeBIT 
The first Swatch with an integrated telephone, 
introduced at the CeBit teleconimuniciiioas show 
in Germany dits month, was awartled the TJest of 
Show Award' by Byte Magazine. 

"Swatch Tilk continues the tradition at Swatch of 
cutting edge technology with dynamic, tun design," 
Slid, Nicolas Hayek, CEO of Swatch. "N'owy the next 
time my watch tells me it is time to call someone, I 

stodicn 

-r, 

need look no fttniier. A flick of the wrist and I'm 
connecteti with two xititl accessories - a Swatch arid 
a telephone - rolled into one.' 

Swatch Talk Is the latest addition to a history of 
cominuous innovation. In 1991, Swatch introduced 
Swatch the Bee]), the lint pager in a watch, it wits 
followed in 1997 by Swatch the Beep Midi, the 
workl's smallest pager intcgnued into a Swatch. For 
further information, check: www.sviatch.com. 

Intel Demonstrates Technology 
to Power a Billion PCs 
lute! senior vice president Dr. AJIxar Vu demonstrated 
iwocessnr technologies that will power a future in 
which the world is connected by over a billion Intel 
architecture PCs and more than a hundred million 
servers at CeBIT, lasr month in Hanover, Germany, 

"One billion connected PCs will lead to a new* 
world of innovation, driving the development of 
applirations ranging from visual electronic business 
solutions for corporate users, to new forms of 
enicnainment and communications for consumers," 
said Dr. Yu. 

In his speech, Dr. YLt presented die evolution and 
future of the Intel microprocessor and platform in 
several lechnofqgy demoasirauons largeting.basiness 
and cons umer apjiliCatinns. Dr. Yu demonstrated one 
of die fastest Fuel processors ever shown which, 
when ilTtnxhiced, will 
power desktop PCs 
and volume servers 
and workstations, 
Tiiis processor based 
on iheP6 micro 
architecture, contains 
the design headroom 
to achieve more 
jxwvcrftil systems in 
the future. 

for the fust time in 
Europe, Dr. Yu 
showed a simulation of Intel's IA-64 technology, 
which will be used in Intel's forthcoming Merced 
processor, scheduled for production on Intel 0.18- 
micron process technology in 1999. Dr. Mj 
demonstrated how LA-64 processor tedrnology uses 
a new design phifosophy called Explicitly Parallel 
Instruction Computing (EPIC) dut overcomes the 
jierfomiance limiLS of traditional processor 
architectures, while maintaining full corapalibility 
with software that runs on Intel's 32-bit processors. 

Dr. Yu also demonLStnited die Intel Celeron 
processor for the basic PC market segment, 
scheduled for introduction in April 1998. 

The. Celeron 
processor will bring 
the superior floating 
point and multimedia 
performance of the 
P6 micrn architecture 
to low-cost Basic PCs. 
Intel, the world's 
largest chip maker, is 
also a leading 
manuftiCturer of PC, 
networking and 
communications 
produces. For further 
information, check; 
www.intel.com. 
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Maplin Appoints Retail 

Operations Director 
Mapiin hits appointed Grabarn Cnldwell as 
retail ojierations director, takinj! overall 
responsibiiirj' for tl\e company's 48 higb 
street outleLS anil three superstores. 

Mr Cakiwell (39) brings to Maplin 
extensive senior level retail experience. His 
career spans mamgemem positions at Office 
1.The Business Superstore, Texas Homecare, 
tlie Rejecr Shop and Salev\ay Foodsrores. 

'ITic role of retail operations dLrecror is a 
new one, and has been created following 
Maplin's substantial investment in its retail 
portfolio. Of tlie company's 51 retail 
outlets, 23 are either new or have been 
refined in the last two years, reaecung the 
company's focus on rite growth 
opjaortunities offered by its retail ami, 

"Maplin's range and wide appeal means 
rhat it occupies a tmkjue place in liigb street 
and ouHif-town retail," said Air Cakiwell. 
"My brief fe to capitalise on the many 
opj^onunities available to us, and one of my 
first steps wiii be to oversee a rccniiuuent • ; 
and development programme which targets, 
attracts and retains top peribrmers at store 
management Icwei and below." 

Maple @ Maplin 
Maplin lias signed an agreement with Maple 
Computers which will sec the development 
of Maple showrooms throtigliout the 
chain's high street stores. As pan of a 
forward looking partnersliip, the rex? 
comixinies have joined forces in a bid to 
make buying computer technology even 
easier for she consumer; Maplin sales staff 
will be fully in lined in using the equipmcht, 
which means that customers will have die 
advantage of trying out hardware and 
multimedia products Isefott they buy. 

The Tmrnduction of the "Maple @ Maplin' 
initiative coincides witli die launch of 
Maplin's mail order atuilogue on CD-ROM 
fbrmaL Showroom installatidns will Ik 
coinnieted by September, so in order to 
ensure that customers get die diancc to 
'play' with the new catalogue. Maple 
computers have been specially set up for 
demonstration in all the Maplin stores. 

Maple, pan of Canada's largest privately 
owned PC manufacturer, Is one of the UK's 
fastest growing PC integrators. 

T ( 

Cordless Clarity At Maplin 
Recently approved for use-in the UK by the 
DTTs Radio Contmunicacions Agency, the 
eight new chiinricls allocated lietween 
31 MHz to 39MHz for cordless phones have 
been proved to make a marked difference 
to line; clarity, according to tests carried out 
in Ireland, Holland and Spain. 

Purchasers of new cordless phones Irani 

m 
*• 

d-v 
v ' 

s r- ~ •: 

'Clearsound lBOO',Mapllo Order 
Code NL99H, £51.99 Including VAT. 

Maplin will benefit significantly from clearer 
communication. The latest range has 
models wbidi reraii from prices under £50, 
all of which offer high specifications which 
conform to the new ffequencics. 

In the past, a cordless phone was vinuaiiy 
unusable outside a 40m range. Users can 
now move up to 75m aw-.iy from the source 
and still have an extremely dear tine, with 
barely audible interference. In fact, the 
signal is so good that at 40m the connection 
is as dear as that of an actual land line. 

Other sources of potential interference 
around the home are fluorescent lighting 
and refrigerators. However, with die new 
frequendes, these household havards no 
longer pose a problem, making directional 
interference a thing of die past. 

PCs Get 

Extended 
Life At 

Maplin 
An estimated 80.000.000 " 
PCs Eurojie-wide are at risk from 
the year 2000 problem. Given that 
solutions need to be considered sooner 
nuher dian later, then the latest piece of 
software from Maplin - Prove It 2000' - 
maybe the answer (order code Ev02C price 
£-34.99 including VAT). 

Prove ft 
300Er 

A recent independent survey rated the 
2000 test product number one out of 16 
tested, it is suitable: ftir use on all IBM 
compatible PC Imrdware, comprising a 
Single diskette which runs from the floppy 
disk tirive. 'this ensures liiat it does not 
interfere with die operating system or hard 
drive applications. 

The user Is guided through eight simple 
test which include checking die real time 
clock, the BfOS and the operating system, 
as well as leap year and non-leap year 
compliance. Additionally, a hardware report 
gives a dear indication of'pass or fail, with 
full explanation of each test. In many ctses, 
the BIOS problem will be automatically fixed. 

The disk also contains a help file with 
additional telephone and web site 
addresses. Technical support and advice is 
supplied by Softbank Services Group. 

SMA and SMB Sub 

Miniature Coaxial 

Connectors 
Two new- ranges of 50\Vfi miniature RF 
coaxial connectors have been recently 
introduced by Maplin. 

Manufoctured by Vitelec Eiecironics, the 
SMA and SMB connectors are specially 
designed for telecommunications, 
insmrmcntation and other high frequency 
appL'cations. They are particularly useful in 
situations where space is limited and low 
VSWR is iifipdhant. 

m 

SMA Type. 

SMB Typo. 

The use of brass bodies and FTFE 
insulators make these connectors more cost- 
efiecttve than their stainless steel 
counterparts. The SNt\ range is nickel plated 
and used at frequencies up to 12,4GHz, 
wliile the SMB scries is gold-plateti and 
operates 1153 to 4Gliz. Both products hive 
minimuni marings. of500 cycles and utilise 
gold-plated pins and contacts, and are. 
available in cable fixing, pane) mounting and 
PCB mounting varieties. 

A selection of pre-iaminarcd arid fully 
tested coaxial assemblies are also available, 
including a range of SMA microwave 
assemblies that are.supplied with an 
individual jjerfomiance plot and can 
operate up to I8GH2. mni'.-i 

FW more informaUon store to^Udgs and 
maii.ofiter details. telephone 01702 554002 
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Ray Marston looks at a miscellaneous 
collection of security circuits in this 

penultimate episode of the series. 

j osi of die previous 
episodes of this series 

I have eadi looked at a 
specific class or trpe of electronic 
security drcuit. Tiiis month's 
episode looks at a miscellaneous 
collection of security circuits 
that can be used in the home, 
in commerce or industry, but 
which'do nor fit into any of the 
sjjec.ific classes of circuit 
described in earlier chapters. 
These circuits include ones tliat 
are activated by die presence of 
a liquid, steam, or gas, 1 >y sound, 
by the failure of ac power 
supplies, by die close or near 
proximity of a person or object, 
by a human touch, or by die 
breaking of an ultrasonic beam. 

Liquid- and Steam- 
Activated Circuits 
Basic Principles 
and Circuits 
Utpiid- and steam-activated 
circuits have several practical 
applications inThe home and in 
industry. Uquid-activated 
circuits can lie made to sound 
an alarm or activate a safety 
nieaianism when die water in a 
bath, a cistern or the liquid in a 
tank or vat reaches, or exceeds, 
(or fails below) a preset level, or 
when flooding occurs in a cellar 
ortxiscmcnt, or when an impact 
wave is generated as a peoson 
or object Hills into a swimming 
pool or tank, etc. Steam 
activated circuits can be made 
to sound an alarm or activate a 
safety median ism when, high- 

pressure steam escapes from a 
valve or fractured pipe, or when 
steam emerges from the spout . 
of a ketde or container as die 
liquid readies its boiling point. 

Impure water (including rap 
water, sea. water, and most tain 
water and steam) and many 
other liquids have a fairly low 
electrical resistance, but normal 
air has an ultra-high electrical 
resistance. Consequently, one of 
the simplest electronic ways of 
detecting the presence or 
absence of conductive litptkb 
(or vapours) is to use a pair of 
metal probes as sensore, and to 
connect dieir outputs to a 
resistance-activated "switch' 
drcuit in die basic way shown 
in Figure 1. 

Here, when the liquid is in 
contact with both probes 
simultaneously the probe-to- 
probe resistance is refcstively low. ■ 
and under dils condition the 
output voltage of the resistance- 
activated switch is also low. bur 
when the liquid Is not In contact 
with both probes at the same 
time their prote-to-probe 
resistance is very high, and under 
this condition die output 
voltage of the switch is liigh. 
The drcuit's output can thus be 
used to activate an alarm or 
other device when the liquid (or 
vapour) is present or absent, or 
is above or below1 a preset level. 

In practice, the resistance 
appearing across the probes 
under the 'contact" condition 
depends on the ope of 
medium that iS being detected. 

|j -Probes- 
r 

1 

Activated 
tSwitch' 

Triqcsf 
Liquid i 

Level 

q0j Figure 1. Basic 
1 'electronic' way of 

detecting conductivo 
liquids via a pair of 

metal probes. 

, TubeX|i= Le ve r \ 

Ffoal- 

Microswitch 

Out 

-Rod 

Liquid 
—Tank 

Figure 2. Basic 
'electromechanical' 

way of detecting 
the critical level 

of a liquid. 
-Pivot 

Figure 3. 
Simple 
relay- 
output 
'liquid- 
activated' 
circuit 
operates 
when less 
than SOOh 
Is applied 
across the 
probes. 
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In the case of rain or rap water 
it may typically l>e In the range 
IkQ to IDkfi when the proites 
are lOntm apart, but in die case 
of steam or many oils die 
resistance may be several 
megohms or greater. On some 
applications, rite metal container 
or tank that holds die 
conductive liquid can act as one 
of the two meral 'contact' probes. 

Note that the above liqurd- 
detection technique is not 
suitable foruse with highh' 
vnlntlle, corrosrve, or highly- 
resistive liquids. In such cases, 
rite presence'rabsence of tite 
liquid may best lie detected by 
using an electromechanical 
metliod. sucl; as that shown in 
Figure 2, Here, rite liquid is 
contained in a sealed tank, and 
its'level is sensed by a float that 
is anchored to a pivoted lever 
that drives a rod that passes out 
of the,top of the tank da a 
close-fitting rube. The rod thus 
rises and fells in sympathy with 
tite liquid level, and activates an 
external microswitch when the 
level goes above or below some 
preset limit. 

Figure 3 shows a practical 
example of a simple non-latching 
liquid-activated drcuit that 
operate a relay when a liquid 
with a resistance of less than 
about 500kQ contacts both 
probes simuitaneousiy, e.g., 

when the water in a bath or 
cistern reaches a certain level. 
Tite circuit uses a 12\' supply, 
and the relay's RLA'l contacts 
can Ire used to activate any type 
of estenial electdca! device. 
When the probes are open- 
cirouit. Ql and Q2 are cut off 
and the drcuit consumes a 
standby current-of less than 
1 mA, but when a resistance of 
less than about SOOkfi is applied 
across the probes sufficient 
current flows in Ql'sbase to 
drive Q1-Q2 and the relay on. 

Note that the seasitivlty of she 
Figure 3 circuit can be reduced 
by simply redudng rite value of 
Rli the maximum resistive 
sensitivity is roughly l&xR!. 
and falls lielovv ISOkQ when R1 
itas a value of 10kd, and below 
60kQ at an R1 value of3k3fi. 
Conversely, the sensitivity can 
be greatly increased by raising 
the R1 value ant! using a 
super-aiphs-connected pair of 
transistors in place of Ql. 
Figure 4 shows how7 the above 
drcuit can ire modified in this 
way, so dial it can be activated 
by probe resistances of up to 
20MQ, e.g., by steam or 
Wgh-resis tance liquids. 

LIVJ1830 1C Circuits 
When in use, liquid-level deteaor 
drcuits of die simple types shown 
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Figure 4. 
Sens Hive 
relay- 
output 
iiquW- 
activated' 
clrcutt 
operates 
vrtien less 
than 20M 
Is applied 
across 
the 
probes. 
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Figure 5. Pin 
notations and 
simplified block 
diagram of the 
UMiSaO 'fluid-level 
detector* IC. 
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Figure 6. Basic LM1830 low-fluld-level warning circuit with LED 
output, using (a) separate probes and (b) a single probe. 
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Figure 7. Low-fluld-level 
warning circuit with 
700Hz tone output. 

in Figures 3 and 4 pass a small tic 
currfiu ilirough the liquid under 
tesr. In theory, this dc cuirent 
can resulLin an electroplating 
action in which metal slowly 
migrates From one probe to the 
oilier, eventually degrading the 
'source' probe. This problem 
does nor occur if an ac test 
current is used, and a dedicated 
Huid-levd detector'IC that uses 
this technique is widely 
available, at mtxlest cost. Such a 
device asTnanuiactured fay 
National Semicondunor and is 
known is die LM 1830 - Figure 5 
shows die outline and simplified 
internal circuit of the IC. 

The LMIS30 can be used to 
detected and indicate the 
presence or absence of water or. 
any other liquid that presents a 
resistance of less than IDOkQ 
between its pin-IO (detector 
input) antl pin-11 (GN'D) 
'probe' points. The IC houses 
an osdllatdr (whidi gives ac 
drive to the water-detecting 
metal probe), a 13k£7 reference 
resistor, a balance detector,.and 
(available on pin-12) an open- 
collector npn common-emitter 
output stage that can sink up to 
20mA maximum. The oscillator 
fretpiency is set via an external 
capacitor (InF gives TkMz 
operation) wired between pins 
1 and 7, and theiC can operate 
from supplies in the 9V to 25V 
range and consumes a. typical 
standby current of 5.5mA. ' 

Figure 6.shows the 1351830 
IC's basic application circuits as 
a low-liquid-level alarm with an 
LED output. Tile (a) circuit uses 
two separate probes, one of 
which is grounded, but in die 
(h) circuit - in which the liquid 
is stored in a metal tank- die 
metal storage tank is grounded 
and acts as one of the circuit's 
two 'probes'. The IC's internal 
osdllator is set at 7kHz via Cl, 
and the non-grounded metal 
probe Is taken 10 the pin-10 
"detector' input and is ac driven 
via C2 and the internal 13kfi 
reference resistor. When the 
liquid level is 'high' (Le., in 
contact with the probe) die 
probe-to-ground resistance is 
below the 13kQ reference 
value, and under this condidon 
the output LED is off. When the 
liquid level is low die probe-to- 
ground resistance is high 
(greater than the 13kW 
reference value), and under this 
condition die output LED is 
driven by a 7kHz squarewave 
signal and thus illiimihates. 

The basic Figure 6 circuit cm 
be usefully modified in a variety 
of ways, as shown in .Figures 7 to 
10. Figure 7 shows if modified to 
give an audible 700Hz tone 
output (set by Cl) into an 

inexpensive piezo sounder. 
The LM1830 IC lias a mean 

output current limit of 20mA 
maximum, and Figure 8 shows 
how the available output power 
can he boosted via ah external 
emitter-follower stage. Hie IC _ 
on be used with an external 
(rather than die internal) 
reference resistor of up to lOOkfl 
maximum (Ikfi minimum), to 

enable it to test liquids with ' 
resistance values of up to 1 OOkD. 

Figure 9 shows the circuit 
modified to give relay output 
drive via pnp emitter-follower 
Ql, by using C3 to convert the 
output-stage driving signal to 
dc. This circuit also shows 
supply-line transient protection 
given to die ICvin Rl; this 
modification is recommended 

for use in automobile circuits, 
where - under very exceptionai 
Circumstances - supply 
transients may reach peak 
values of 40V to 50V. 

Finally, Figure 10 shows die 
relay-driving circuit modified to 
give an over-level warning 
acrion (in which the relay is off 
when the liquid level Is low) by 
using npn common-emitter 
amplifier Ql as the relay driver. 

A Gas-Activated 
Alarm Circuit 
leaking highly-fiamniable gases 
suchasiso-butane, methane 
(natural or 'town' gas), 
hydrogen, and ethanol, etc., all 
present potentially explosive 
and life-threatening hazards. 
Fortunately, they can easily be 
detected - even in gas-to-air 
concentradons of less than 0.5% 
- by a simple, and easy-to-use 
device, that is readily available 
from major component 
suppliers and is known as a 
"hot-wire- gas sensor. The heart 
of this sensor is a coil of fine 
platinum wire that Is coaied 
with high temperarure oxides 
and a special catalysis. 

A hot-wire gas sensor aaually 
consists of a pair of chemiaily 
matched hot-wire elements, 
one of which Is gas-sensitive 
and is known as the 'defector', 
and the other of which is not 
gas-sensitive and is known as 
die 'compensator. In some 
cases, the matched detector 
and compensator are supplied 
as individual units, which are 
eadi enclosed within an 
individual fire-and explosion- 
proof wire mesh, and in others 
they are combined in a single 
unit and share a common 
fire/explosion-proof mesh. In 
either ease, they are meant to 
be used in die basic circuit 
shown in Figure 11, 

In figure II die compensator 
(Rl) and detector (R2) are 
wired in series to fomi a gos- 
sensitiverpotenual-dhidcr on 
one side of a NVheatstone 
bridge, R3-RVT-R4 form an 
adjustable poremial divider on 
the other.sidc of the bridge, 
and RV1 is adjusted so that Vout 
is normally zero. The 
compensator and detector have 
a low hot-wire resistance, and 
when wired as shown, and 
powered from a suitable voltage 
sou rec (typically 22V or 3V ac 
or dc), pass a current (typically 
150mA to 400mA) that raises 
the hot-wire temperature to 
about 350CC in gas-free air. 

The resistances of the 
detector and compensator both 
van1 with ambient temperature 
and humidity levels, etc., hut 
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are matched so that they vary 
equally iaboth devices, so thai, 
(v.'hen wired as shown in Figure 
11) they maintain a constant 
division ratio in the absence of 

out its voltage and current 
ratings. With thai current rating 
in mind, select it suitable 12V dc 
power supply Now - without 
wiring cite gas sensor in place - 
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Rx 
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01 
2N390'r 

,100R 
Total 

Metal lank 
Figure 8. Low-fluid-level warning circuit with external 
reference resistor and boosted audio autpuf. 

place, power the circuit up, and 
trim RV2 so that the alarm/siren 
is off. Let the unit warm up for a 
minute or two, then — using a 
high-impedance digital 
multimeter — trim RV2 so that 
pifi-2 of IC2 Is 25mV above that 
of pin-3- The unit Is now set 
and ready for use, and should 
activate the alarm if die sensor 
is lemporarily placed in a box 
and exposed to a modest 
concentration of gas (such as a 
brief scjuirt of butane gas) for 
half a minute or so- Note that 
most fiamtnabic gases arc 
heavier than air. and that in 
normal domestic situations the 
gas sensor should thus be 
mourned a few inches above 
floor level, in a position where 
it is unlikely to be damaged by 

gas. When gas is present, the 
detector's Sjiecial catalysis 
effectively, hut safely, bums die 
gas drat strays within die safety 
mesh and which surrounds the 
hot-wire, thus rasing die hot- 
wire's temperature and 
resistance, thereby reducing die 
voltage appearing on the 
detector/compensator junction 
and upsetting the balance of 
the bridge, 'ibis naion typically 
makes the circuit's Vbuc value 
fall by aliout 25mV at gas 
concentrations of4000ppm 
(= 0.4%) with methane, or 
2000ppm (= 02%) with 
Lsohutane. 

Figure 12 shows tlie circuit of 
a practical gis alarm diat is 
powered via an external 12V tic 
supply and which drives a 
ready-built, solid-state 
commercial alarm/siren unit 
under the 'alarm' condition. 
Here, the basic gas detector 
{which is similar to that of the 
Figure 11 circuit) is built around 
R2-RV2-R3-IM-R5 and is 
powered via a si able low-voltage 
dc supply derived from the 12V 
line via voltage regulator IC1, 
and lias its output fed to the. 
alarm/siren unit m voltage 
comparator iC2 and transistor 
switch Ql. The drcuit's acuon 
is such that the voltage on pin-2 
ofiC2 is normally about 25mV 
above that of pin-3 (setiable via 
RV2) under "dean air' condiflons. 
Under this condition, lC2's 
ouqSut is tow and Ql and the 
alarm/siren arc off, but the pin-2 
voltage lalls below that of pin-3 
when significant gas 
concentrations are detected, 
and under this condition IC2's 
output switches high and drives 
Ql and the alarm/siren on. 

Before starting to build the 
Figure 12 dicuit, first locate a 
suitable hot-wire gas sensor 
(order code FMS/TJ) and find 
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circuit with relay output and 
supply-transient protection. 
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build die ICI vdltage regulator ; 
section of the circuit, taking 
care to fitTCI to a beat sink thai i 
will dissipate 1W per 100mA of | 
working load current, and then i 
ixjwer it up and trim RVI so 
that (when powering a dummy - 
load) it pnxiuces the precise 
specified working voltage of the i 
gas .sensor (usually 22V of 3V). [ 

Now build the rest of the 
drcuiL fit die gas sensor in I 

Figure 10. Over-level 
warning circuit ivith 

relay output. 

passing leet or by die 
movement of furniture, etc 

A Sound-Activated 
Switch Circuit 
Prior to the advent of modem 
highly-reiiahfe PIR movement 
detectors, sound-atiivated 
alarms were widely used in 
commercial security systems. 
Most of these alarms were easily 
false-triggered by the natural 
sounds that occur inside 
buildings (such as the cracks or 
groans diat occur as a building 
cools at night or warms up in 
the morning), or sounds 
originate outside the buildings 
but are audible within them 
(such as loud traffic, aircraft 
noise or thunder). In some 
systems, the Latter problem was 
overcome by using internal arid 
external sound detectors and - 
by using sound-level 
comparison techniques - only 
activating the alarm if the 
internal sounds were louder 
than the external ones. 

Today, sound-activated alarms 
are rarely used in security 
systems, but sound-activate 
switches are widely used. They 
are used mainly as relay-driving 
■precautionary warning' devices 
that switch on a security light 
and/or a pre-recorded, 'verbal 
warning' message, or activate a 
sound- or video-recorder 
system whenever a suspicious 
sound is heard in a protected 
area, in most of these sound- 
activated switches, the sounds 
are picked up via a cushion- 
mounted electret microphone 
insert (which thus responds 
mainly to air-conducted - ratlier 
than structure-conducted — 
sounds) and the resulting signals 
are then amplified, converted to 
dc via a rectifier and filter, and 
then fed to a non-latching relay- 
driver via a special signal- 
conditioning circuit. 

Figure 13 shows a practical 
relay-driving.sound-activated 
switch circuit chat is powered 
from a 12V dc supply. Here, the' 
cushion-mounted electret 
microphone insert is powered 
from a stable 4.7V supply 
derived from die -F12V line via 

Figure 11- Basic 
gas tfetector circuit 
using 'hot-wire' gas 
sensors. 
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Zeher diode ZD 1, mid has its 
output amplified by common- 
emitter amplifier Qi and then 
passed on to the pm-3 input of 
the* 3140 op-amp \ia C3-R3- Die 
3140 op-amp can respond to. 
input signals all the way down 
to zero volts, and in this circuit 
is used in the open-loop voltage 
comparator mode and acts as a 
super-effidem high-gain signal 
rectifier that has its 'threshold' 
level (and thus the circuit's 
sensitivity) fully variable from 
zero to -r200mV via RVJ. The 
diodes D1-D2 act as damps that 
limit the pin-3 peak-to-peab 
sigoa! amplifuiics to safe values, 
and must lie germanium or 
Schottky (rather thab. silicon) 
signal diodes. 

In Figure 33. n3-RS-C4-K9 
and RIO act as die unit's spedaf 
relay-driving signal-conditioniog 
circuitry Here, D3 and C4 peak- 
detect the pin-6 output voltage 
of the 3140 op-amp, and C4's 
resulting charge provides base 
drive; to relay-driving common- 
emitter amplifier Q2. Note that 
C4's 'detrge' time (whldi protcos 
the circuit against activation by 
brief noise traasients) is 
coauolled by KB. its 'disclinrge' 
lime (which ensures dial — once 
they have iieeri triggered on - 
Q2 and RLA only turn off again 

when all noise trigger signals 
lias been absent for a few 
seconds) is cpntrolied by R9. 
and diat these components 
provide the circuit with good 
immuniiy to Mse-triggering and 
relay-chatter problems. 

'Jb set up die Figure 13 circuit, 
connect an analogue dc 
voltmeter between pins 6 and 4 
of the 3140 op-amp, then trim 
RV! so that the meter reading is 
zero at low sound input levels, 
but rises high enough to activate 
Ql and RIA at the desired 
'trigger' sound-amplitude level. 

Power-Failure 
Alarm Circuits 
Electrical power-failure alarms 
can he made to activate when 
ac jibwer is removed from a 
deep-freeze unit, or when a 
burglar deliberately cms the ac 
|io\ver lines, or when a machine 
overloads and blows its fuses. 
Figure 14 shows a very simple 
relay-output jiower failure alarm 
chat can activate any type of 
external alarm device via the 
relay's contacts. Here, the 
power-fine input is applied to a 
step-down transformer that 
gives an output of 12V at 
100mA. This output is half-wave 
rectified by D1 and smoothed 

by C1, and die resulting dc 
directly powers die coil of relay 
RLA, which has a coil resistance 
of 220Q or greater. RLA has one* 
or more sets of n.c. change-over 
contacts diat can be used to 
activate an extema! alarm device. 

Thus, when ac power is 
applied to die Figure 14 circuit 
the relay is driven on and 
contacts RLA'I are open, and 
the alarm is thus off. Triis circuit 
typically consumes almut 
S20mW from the ac jxtwer lines 
under this condition. When ac 
power is removed from the 
drcuii, the relay turns off and 
its RLAO contacts dose, thus 
activating the external aL-imt. 

Figure 15 shows n power- 
failure alarm that produces an 
output in a ready-built piezo 
siren unit. Here, when ac power 
is applied to the drotit, the ac 
input is stepped down to 12V 
by T1 and is rectified and 
smoothed by Di and Ct, and 
roughly 12V dc is cleveiopeti on 
the 01-02 and 02-03 inactions, 
and LEDl is illuminated via Rl. 
Under this condition Ql is 
driven to saturation via R2, and 
QI's collector pulls die R4-R5 
junction down to near-zero 
volts. As a rsult, zero:base drive 
is applied to Q2, so die piezo 
iilanm is off and no current is 
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Figure 12. Practical gas-detector alarm circuit, powered from an external 12V dc supply. 

drawn from the 9V battery. 
When ac powcris removed 
from tfie circuit's input. R1- 
LED i rapidly discharge C1, and 
the D1-D2 junction quickly Jails 
to zero volts and Ql rums off; 
under this condition cutxent 
roaches Q2's Ixtse from the 9V 
hancry via D3-R4-R5, and Q2 
and the.slren thus turn on. 

N'ote that the Figure 15 
circuit can. if desired, be used 
with higher battery and Tl- 
secontlarj* voltages, proiidcti 
diat die resulting VI voltage is 
at least 2V greater dian V2 (the 
batten' voltage). 

A Proximity- 
Activated 'Alarm' 

Circuit 
A proximity-activated alarm is a 
circuit that activates when a 
person or large object touches 
or comes close to a sensing 
antenna. Hie antenna mav 
simply consist of a length or 
loop of wire, or may lie a metal 
object (such as a sheet of foil or 
wire mesh hidden under a 
carpet, a safe, or a storage 
cabinet) that Is connected to 
one end of a wire antenna. 

Most proximity-activated 
alarm circuits work on the 
capacitive loading principle, in 
which die gain of an LC 
oscillator is adjusted to a critical 
point at which oscillaticn is 
barely sustained, and in which 
the antenna forms part of the 
oscillator's tank circuit, and in 
which the dnmit'.s 0V supply 
line is grounder!. Consequently, 
any increase, in die anrenna-to- 
grourui capacitance, such as is 
caused by touching or nean'ng 
die antenna, causes enough 
damping of the lank circuit to 
bring the oscillator gain below 
the cridcaf level, and the 
oscillator ce-ases to openiie. 
This cessation of oscillation is 
then used to make the alarm 

Figure 13, 
Practical 
relay-driving 
sound- 
actlvated 
switch circuit. 
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Figure 14. Simple relay-output ac power-failure alarm. 
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Figure IS, Power-failure alarm with a plezo siren output. 

generator activate. 
Figure 16 shows a practical 

relay-outpui proximity-naivatetl 
alarm ciraiic drat uses the 
alxive operating principle. 
Here, transistor Q1 is wired as a 
Colpirts Oscillator, with gain 
adjustable via R\1, and die 
antenna is coupled to QI base 
ra C5. Tiie output of this 
oscillator, which operates ac 
about 300kHz, Is made avatLtbie 
at a low impedance level across 
R4 via eminer-follower Q2- This 
Signal is recufied and smooilied 
via the C1-D1-D2-R6-C7 
network, to produce a positive 
bias that is applied to the base 
of Q3 via E7, Q3 is wired as a 
common-emitter amplifier, with 
Ri> as its collector toad, and Q4 
Is wired as a common-emitter 
amplifier with the relay coil 
used as its collector load and 
with Q4's base connected 
directly to die collector of Q3- 

Thus, when the Figure 16 
circuit Is operating normally, the 
oscillator output produces a 
positive bias voltage chat drives 
Q3 to-saturation and thus 
removes Q4's base drive; Q4 
and the relay are thus off under 
this condition. However, when 
the circuit's antenna is touched 
or extcmaliy loaded, the 
oscillator ceases to operate so 
removing Q3's base drive. Q3 
then turns off so Q4 Ls driven 
to saturation via RS, and the 
relay is thus driven on under 
this condition. 

Mote that the Q1-Q2 section 

of tiie circuit Is powered via a 
6.2V regulated supply formed 
by R5 and ZD1, thus enhancing 
the oscillator's stability. Also 
note thtit D1 ant! D2 must be 
germanium orSchottky signal 
diodes, :md that the circuit can 
— if desired — be used to give a 
directly-driven "siren' output 
(via a ready-built prezo alann 
module) by simply using the 
siren module in place of RLA 
and removing D3 from tlte circuit. 

To set up die Figure 16 
circuit, simply connect a 
suitable antenna,-trim RV1 so 
that the relay turns on, then 
back RVX off slightly so char the 
relay just turns off again. Check 
that the relay turns on again if 
the antenna is touched or 
closely approached, and goes 

off again if die touch is 
removed; if necessary; trim KVl 
for maximum sensitivity 

The final sensitivity of the 
Figure 16 circuit depends on 
die setting of RVI and dn the 
size and type of antenna used. 
If the antenna is very small, 
such as a short length of wire, 
the circuit will act as linie more 

than a touch alarm, but if the 
antenna is a large sheet of metal 
foil or wire mesh, the circuit 
may be sensitive enough to 
activate when a person 
approaches within a foot or two 
of die antenna, it pays to 
experiment with different types 
of antenna, to get the "feel' of 
the circuit. Remember, that the 
antehria must be well isolated 
from ground, and that the 
circuit's OV rail must tic wired to 
an effective ground conhectinn. 

A Touch-Activated 

Circuit 
Touch-activated circuits are 
intended to perform some bind 
of switching action when a 
iierson touches a fixed (ntiber 

than flexible:or mobile) contact 
point, such as one or more 
metal studs. The (jest circuits of 
this ryi>e work on either the 
capacitive loading principle 
described in the preceding 
section of this article, or, if they 
are designed for use only in the 
general vicinity ofacpovver lines, 
are activated by the power-line 

radiated ac 'hum' that is picked 
up by an electrical contact when 
touched by a human finger. 
Figure; 17 shows a practical 
circuit of the latter type. 

The Figure 17 "hum- 
detecting' circuit activates relay 
RLA when a finger touches a 
single metal stud or contact 
point, and Is designed amund a 
CMOS 40018 quad 2-input KOR 
gate 1C and transistor Ql. Here, 
gate ICla is wired as a simple 
pulse-inverting amplifier and 
has its high-impedance input 
terminal taken to the metal 
touch contact via R2i the 
contact Is biased high via RI, 
and Ida's output is thus 
normally low. When a human 
finger touches the circuit's 
contact terminal, its induced ac 

-f-12V 

Figure 16. 
Relay-output 
proximity- 
activated 
alarm circuit. 
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Figure 17. 'Hum-detecting' touch-activated relay switch. 

input ofanismiplifying deteaor 
stage that is built around Q2-D1 
and C2. Nomtaily; when die 
beam is unbroken, die output 
of {Ms detector stage is high, so 
Q3 is driven tpsaruration and 
Q-! and the relay are cut off 
When the lieam is interrupted, 
the output of the detector stage 
falls to near-zero volts, so Q3 
aims off and Q1 anti the relay 
are turned on via R7. An 
external alarm can i>e activated 
by the dosing of die RLAT 
contacLs. Titus, RLA is normally 
off but tunts on when the 
ultrasonic beam Ls interrupted. 

'hum' signal reaches ICla's input, 
is simplified and invened, and 
appears as a large amplitude 
squarewavc at ICla's output 
Tliis squarewave is rectified anti 
smoothed via DI-C1-R3, ,5s 
buffered by gates. IClb-IClc 
(which na togedier as a non- 
invening huffer), anil then drives 
relay RLA on via R5 and Q1. 

Mote when using the Figure 
17 circuit that its 12V supply 
must be derived (via an 
isolatihg cmnsfonnef) from the 
ac power lines, that die OV 
supply rail mast be grounded, 
that the relay's contacts can be 
used to activate external 
circuitry or alarms, etc., and 
that the circuit consumes a 
quiescent difrerit ofonly ImA 
or so. The.drcuit's touch 
contact should not be larger 
than about lOcnr (to avoid 
unwanted pick-up); if the 
contact is more titan a few 
indies from ICla's input 
temruriaJ, the connecting leads 
may have to be screened to 
avoid unwanted pick-up. 

An Ultrasonic 

'Beam' Alarm Unit 
This unit can lie used in the 
same type of application as an 
IR light-beam alarm, but works 

on ultrasonic principles. It 
consists of an ultrasonic 
transmitter (Tx), operating at 
about 40kHz, wliidi is aimed at 
a matching relay-driving 
ultrasonic receiver (Rx) uniL. 
When an ultrasonic link exists 
between the Txand Rx, the 
relay is off but when the link is 
broken die relay turns on and 
activates an external alarm or 
some other electrical or 
elecrfbnlc device. This 
particular unit is a very- simple 
design, with a maximum 
operating range ofonly a few 
metres and is suitable for 
security protection for passages 
anil open doorways, etc. 

The unit makes use of si 
modestly priced matched pair 
of uitnisonic transducers of the 
type used in many remote- 
control applications- These 
devices are normaily designed 
to ojjerate at about 40kHz, and 
consist of a dedicated Tx 
transducer and a matching 
dedicated Rx transducer. Such 
devices are readily available 
from major electronic 
component. Supplier. 

Figure 18 shows the circuit of 
the unit's transmitter module, 
which typically consumes an 
operating cumem of 2.5mA 
from a 9V supply or;3niA from a 
12V supply. Here, Ql and Q2 
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Figure 10. Ultrasonic beam transmitter module. 

are configured as an ermuer- 
coupled oscillator, with theTx 
transditcer used as the emitter 
coupling element, so chat die 
circuit oscillates ac the 
transducers resonant frequency 
(aliout -iOkl Iz) and radiates a 
matdiing ultiasoriic signal. 

Finally; Figure 19 shows die 
circuit of the unit's receiver 
module. Here, the Rx 
transducer is pointed towards 
the transmitter tind responds to 
the transmitted signal in much 
the same way as a directional 
microphone. Tile output of die 
Kx transducer is fcti directly to 
die base of common emitter 
amplifier Ql, and appears in 
amplified form at Ql collectar. 
It is then fed, via Cl, to the 

The .figure. 19 circuit 
consumes a typical current of 
5mA from a 12V supply, lb set 
up die orcnit, turn off the Tx 
unit, connect a dc voltmeter 
(with a sensitivity of at least 
iOkQ/V) across C2, then trim 
RVI so that the voltage just kills 
to near-zero; RLA should turn 
on underthis condition. Now 
turn on the Tx unit, aim it at 
the Rx unit, and check that the 
C2 voltage rises to at least 2V 
and that RLA turns off. If 
desired, RVI can lie further 
trimmed to obtain absolute 
maxinium operating range, 

Nest month's concluding 
episode of this series will deal 
with electronic security circuits 
designed for use in autotnohiies. 

R2D 47k 
Figure 19. Refay-oirtput 
ultrasonic beam 
receivBr module. 
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In last month'sTechnulogt'NXitich.%ve 
examined tite principles liehind 
biomeiric validation, that is using a 

unique phv-sical aruiltute to identify a 
partiailar person. This nionth, I am going to 
look at something loosely related. Truster 
has been developed by Makh-Shevet, a small 
sofivvare company in Isniel. arai is a rather 
unique W'ladovvs 95 ptpgrani tliai claims to 
deccrminc whedier an Individual is lelling 
the truth. Sounds like something out of the 
X laics, doesn't it? Lie detection isn't 
anything partiailariy new; and pohgraph 
testing has l ieen a too! oftiie police and 
secret services for years. Traditional 
polygraph lie-detection equipment, which 
sells for $10,000 or so, relies on the 
monitoring of various physical parameters 
including heanlxrat, blood pressure and 
sweat. These migiit diange if the subject is 
exhibiting die pressure,"excuemen! or 
emotional conflict assodaied vvidi lying. 

Sensors strapped to the body measure 
these parameters. Sweat, for example, will 
change the electrical resistance of the skin 
by a ssnali. hut perceptible amount. The 
Litter phenomenon forms die basis of all 
those simple lie detector projects that you 
probably built when you were learning 
about elecrfciriics. Unfortunately, sortie 
people are more convincing liars —at least 
as far as fxiiygraph testing is concerned. 
Tliey migiu not sweat so much, or their 
blood pressure migiit hot increase 
sufficiently to be registered by the madiine. 
1 can imagine that secret agents receive 
some kind of'polygraph deception" training 
along these lines! Done property, pqiygrupfi 
testing is highly complex and has to take 
into consideration ambient conditions and 
the physical properties of tiie test subject. 
At Ixt.st, an accuracy- of between 85% and 
90% can lie achieved. Many people are 
understandably sceptical about polygraph 
testing, and die results cannot be 
submitted as evidence in a court nfiavv. 

Tjuster, which was originally conceived 
for the questioning of terrorists, monitors 
another physical parameter in its setnrh for 
the truth - the voice. Academic researchers 
have discovered that when uncier die stress 
associated with lying, the amount of blood 
entering the subject's larynx is invoiuntarily 
reduced, causing the voice to flutter- 
However, these changes are too minute to 
lie detected by human cam. These flutters 
provide all. kinds of infotmaticm aliout die 
subject's cmodonai and physical condiuon. 
Tnister's patented voice analysis algorithms 

with Maitln Pipe 

tune in to these, and can hence differentiate 
between lying, and nervousness, emotional 
confliCT or pain. Makh-Shevct reckon that 
Truster can tietect whether the person you 
are talking to is lying, outsmarting you, 
exaggerating, unsure of ills words or telling 
the truth. When vocal stress is delected, die 
appropriate message appears on the screen. 
These include''telling the truth', ""high level 
of excitement', -confused, subject is not 
sure", 'he/she Ls exaggerating', 'being 
sarcastic', 'inaccurate' and "false statement'. 
Once the conversation has ended, Truster 
produces a report for further examination. 
The software includes an automatic 
calibration system, and the ability to filter 
out tiiTWumed background noise. 

Getting the voice into die PC in the first 
place needs nothing more cpniplrcated 
than a run-of-the-mill soundcard. A 
telephone adaptor (hmm... is it BABT 
approved?) that j.ilugs into the soundcard 
and allows telephone conversations to lie 
analysed in real-time. Previously-captured 
recordings and odier sources (sudi as 
microphones) can also lie handled. 
According to its developer. the basic 
version of Truster. which sells on its web 
site (Iittp;/Av\vvvtraster.com) for $119, will 
run quite happily ona P75 PC vvidi 16Mb 
IbSM. Ease-of-use is said to be excellent - 
just connect up die audio source, start the 
program and "sit back and watch the 
screen". We hope to test these claims with 
a Full review of the software in a future 
edition of Electronics, 

There are two other versions available — 
'Bigger Brothers,' If you'll excuse the awful 
(but deliberate) pun! These offer more 
features- ami are priced accortiingly. Truster 
Pro (;7-i9) oilers additional analysis modes 
designed for interviews and investigaiiqas, 
and will provide a detailed report on how 
eadi question was answered. Level L (2499), 
meanwhile, is a complex vocal stress 
analy ser intended for advanced security 
and law enforcement agencies. Most 
imerestingK; the latter is clairited to work 

vr e b site 

- -- ..-iZJ.' 

with multiple participants. TTiis has to be 
conducted ufT-line, presumably because a 
lot of processing is involved. Versions of 
die software are available for English, 
Japanese. Cantonese, Czech and German 
customers, amongst others. Truster's 
analysis process is reputedly language- 
indeperuienc, and SO the muitiplicity 
probably stems from user imefface needs. 

The system vvas evaluated on hundreds 
of individuals prior to its release. Under 
carefully-monitored conditions, they were 
told to read stories that contained obvious 
false fecrs- TTtcir speech vvas picked up by 
microphones connected to PCs running 
Truster. An average 85% success rate was 
achieved - not bad. for a system dial can 
be acquired for rather less than the 
polygraphs $10,000 asking price - even if 
the PC's purchase price is factored in. That 
85% relates to Israeli rest subjects - 
Truster's devdojieni found tliat with die 
Japanese, the rate vvas closer to 100%. 
Apparently, tills is because die Japanese arc 
more seifcritical'! Truster is an esceiient 
example of PC application diversity. Its 
relatively ineqiensive price makes it 
accessible to consumers, and not just gadgei 
freaks, insurance oompanies mid government 
departments. Do you have doubts relating 
to the fitithfulness of your girlfriend or 
husband? Is that supposedly independent 
financial advisor recommending the right 
product for y our needs, or is he/she "simply 
pushing die one that pays the most 
commission? Have your kids done their 
homework: on time? Can you rely on the 
accuracy of the source you've been given, 
or has he/she been pressurised into lying? 
Should you place trust in this politician? Do 
you want to follow this deal through? 

All of these questions could be answered, 
to some degree, by Truster. That said. 
Makh-Shevct put a disclaimer in the 
instruction manual to the effect that they 
"will not bear any reqmnsibiliiy lor direct 
or indirect results from use of tile system". 
Out of interest, the Truster web site 
contains an anahsis of statements made by 
President Clinton on January 26th. These 
statements, marie at a White House press 
conference, related to Clinton's alleged 
sexual relations with Miss ievvinsky. 
Truster's conclusion? The subject 
never lied but apparently there were 
SOME inaccuracies". Hii'" -i 

Etmall your cnmmentsipE suggestJon$ to 
Martin Pipe nl vhatneWrlx co^Jullnii co ufc. 
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INTERESTED IN TECHNOLOGY 

AND LOOKING FOR A CAREER 

IN RETAILING? 

WE'RE DEVELOPING OUR HIGH STREET BUSINESS AND N 

INDIVIDUALS TO HELP'DRIVE OUR EXPANSION FORWARD 

NEED TALENTED 

MAPUN ELECTRONICS IS ONE OF THE UK'S LARGEST CHAINS OF SPECIALIST RETAILERS 

WITH OVER 22*000 PRODUCTS CURRENTLY ON SALE AT OVER 48 STORES. 

WE SELL AN EXCITING AND DIVERSE PRODUCT RANGE, FROM COMPUTER PRODUCTS 

THROUGH TO COMPONENTS AND WE NEED ENTHUSIASTIC PEOPLE TO HELPCOMMUNICATE 

THIS TO OUR CUSTOMER'S. 

OPPORTUNITIES NATIONWIDE 

ASSISTANT STORE MANAGERS: REF EBOl 
WE REQUIRE GOOD COMMUNICATORS PREFERABLY WITH RETAIL MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE WHO 
CAN DEMONSTRATE "A CAN DO ATTITUDE". SALES EXPERIENCE IS A.KEY REQUIREMENT AND THE 

INDIVIDUAL MUST HAVE THE ABILITY TO ASSIST THE COMPANY IN ACHIEVING PROFIT TARGETS. 
RELEVANT EXPERIENCE IN A SIMILAR ENVIRONMENT" IS AN-ADVANTAGE BUT NOT ESSENTIAL. 

TECHNICAL SALES ASSISTANTS; REF EB02 

SALES EXPERIENCE IS ESSENTIAL WITH A GOOD UNDERSTANDING OF ELECTRONICS, A RELEVANT 
QUALIFICATION IN THIS FIELD WOULD.BE USEFUL BUT N&T ESSENTIAL. THE ABILITY TO BE 
FRIENDLY AND PROVIDE CUSTOMERS WITH SOLUTIONS IS MORE IMPORTANT. EXPERIENCE IN 
A SIMILAR RETAIL ENVIRONMENT WOULD BE USEFUL. 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THESE POSITIONS PLEASE CONTACT US-AT THE ADDRESS DETAILED 
BELOW QUOTING THE REFERENCE NUMBER. 

STARTING SALARIES WILL DEPEND ON YOUR EXPERIENCE AND ABILITIES, OTHER BENEFITS INCLUDE 
SALES COMMISSIONS AND A COMPANY" PENSION SCHEME. 

PLEASE SEND YOUR FULL CV WITH CURRENT SALARY INFORMATION TO: KIM PATER50N, 
RETAIL OPERATIONS. MAPLlN ELECTRONICS, MAPLIN'HOUSE, 274-288 LONDON ROAD, HADLEIGH, 
BENFLEET, ESSEX, SS7'2DE 

FAX NUMBER 01702 558 467, ALTERNATIVELY CALL 01702 "554 155 EXT 305 FOR AN APPLICATION FORM. 

INTERNET SITE: HTTP://WWW.MAPL1N;GG.UK 

MAPLlN ELECTRONICS IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES EMPLOYER 
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by Harry Watkins 

More New Catalogue Items 

Digital frequency counters 
Pocket sized digital frequency coumers hnre 
been around for some time now. I sjxjke of 
frequency counters in a precious article so ( 
won't go over die background informaiinn 
again here. The flist generation of counters 
have been signMcandy iriipmved by adding 
extra features and refining old ones. For 
example, theBisc counters had Mills which 
have long been replaced by l.CDs. This 
means-easier to read displays and longer 
battery life. Also, their increased sensitivity 
allows for Ifetter signal reception. 

^Kitson hate just introduced a range of 
frequency counters onto die market at prices 
to suit any budget or requirement. Frequency 
counters are not only essential test 
instruments, but also make excellent digital 
displays for analogue transceivers, and of 
course they are used to find out the eaci 
frequency of a traasmlssion for monitoring 
puqxxses. In some instances they can aid in 
die detection of bugs. 

\m 
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The Watson 'HUNTER' (Maplin order code 
KW37S priced at £59-99) is a high speed 
frequency counter with XOOHz resolution and 
is within the budget of any radio enthusiast. 
It covers the very wide range of 10MHz to 
3GHz- It vvdgits only 21 Og and its dimensions 
are 80(H) x 68(\V) x 3ICD)mm (excluding 
aerial). There is a 50£2 BKC socket on the top 
of die unit (7-sectibh telescopic aedal 
supplied). Also supplied are an internal 4 x AA 
600mAHNiCd Ijattery pack, an ac charger 
(12-16 hours) and comprehensive iastruaions. 
The unit cm also be powered by a 9V dc 
300m,A external power supply (not supplied). 

Hie Hunter features an 8-digin LCD, low 
power consumption giving an average six 
hour battery life. The unit is easy' to operate 
with only a few simple controls. These are 
on/off switch and a hold button for freeing 
the display when it locks onto a signal. There 
is also a calibraiion trimmer for accurate 
frequency measurements: In use, once the 
batteries iiave been charged and the aerial 

Super €» • 
Hunter 
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connected, it is simply a matter of switching 
die unit on and waiting. 

The next model up in the range is the 
Watson T;C-130' (Maplin order code VNOSJ 
priced at £79.99) and is already a very popular 
frequency counter with radio enthusiasts. It is 
CKialy the same as die Hunter but with the 
following extra features: covers IMHz to 
3GHz, a lOdigii LCD, low battery indicator, 
an ultra sensitive synchronous detector, 16- 
section batgraph to show RF signal strength 
and a high speed 300MHz direct counter with 
0.1 Hz. resolution and 4 selectable gate sjiecds. 
The range switch should lie switched to die 
300MHz |Xisition for frequencies between 
IMHz and 300MHz attd switched to the,3GHz 
position for frequencies between 10MHz and 
3CHz. The gate button lias four positions arid 
sdeos die gate or measurement time. A 
longer gate time means coundng for a longer 
period anil results tn higher accuracy. 

1 find tltac by using a known traasmitter, 
such as my NTIF land held. 1 can test a 
frequency counter and quickly find out such 
information as best gate time to use and 
which range to switch the unit to. But even 
widiout a transminer. It does not take very 
much experimenting with the counter to get 
the faqst cmt of the unit. 

The Watson 'SUPER-HUNTER' frequency 
counter (Maplin ottler 'code NW3SR priced at 
£149.99) is the iO|i of die range. It boasts an 
enormous IGHz to SGHz frequency coverage. 
It weighs 250g and measures .1D0(H) x 6S(W') 
x 31(D)mm (excluding aerial). There is a dual 
purpose (via swltdi) "BKC s<x:ket on top of 
the unit {7-section telescopic iierinl supplied; 
giving SOD input for range IMHz to TGHz 
and IMil input for range of 10Hz to 5O.MH2- 
Also sujiplieri are internal 4 x A\ 600mAH 
NiCd tottery pack, an ac charger (12-16 
hours) and fully comprehensive irisrructioas. 
Tlie unit can also be powered by a 9V dc 
300hi.-V external power supply (not supplied ). 

The Super Hunter features a 10 digit LCD. 
low power coasumption giving average six 
hour tottery life. There is an LED back light 
for the display, a hold button to lock the 
display as well as an automatic Hold, a low 
battery indicator, and a beeper. This unit 
measures frequency and period with 
4:seleciable gate speeds. It ftas a i 6-sectiori 
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bcirgraph to show RF signal strength, a high 
speed 300MHz direct coutiter withO.lfiz 
resolution and there Is even a Iniilt in filter 
which presents the display of random noise. 
The function button selects ihe.ffetjuenqt or 
period, and has four settings. One each for 
displaying frequency; or period, as these are 
received, and two settings for automatic hold 
of the firat frequency or period captured. 

General notes on 
frequency counters 
When using a frequency counter with an aerial 
for signal pick-up, random counts may appear. 
This is normal, and is due to the high gain 
arhplitler drcuitry amplifying weak signals and 
noise in the absence of a strong, readible .signal 
Never exceed the maxmium stgoal input level as 
internal damage will occur. 

The supplied telescopic aerial is die best 
for general purpose use This is because its 
length can he adjusted to suit the frequency. 
As a rough guide, collapse the aerial to its 
minimum length for IMF and fuliy extend it 
for HF and VHF. An alternative resonant aerial 
may offonbeiter results in some cases. 

The most often asked question regarding 
frequency counters is how far away from the 
transmitter will rite counter work. The 
distance that the counter can read signals 
depends on many factors, such as type and 
lucition of transmitting aerial, transmitter 
output power, type of receive serin! and any 
obsmdes in die way of signals. Some apical 
distances are: Cordless phone - 0,3m, Cellular 
phone - 3-20m, CB radio - 2-8m, WF and 
UHF two wav radio 3-30m. 

Transceivers 
and receivers 
Tile EUROSONTC KH-lOl SOchannc! 4\r FM 
liantl held CB transceiver (Maplin order code 
NTt'-fTV) is priced at 5-119.99- This is the first 
of no doubt many irand held CB's widj all 80- 
channcls on it. We looked at 80-channel 
mobile CBs in parr 4 so no need to give the 
iMCkgrotinc! again. Suffice to say that the 
frequencies are split into two sets of 40- 
channels (UK) 27.60IMRz to 27.99LNiHz and 
(EU) 26.965.MHz to 27>f05MHz. .All the 80- 
clkmnel CB's are only legal for use in die UK, 
so beware if you take your car abrrad and 
forget you. I cue it insctlled In your vehicle. 

On taking the unit out of its box the fust 
thing X noticed was its very small size 
compared with what the oilier 40-chaiinel 
only type transceivers, it measures l47mm(H) 
x 65mm (W) x 33mm (D) and weiglis just 
200g without batteries. The unit 6 supplied 
with a flexible aerial, belt.hook, canyirig strap 
and dry cell case for S x AA toteries (batteries 
not supplied) and, ofcoutse, instruction 
book and warranty cmL The unit can also 
operate from 6.5-' 5-6V dc. There are sockets 
for microphone and speaker; or earpiece, and 
for the charger/estemal dc supply. 

The controls are simplicity itself, on the top 
of the.unit are the two knobs for orVbfE' 
volume and squelch, jusi where I like to see 
diem. On the side of the unit there Is a PTT 
switch where the thumb naturally rests when 
holding the radio, and just above the PTT 
diere are two more buttons for channel up 

arid channel down. There are six other 
buttons on die from of the radio, Uiese are 
for last channel recall key lock, high/low 
power, beep on/offi scan-key for scanning 
through die channels and dual watch for 
rhonltoring two diaanels ai tlie same time. 
There is also a back fight for the LCD ami 
channel 9/19 emergency switch. All-in-all this 
is a super transceiver whether you need to 
use one frequently; or just to keep in the 
glove box ofti car for an emergency; An 
excellent buy; 

The Track Air XAD-1 (Maplin order code 
NWIfiA) sells for 549-99 and is wltat the 
auband fraternity1 has been waiting a long 
time for. This realistically priced digital 
airband receiver measures a comjjact, pocket 
size 63mm(W) x I I5mm (H) x 20mni (D) - 
excluding retraoaiile telescopic aerial. There 
is a 3.5mm stereo headphone socket and 
earphones, and the unit Is powered fixim 2 x 
AAA size haneries (not supplied). Its 
frequency coverage is: FMI - 83 tolOSMliz in 
50KHzS!CpS, FM2-JOS to!40MHz in 50KH2 
steps, AM 1 —108 to {24MHz in 12.5KHz steps 
and AM2 -124-140M Hz in ,12oKHz steps. 

A sw itcli on the side of the unit selects 
either the built-in speaker or the earphones, 
:md also the. aerial from the built-in nxl to the 
headphones allowing you to listen with the 
rod aerial folded away. There arc also switches 
for on.'off and key liK'k. The unit lias five 
memories selected by individual buttons on 
the front of the. uriiuAddirionalK; tliere ;ire 
two extra buttons for switching between the 
four bands and for writing to the memories. 
Hie rotary volume control is conveniently 
situated on the top of the unit, the up/down 
frequency buttons are located on the from 
panel next to die LCD. A mono/stereo switch 
enables interference free listening to weak 
stauoas. I am sure that tiiis receiver will soon 
lie a regular sight both at air shows and the 
viewing gaBeries at your local airport. 

T 
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Demon News 
Demon Internet has, by 
the time you read this, 
undergone a major upgrade 
to its Usenet News service 
to help eliminate speed and 
propagation issues. The new 
service is based on Network 
Appliances fiie servers. Like 
the service it replaces, the 
new News service uses 
multiple front end servers 
to support customer 
connections, which allows 
simple expansion in 
customer connection 
capability, but has the 
additional power needed to 
support ever growing 
demands being placed on 
Demons News services. 

The new News service is 
necessary not only because 
of greater numbers of users 
signing up with Demon, but 
also because of the huge 
increase of 'spam* that is 
infiltrating UseNet News 
services everywhere.-. 
Apparently, Demon has a 
daily volume of news which 
peaks at around 22Gb, Of 
this, only 40% comprises 
genuine news articles. 

Some 30% is of spam and 
other unwanted content, and 
the remaining 30% is cancel 
messages to cancel spam. 

Free for all 
There's been a slew of 
Internet service providers 
who want to get in on the 
free email bandwagon 
recently. None bigger than 
BT, which is to launch 
Miil-e-Mail later in the year. 
Part of BT's Millennium 
programme announced in 
February, MIII-e-Mail is 
World Wide Web based,. 
which means that users can 
access the service from 
anywhere in the world they 
may visit as long as they 
can get Internet access. By 
being Web based, email 
services like this ensure 
that users aren't tied to 
specific access points such 
as the office, or home. An 
added bonus is that any 
other of a user's email 
accounts can be accessed 
at the same time. 

For education users, Mill- 
e-Mail offers schools and 
colleges the opportunity to 

control mail and folders. 
Every student in a school 
could therefore have an 
email folder, setup and 
maintained through the 
school account. Teachers 
can then also block email 
from known offending 
domains or allow email only 
from approved correspondents. 

A related free service for 
Websites has been 
announced by Zyris. Its 
ZyWeh service (that's 
pronounced z-eye web, as in 
high web) offers a free 
Website to everyone, simply 
by logging your computer 
onto the ZyVVeb Website at 
<http://v.wf.zy.com> and 
signing up. The free Website 
is offered under the ZyWeb 
Lite service, in which you 
can use the In-built Web 
design tools to create your 
own pages. You can give it a 
URL that even contains your 
own name. ZyWeb Lite offers 
2Mb of Web space, one 
email address and a limited 
number of page design 
templates. Your free pages, 
however, have to cany 
banner advertising from 
advertisers (that's what pays 
for the free service). 

ZyWeb Home costs £48 a 

year and offers 5Mb of Web 
space, 50 Web page design 
templates, 5 email 
addresses, and you can 
remove the banner 
advertising of the Ute 
version. A third version, 
ZyWeb Business costs £200 
a year, with 10Mb of Web 
space, 10 email addresses, 
feedback forms for customers 
and other benefits. 

QuickTime Out 
QuickTime 3 has been 
officially released, and it's 
available for free download 
at <http: //ww.appl e.cora/ 
qincktiroe/>. Expect huge 
delays, though. It's a 6Mb 
plus download, and literally 
millions of people have 
already downloaded it. Both 
Mac and Windows formats 
are available and, as it's 
been recognised by ISO as 
the basis for the new MPEG-4 
unified digital video storage 
mechanism (as reported 
last month), it represents 
the future for multimedia on 
IBM-compatible personal 
computers as well as 
Macintosh personal 
computers. Get it, while 
it's hot! 

Netscape Plans 
to Boost Internet Service 

Netscape at www.nstscape.coni Ls plannlng to expand its 
Netcenter site into a major internee gateway, positioning it in 
direct competltipn with Yahoo!, Excite, America Online and 
Microsoft. The redesigned site will include more community 
features such as discussion groups, and Netscape is looking at 
ware to offer free e-mail service to users; 

The move signals the consolidation of Web traffic around a 
few major'hubs', which scn'e.as the Initial log-on point for 
users'. Netscape already ranks number two in visitors, with 23.1 
million users in Fcbmaty, second only to Yahoo!. 
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New Tool To Stop Junk Mail 
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A new version Sendmail at 
wvm.sendmail .com, the 
software used, on about 75 
[jer cent of die message 
routing compuiers on the 
Internet, will offer a number 
of features to block 
'spamming', including tile 
ability to reject mail from 
known spam addresses arid 
to force, spammers to reveal 

-aK 

1 their true Internet addresses. 
; Eric AUman. who wrote die 
j Sendmail program while 
■ working as a programmer at 
I the University of California at 
j Berkeley, Ls also creating 
I Sendmail Inc to sell.software 
! ant! suppon services to 
i businesses, while continuing 
; to develop new features for 
: tile free version of the software. 
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E-Mail is Necessary but No Longer 

Sufficient 

WebTV antj Bf Begin UK Trials 
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Microsaft's WebTV Networks 
a; WrtV/.wehtv.com and RTat 
wm . bt. com Jiavc annotiliced 
thai WebTV Networks lias 
seleaed BT to be its Internet 
service provider to trial the 
WebTV product in the UK. 
The trial, to begin later this 
month, will involve a cross 
section ofUK households. 

The objecuve of the mulii- 
phase trial is to gain technical, 
marketing and operational 
knowledge of the UK: 
marketplace. During the trial, 
WebTV Networks will provide 
core tedino!og>r and platform 
management, while BT 
will provide access through. 

BT Internet. 
The,WebTV Networks trial 

service will incorporate UK 
internet conteni antl will lie 
tailored to address content 
developers heetls, Wcbf\' 
Network's hardware licensees, 
ihd tiding RtceMlaoTMinplagt' 
and Philips EJectronlcs: will 
provide PA1. standard set-rap 
bcxesTor the trial; 

WefiTV produasaml services 
are based on open internet - 
.srancLtrds, ensuring dtat UK 
content providera ivill lie able 
to reach this new audience 
with their existing Vieb sites 
without modification. 

E-mail, a tool that has become 
a necessary and critical aspect 
of business communications, 
is no longer sufficient for 
many users according to IDC 
at vww, idc.com. This 
research TeVeaJs demand Is 
on the rise, for products, tiwt 
offer broader funaionality 
through scamlessintegmcion 
.between e-mail and other 
applications.. 

"During the. past two years, 
the e-mail software market 
has teen turned oil its head 
by the rising demand for 

products supporting Internet 
standards," said Mark Levitt, 
research manager of IDC's 
Collabofaiive-and Intranet 
Computing research service. 
Tor vendors that iiave 
focused csclusively on 
Internet e-mail, this 
development has been a 
double-edge sword; it has 
confirmed the correctness of 
their product strategies. Ai 
the same time, it has created 
a host of new. tnostK' Larger 
competitors with products 
for Internet e-mail." 
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ISPs Say Internet Demand Exceeds Technology 

Internet service provitiets and 
equipment vendors arewarning 
tliat Internet IxmtKvidtii 
demands are growing mudi 
faster than the enpadty of 
Internet backlxiries. 

For instance UUNet 
Technolpgies at mm. uunet. cotn 
refions thatltaemet traffic used 
to dtiuble every year, but now Its 
i kxiiling evert' three to sis nv tntlis, 

ISPs'compIain that new video 

applications are straining current 
ledintilngy, arid lim it is difficult 
to build up the.backbone 
without knowing in advance 
which Internet apjiL'catlpils are 
going to prove most popular. 

Technical Data ' 
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TV WIT 1 Not Bring the Internet to the Masses 

During 1997, Woking-based 
Inteco at mm. i nteco .com, 
coriductetl over 40,000 
interviews in Europe to study 
the developing picture and to 
forecast ftuure changes in 
consumer interactitirt- arid the 
associated market opportunities 
tor its clients. 

Last month,'Inteco senior 
consultant Atbm Daum 
presented a summary of how 
future fcqme bitemet access will 
develop and the resjiective pans 
the PC and die IV Iiave to play 

Tlte PC will remain die 
primary platform for Internet 
access for the foreseeable 
future, but that doesn't mean it 
is about to become a standard 
feature of all PCs. Even in the 
US, with all its cultural, pricing 
arid infrastructure advantages. 

less than 50% of PC-owning 
households have access and 
40% of households with a PC 
and a. tnodem still aren't 
connected to the Internet. 

"There are several factors 
which will slow th.e spread of 
Internet access in Europe: 
ndathely high teJecummuiiicarions 
costs, including almost universal 
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local call cliatges; poor local 
language content on the Web; 
lower PC owoetshtp arid usage 
at home and at work; and 
widely available alternative 
sources of inforniation, for 
example Winitel, teferext and 
old media. 

ISPs still focus their 
marketing on die features of 
their particular service, not on 
the benefits of the Ifuemet in 
general This must diange. 
Assumingit docs, dien this arid 
other positive factors will help 
overall growth. Fbr example, 
competition between 
tdccommunications operators 
will drive time-based casts 
down ;md users will fee! freer to 
explore and discover interesting 
coment and services. 
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Macromedia Fires Up Web Designers 

' Macromedia at 
Vi«w.macroniedia.com has 
introduced Fireworks, iheifirst 
production tool to provide a 
unified environment for 
creating, optimising and 
producing high-quality 
graphics for the Web. 
Engineered from the ground 
up to address the needs of 
professional Web designere, 
the new tool sncoiponites 
such advanced feamres as a 
visual export preview, 
complete control over 
compression and colour 
palettes, automaticgcnenition 
of button scares arid JavaScript 
rollovers, as well as text and 
eiTects which are editable all 
tire time. Rreworks allows 
designers to create ihe aiost 

compact graphics and GIF 
animations in the. fewest steps. 

The current workflow for 
creating Web graphics Is 
complex and Ume-coasuniing, 
■Rj create a simple animated 
GIF banner, a designer uses 
several tools,.laying out text in 
a vector illustration tool, 
contpositing the tact with 
images in a bitmap application, 
and then optimising the size 
of the graphic in yet a third 
program. Adding image maps 
and animation requires 
additional utilities.' Finally, the 
designer previews theimage 
in a Web browser. Developers 
often Undertake multiple 
iteraiions of this process, 
attempting to balance image, 
sizeand quality. 

|nN«to 3 pool*? 
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Moreovep if the .client 
requests a change, today's 
artist must start the process 
over since, graphics are not 
readily editable in existing 
imaging tools,-Fireworks 
solves both tire workflow 
issue and the problem of 
editabiiity by aUo'wIhg' 
designers to complete die 
entire : process of creating arid 
producing Web graphics,in a 

single, unified ctiviforimerit-: 
keeping everything editable, 
all the time. 

A prerelease beta version 
, ofFireworks is currently 
available for downloadbt no 
diarge at 
viv«. getf i reworks. com. 
Fireworks forWihdoWs 95. 
Windows NT and Madmosh 
RjwefPC will be available 
Summer 199S. 

AOL's iO Most Wanted Spammer List 

AOLatwrf.aol .com has 
announced a new, more 
aggressive campaign against 
unsolicited e-mail, or 'spam'. 
Continuing its battle dri bchalf 
of its members, the company 
also warned that it might seek 
federal legislation to put 
spammers outofthe business. 

In a speech at the Jupiter 
Gorisumer Online Conference 
in March, AOL CEO Steve Case: 

, took, siranuners to task, arid 
announced 'AOL's lO.Mosi 
Wjnted S [wmni fcilistwhich 
included I^tvetoys Online; the 
Notoriously NaSySpitrrimer, 
I'lanetLovejoy and 
loseweightbig. HeSaki the 
company would build r case 
against bach one "and pursue 
them in court where possible; 

"like the online consumer, 
we're fed up with spam. We arc 
adopting a block and tnckle 
strategy against spammers. 
That is, we're going to block as- 
many of their e-mails at-the 
gateway as we can, and we're 
going to tackle them in court." 
Case warned. "The spariimeis 
on our' 10 Most Wanted' list 
represent a severe impediment 
to die-growth of die medium 
arid are causing a significint 
depredation of the.experience 

. forit he average consumer,,We 
lonk.forward to taking them on 
one at a time." 

AOL filed a Jaw suit against a 
corrtpany it charged with usirig 
the.AOI. and aol.com trade 
names' dri a selies'of 
pornographic Web sites,- as well 
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as in spam sent to AOL 
members promoting ihe;s)tes- 

tlie Company also, 
announced tliat it had obtained 
a judgement in its ami-spam 
lawsuit against Prime Data 
Wdrldriet Systems, in addition, 
rhe company said tliat another 
sparridefcndani, Styueaky 
CleanMarketing, had agreed.ro 

a permanent 
injunction 
which will bar 
Squeaky Clean 
Marketing 
from ever 
c-mailing, 
AOL riieriibers 

.again. 
AOL lias 

been fighting 
spam for many 

months by giving its members 
tools to better control die e-mail 
they receive, providing an area 
online devoted to educating 
memlaets about unsolidted e- 
mail at Keyword; Junk Mail, and 
by sending more than 500'cease 
and desist teuers to spammers 
and foUowingup vvitii iavvsuits" 
against many of diem. 

Web Based Transactions Will Produce Largest Growth Area 

Analyst house Ovum at 
wrfrf.ovum.com, has released 
findings which reveal that 

existing customers of the 
Inremer will not generate the 
high growth rare of Intemer 

Cvsci 
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irafiic currendy predicted. New 
customers will lead to 
increased demand according to 
an Ovum report, iDtemet: 
Coqwrate and Consunia- 

Views, which investigates the 
emerging issues and trends 
surrounding Internet usage. 

According to Iain Stevenson, 
new media group manager and 
co-author of the report, "Users 
are optimistic about rhe 
Internet- However, the overall 
trend Is geared towards 
extending die existing Internet 
applications to more users. 
Web transactions is die only 
new application that is 

r 

- 

cuffendy well established and 
will grow strongly. 
Videoconferendng and 
Internet telephony will aciiieve 
strong growth but from a very 
low user base toebv." 
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